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The Meaning of Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

-Abstract 

Objective: Emphasis is often placed on the negative psychological effects of boarding 

school on children under the age of 11, yet a literature review revealed that there has been 

little research into effects on boarding school adolescent males. Therefore the aim of 

this study was to begin to explore the meaning attributed to the experience of being an 

adolescent male in a boarding school focusing on the psychological effects of boarding and 

its impact on their individual experience of relating. 

Method: Six ex-pupils of a male boarding school were recruited. Participants were interviewed 

using a semi structured audio-recorded interview, covering early attachment experiences, school 

experiences and post school relationships. Interview data were qualitatively analysed using 

interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) to study participants' experience from their 

perspective. Participants also rated themselves on an attachment questionnaire. 

Results: Five super-ordinate themes were identified: "Family tradition"; "coping through self -

reliance"; boarding school male identity; "ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships"; 

"elucidation through process of past and present". 

Conclusions: The findings of this study highlight 1) the potential significance of how caregivers, 

pastoral and teaching staff relate to the male adolescent in an all-male boarding school. 2) that 

separation from father may be a key factor for the boarding school male adolescent. 3) that more 

research may be needed on how all-male boarding schools and the gender balance of their 

staffing impact on alumni's ability to relate to women. 

Keywords: Adolescence, Attachment, Boarding school, Identification, Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis, Male. 
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Prelude 

IPA studies are built upon three philosophical foundations of an epistemological position 

of phenomenological, hermeunetic and idiographic principles (Sartre 1956/1943; 

Heidegger 196211927; Husserl 1982; Gadamer 199011960). Essential to these three 

tenets include the need for reflexivity. openness. transparency. empathy. sensitivity and 

exploration. The reflexive function of my role as a researcher required me to be aware of 

and to be open to any preconceptions. assumptions and possible biases I may have had 

throughout the life of my project. 

My interest in conducting an IPA study into adolescent attachment issues in a male 

boarding school arose as a result of my occupation as a psychotherapist working in a 

male boarding school. Through observation in my work, I found myself wondering 

about the psychological effects that the boarding experience had on male adolescents and 

of what shape this took. in the form of levels of attachment security. My observation and 

experience of the boarding school environment had aroused my curiosity which led me to 

think about attachment, in particular of how the male adolescent copes with development 

within a boarding school environment. of how they related to others and also of how 

secure they felt. 

The ideal early maternal environment is thought to be one of a safe, holding. containing, 

consistent and boundaried environment (Winnicott 1986) and the boarding school also 

seemed to me to represent a safe, containing, structured environment with consistency 

and boundaries. I may have therefore carried an initial preconception and bias of an ideal 

containing environment, as being conducive with securely attached participants! 
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Awareness of my own attachment representations of loss, separation and coping 

strategies as a female were significant with the institution of boarding that for me 

resonated with my earlier institutional experience. This resulted in my preconception of 

an institutional experience that carried both positive and negative connotations. It was 

therefore important that whilst I was aware of this during interviews, I was also able to 

set this aside so that I could focus on and understand what the experience of institutional 

life meant for the male participants, which may have been very different from my own. I 

also imagined that the participant's preconceptions of me would also be dependent on 

their own attachment representations and equally that my gender, ethnicity, professional 

status, morals and beliefs would all have a bias on the interviews, analysis and 

interpretation of the study. 

In terms of my professional status there may have been a positive bias in terms of some 

of the basic characteristics of a therapist such as self -awareness or reflexivity, 

sensitivity, rapport and empathic responses. One significant aspect for me was the quest 

to understand meaning for the participants which also resonated with my quest to 

understand meanings of individuals within my professional capacity as a psychotherapist, 

hence my choice of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Flowers & 

Larkin 2009). 

Throughout the process I tried to remain as objective as possible, in terms of 

endeavouring to suspend my beliefs, values, morals and judgements, in my attempt to 

understand meaning for the participants. However IPA is within itself an inductive and 

subjective approach to the task of understanding meaning for the participant, which 

requires a researcher insider perspective that involves being immersed in the data. Smith, 
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Flowers and Larkin (2009) describe, the hermeunetic objective as the researcher trying to 

make sense of the participant making sense of their experience. The underpinning of this 

objective as he also points out is that it is the reflection that makes an impact on IPA. 
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The Meaning of Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Chapter One: 

Introduction to literature review 

Historical and current context of the male boarding school 

Vitai Lampada 

(They pass on the torch of life) 

'And England'sfar and honour a name 

But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks ': 

Play up! Play up! and play the game!' 

(Sir Henry Newbolt 1892) 

There are according to the Independent schools council (lSC) census 2011-2012 

approximately 1,221 UK independent schools of which there are a total number of 

508,472 pupils, with co-educational (mixed) schools forming a large part ofthis. Out of 

508,472 pupils, 13.5% (68,476) of these are predominantly boarding. There are 

approximately 38,557 boys who board, which equates to 7.6%, compared with 29,919 

girls who board which equates to 5.9%. Of the 38,557 boys who board 31,405 are aged 

13 -19. This is a comparatively very small proportion of boarders in relation to 220, 643 

day boys and 219,353 day girls who attend independent schools. In a school of 

approximately 750 boys there would be approximately 150 boys in each year. 
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Public boarding schools were developed around the 16th century during Henry VIII's 

reign and were originally known as grammar schools until the 19th century (Ogilvie 

1957). During this period they were controlIed by churches or monasteries with specific 

entrance criteria for the poor (Hardy 1977), whilst other schools were restricted to sons 

of members of guilds, trades and livery companies. From the 19th Century onwards just 

before the second world war, boys boarding schools were founded for public use (the 

paying public) and became a 'traditional' education, for sons of the ruling class of the 

British Empire's officers and colonial administration (Hardy 1977). Sons' were sent 

back to their mother country to be educated in the way of a 'gentleman' for the purpose 

of serving 'crown and empire' (Ogilvie 1957). There was little in the way of any pastoral 

care and housemasters were somewhat distant from their charges in terms of care and 

they would leave the older boys (prefects) to administer discipline and dole out 

punishments to the younger boys which were often very punitive. 

Predominate subjects included Latin which was the international language for entering 

professions such as the law and the church (Hardy 1977) along with Greek, etiquette and 

sportsmanship which were also historicalIy taught with the aim of preparing privileged 

pupils from the middle and upper classes to be the gentlemen and social elite of the time 

(Ogilvie 1957). G. Stanley Hall (1904) an American academic in the psychology of 

adolescence, was a great advocate of single sex public schools as he believed that 

'sublimation' of sexual desires or passion could be transposed into the mind as 

concentrated academia (Graebner 2006). This was also alluded to by Freud (1930) when 

he referred to 'sublimation' of sexual instincts or libido as a healthy redirection into a 

higher social, cultural or scientific psychological stratum. Others such as Dancy (1963, 
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p. 84) described this as 'typical middle class deferred gratification'. Dancy however also 

talked of 'a graver implication behind the charge of sex-segregation of [male]boarding 

schools' as 'encouraging homosexuality' (1963, p.84), although he believed this was a 

natural phenomenon given the potential emotional intensity between peers and described 

an all male boarding school as the 'unnatural segregation of the sexes'. However, his 

fears were allayed as he cited Spinley (1954) in an earlier study that revealed boys as 

having a 'satisfactory sexual development' due to 'identification with [their] own sex' 

Dancy (1963, p. 85). 

Tradition 

Independent school is the term more commonly used today, rather than public or private 

school and it is still considered to be a 'traditional' environment passed down through the 

centuries 'long after the reason has vanished' according to Hardy (1977, pp. 133- 135), 

who attested that: 'traditions are to men what instincts are to animals' and equated 

'tradition' with confidence for vulnerable thirteen year olds who leave home and their 

parents to start boarding school, suggesting they seek to acquire customs of the school in 

order to feel they belong. Hardy (1977, p. 46) speaks of tradition as becom ing 'part of 

the personality' and that to remove tradition would be to threaten a boy's confidence. He 

states that: 'the tradition of preserving traditions [becomes] a tradition'. Gale and 

Sanchez (2011, p.I77) refer to tradition as the hermeneutic quality of an 'intellectual or 

practical idea, of teaching, understanding or a way of acting, or being in the world' . 
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Dancy (1963, p. 74) suggests boarding school life can provide positive benefits for boys. 

He suggests that: 'for self- confidence, it could almost be said the public school was 

designed to develop it'. Whilst boys may often arrive at boarding school materially 

privileged, this is not always concurrent with emotional privilege. Dancy (1963), 

describes homes where busy parents have little time for effective contact with their sons 

but an over eagerness to show love to them. According to Dancy (1963), the boarding 

school may therefore act on occasion as a temperate environment where the task is to 

develop self-confidence, independence and maturity, within a safe framework of respect, 

constancy, discipline and freedom. 

Whilst still equated with 'old fashioned' values and being a privilege for the rich, the 

boarding school has now evolved to provide greater accessibility, due to scholarships and 

increased social mobility. There is today an acquired understanding of child 

development within the teaching professions both socially and emotionally, with anti

bullying measures and an emphasis on a holistic approach with pastoral care provision 

(Tucker 2011). Alongside this approach and the teaching of traditional academic 

subjects, boarding schools also tend to provide a wider variety of subjects and extra

curricular activities. Latin and Greek (Anderson and Taylor 20 I 0) are still considered to 

be an essential part of the independent school curriculum today, equipping pupils for 

ancient world and heritage appreciation and also for arousal in intellectual curiosity 

which involves training the mind in 'accurate' detailed thought and logical 'analysis' 

(Anderson and Taylor, 2010). 
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Despite frequent criticism, one advocate from the International Boys' Schools Coalition 

(2010), appears confident that a single sex environment allows boys to flourish because 

of: 1) 'neurocognitive gender differences' in which evidence suggests that male and 

female brains in childhood develop differently; a boy's right hemisphere develops early 

and for girls the left hemisphere develops first (Shucard and Shucard 1990), 2) 

'developmental variations' are the result of these gender based differences in which 

females' verbal and reading skills progress faster than those of males (Halpern 2004), 3) 

The less helpful of the 'social expectations' of masculinity such as exaggerated 

competitiveness and denial of emotions are rooted in hormonal and environmental 

influences (Van Honk and Schutter 2007; Struber, Luck and Roth 2008). James believes 

that an affirmative focus on boys depicts them as 'asset rich' rather than 'deficit ridden' 

so that rather than a boy's performance deficit being deemed as a 'problem' it is seen as a 

'challenge' (James 2010, pp. 3-4). 

Erickson, a former teacher at a private school in Vienna and latterly a developmental 

psychologist and psychoanalyst, well known for his interest in development identity 

(1974) sought to encapsulate the essence of the adolescent mind in his summation that:-

'The adolescent mind becomes a more explicitly ideological one. searching for some 

inspiring unification of tradition or anticipated techniques. ideas and ideals. It is the 

ideological potential of a society which speaks most clearly to the adolescent who is so 

eager to be affirmed by peers. to be confirmed by teachers and to be inspired by worth

while ways of life' 

(1974, p. 130) 
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The above highlights some of the debates and criticisms of boarding school which 

surrounds single sex schools and pastoral care of the boarding school individual, but little 

is known about the psychological effects on boarding school adolescent males. This 

review therefore aims to clarify the current knowledge of adolescent attachment issues in 

male boarding schools, through exploration and identification of recent and historical 

literature on attachment issues. Due to a dearth of specific literature pertaining to 

adolescent attachment issues in male boarding schools, it will explore all available and 

relevant literature on attachment issues, which will be divided into three sections and will 

focus on the theory and current research of attachment in relation to the psychological 

effects of boarding school on a male adolescent and his relationship to significant others, 

such as parents, peers, groups and to the boarding school experience, with the aim of 

bringing all the domains together, so that discussion of the results and future directions 

for research are outlined, ending with the rationale and aims of the current study. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature review 

Method: 

Literature on Attachment issues in Male boarding schools was searched using an 

electronic database which consisted ofOVID, Google, Google scholar and the University 

of Kent Templemen Library. This was supplemented by hand searches of review 

articles, reference lists and an extensive search of the 'grey' literature. The database was 

searched three times and used four steps of boarding schools and attachment and male 

and adolescents; three steps of attachment issues and male and boarding schools; two 

steps of male and boarding schools and one step of boarding schools (see appendix: x ). 

A total of 66 papers out of 100 were identified as relevant to the male adolescent in a 

boarding school with the above inclusion criteria and 34 papers which did not meet the 

above criteria were excluded. Of 66 papers only three papers were found to be directly 

related to male adolescents and boarding schools. 
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1. Psychological effects of boarding school 

Sources: 34 - Thirteen papers were identified through an electronic search of Ovid. The 

search strategy used was attachment, adolescence, male, boarding school. These papers 

were selected by reference to psychological effects on adolescents of school experience. 

Two studies directly related to boarding school and ten articles were identified in books 

and articles. Eight searches were identified through wikepedia via Google, which 

revealed literary sources and reference lists. One article was identified through an 

electronic search of Google. 

As far back as the 1800's there has been literature on boarding schools such as David 

Copperfield (Dickens 1850) and Tom Brown's school days (Hughes 1857). Other prolific 

writers about boys boarding schools have been Charles Hamilton (1876-1961) who used 

a pen name of Frank Richards and wrote the Greyfriars series with Billy Bunter as the 

main character and Anthony Buckeride (1950) who wrote the 'Jennings goes to school' 

series for weekly magazines. All have concentrated their themes on male issues such as 

honour, decency, competitive sportsmanship, loyalty and friendships, interhouse sports, 

relationships with particular teachers and fitting in to the school culture. Stories of 

bullying have featured highly for boys and have involved sadistic masters such as 

Gradgrind, portrayed in Charles Dicken's (1854) 'Hard Times', but there have also been 

some kindly masters such as Mr Chipping in James's Hilton's (1934) Goodbye Mr 

Chips. However, these stories have generally managed to avoid the psychological 

effects of puberty and adolescence, until the recent fictional autobiographical memoir of 

Jon Doust's (2009) book titled 'Boy on a Wire' situated in a Western Australian 

boarding school in the turbulent 1960's. The character battles his way through what 
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appears to be an unpleasant experience of boarding school and highlights some of the 

psychological effects such as anger within adolescence. 

Whilst there is literature on attachment and adolescence and boarding schools as separate 

domains, there have been few investigations into the psychological effects of boarding 

school on adolescent males. Emphasis tends to be placed upon the negative effects of 

boarding on children under the age of 11 (Barclay 2011) , who according to Bowlby 

(1979), Proshansky and Fabian (1987) and Korpela (1992) when discussing identity 

fonnation, cite the boarding school as a place of conflict and distress owing to a lack of 

spatial autonomy and privacy. 

This has been further endorsed by descriptions of boarders before the age of 11 as 

exhibiting signs of 'distress' and 'insecure' attachments (Goldberg, Muir, and Kerr 

2000). Concerns were raised as recently as January 2012, by an environmental and 

political activist George Monbiot, who writes for the Guardian and who called for a 

public investigation into the psychological effects of placing young children aged seven 

or eight into boarding schools, which was something he described as a 'bastion of 

cruelty' (The Guardian newspaper, 18 January, 2012). Schaverien (2004) in her 

theoretical paper 'The Trauma of the Privileged Child' suggested that sending young 

children to boarding school may be 'particularly' considered a 'British fonn of child 

abuse' and 'social control'. Mair (2005, p. 8) wrote that: ' boarding schools are not in 

the business of providing love' and due to this, cannot therefore meet this 'fundamental 

need of any child' and Duffell (2011) from Boarding Survivors described and defined 

the ex- boarder as the 'strategic survival personality' which develops as a measure of self 
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protection when left alone at boarding school. This he says can develop singularly or 

collectively into 'masochism', 'rebellion', 'grandiosity' and 'avoidance of intimacy' 

(Duffell 2011, p. 12). 

This presents a bleak outlook of the young person's boarding school experience, though 

says nothing about the experience through adolescence and neglects to determine any 

psychological effects on the adolescent who enters boarding school later in development. 

It should also be acknowledged that these are opinions derived from clinical experience 

and are not research based. Accordingly, the Independent Schools Council's (lSC) 

census 2011·2012 stated that: 97 boys and 64 girls entered boarding school age 7, which 

equated to approx. 2% of all boarders. This is compared with approx 4,572 boys and 

3,242 girls who entered boarding school 2011·2012 during adolescence aged 13. There 

has been a decline in entry to boarding school age 7 perhaps due to bad press as there 

were 141 boys and 85 girls' aged 7 attending boarding school in 2009. Given the 

disparity in numbers between younger pupils and adolescent pupils attending boarding 

school, it is all the more surprising that there has been little research on the adolescent 

experience in male boarding schools, yet there is much interest in how boarding school 

education affects development in general and its effect on the pupil's ability to relate. 

In contrast to the somewhat damaging picture of the boarding school above, the Boarding 

Schools Association (BSA) 2012 and the Independent Schools Council (lSC) 2012 

suggest that some of the benefits to children for parent's opting for a private education 

include: a small ratio of pupils to teachers, confidence, independence, community spirit, 

social skills, cultural awareness and respect for others. Indeed there are now a number of 

state boarding schools which have become popular as they offer a cost effective means of 
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obtaining education and good pastoral care. Fonagy and Target (1997) through their 

model of self-organisation suggest that empathic understanding from teachers or 

significant others is key to helping a child overcome any adversity. 

Psychological effects and school 

Whilst the research presented here is not specifically related to boarding schools, it may 

be relevant in understanding some of the psychological effects on the male adolescent 

adapting to a boarding school environment. The bleak picture as presented by 

Schaverien (2004), Mair (2005) and Duffell (2011) suggests that the negative 

psychological affects seen in adults who have attended boarding school as young 

children may have had a detrimental effect on their later development. DufTell (2011) 

from Boarding Survivors also suggests that the 'strategic survival personality' of the ex

boarder is a possible psychological consequence of the need to 'survive' boarding school. 

In contrast to this, Mancini and Huebner revealed in a study of stepwise multiple 

regression analysis that greater 'attachment, success and participation in school', resulted 

in greater school success and greater participation in 'structured time use which led to 

less risk behaviour' (2004, pp.647-668), with close parental relationships as an indicator 

of this. Whilst they do not specify boarding in relation to the adolescent, there is little 

doubt that the boarding school adolescent would have the opportunity for attachment, 

success and participation at school and would benefit from the personal attributes of 

confidence, independence and social skills as identified by the Independent Schools 

Council (ISC). 

However as Timlin-Scalera et al. point out in their grounded theory study on white 

middle class male adolescents, there may be other added pressures upon school 
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individuals to fit in through 'success', 'wealth' and 'high expectations' (2003, pp. 339-

350), which might also be applicable to male boarding school adolescents. This was 

further corroborated by Phillips (2005, pp. 219-230), who revealed in a study on the 

cultural masculine status of the norm that adolescents' displayed 'practices of 

heterosexuality, homophobia, athleticism, economic privilege, toughness and violence' 

which added to the pressure of fitting in and conforming to ideological expectations. 

She did not refer to boarding school individuals and neglected to mention any 

psychological effects that the need to 'fit in' may have had on the male adolescents. 

Qualitative and quantitative data supports more contemporary ideas on adolescent male 

development, which determines psychologically healthy connections with significant 

others, friendships and mentors as specifically relevant and vital to development. 

Rueger, Malecki, and Demaray (20 I 0) recently reported a longitudinal study on 636 

suburban middle school students (49% male) and the perceived support experienced by 

them. They used the Child and Adolescent Social Support scale (Malecki and Demaray 

2002) which revealed that the adolescent's perception of all sources of support were 

linked to 'anxiety, self-esteem, academic adjustment and depression.' These factors were 

also linked with the perceived support of parents, teachers, classmates and friends along 

with psychological and academic adjustment. They made a distinction between parental 

support as a 'robust unique predictor' of adjustment for both boys and girls, whilst 

classmates' support was a 'robust unique predictor' for boys in that they perceived less 

support from classmates and more support from close friends, teachers and parents 

(2010, pp,47-61). This study was useful in highlighting some of the psychological 

effects and differences that the adolescents of both genders were able to identify in 
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relation to support from significant others, but as it was a suburban middle school it may 

not have been indicative of a male adolescent boarding school. 

Other pressures placed upon the adolescent were substantiated by Oransky and Fisher in 

their study of 'cultural prescriptions' and 'traditional male norms' where they used 

psychoanalytic discourse analysis to explore the 'norms' or 'not norms' of masculinity, 

in adolescent boys and media sources (2009, pp.57-72) The research focused on cultural 

discourse in determining 'normative and marginalised masculinities' and revealed that 

'popularity' signified the norm and 'outcasts' denoted marginalised masculinities. In 

addition to this a four factor model of; constant effort, emotional restriction, 

heterosexism and social teasing was revealed in this study using the Meanings of 

Adolescent Masculinity Scale (MAMS), which demonstrated good internal reliability. 

Although not directly related to boarding school adolescents, these studies have 

highlighted pressures that represent being or being seen as successful, are based upon the 

adolescent's need to fit in, to be popular and to have wealth. Whilst these focus on the 

external pressures there is little evidence of the psychological effect 'fitting in' may have 

on the adolescent. 

An earlier sociological study conducted in 1954 by Spinley on a group of deprived 

children and adolescent boarding school boys, found that the boarding school boys 

although externally self- confident, revealed feelings of anxiety and insecurity, which 

were ascribed to separation from home and parental love (Spinley 1954). Spinley 

suggested that this apparent self -confidence may have also represented indifference as a 

means of coping with the premature separation from home and parents. Ainsworth et at. 
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(1978) might refer to this indifference as 'avoidant attachment'. Bronfenbrenner (1961) 

visited a boarding school in Russia and reported an overall extremely positive sense that 

children seemed well accomplished and without problems. However he raised two 

points of concern: 1) there lacked any evidence of mischief and 2) the degree of 

neutrality exhibited was possibly due to a lack of intense emotional relationship to 

parents or teachers. A rationale for his need to find something wrong within a non

family situation was that seldom was such good behaviour seen in the western world. 

Whilst it is acknowledged that there may be clear advantages and opportunities to be 

gained from attending boarding school, these studies highlighted some of the possible 

psychological effects, complexities and pressures that being a male adolescent in a 

boarding school may bring. Significantly, the initial transition from home to boarding 

school involves a separation from parents/caregivers and a need to fit in and how this is 

managed or experienced by the male adolescent may shape the degree of his attachment 

formation (Bowlby 1979). 

2. Separation 

Ten papers were revealed through a search of aVID and Google scholar which related to 

the impact of separation on adolescents through attachment. The search strategy was for 

attachment and male and adolescent and boarding schools. F our references were 

sourced through books. Bowlbys' well known attachment theory is a branch out from 

object relations theory (originated from Freud's drive theory) whose early main 

contributors were Klein (1945); Fairbairn (1952); Guntrip (1961); Winnicott (1965); 
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Balint (1968); Greenberg and Mitchell (1983). Their focus in psychoanalytic literature 

and theory is on relationships between an individual's internal and external world. 

Bowlby observed very young children aged between fifteen and thirty months during 

maternal separation and developed three initial categories of attachment states which 

were; 'protest' as being the distress at separation, 'despair' as being hopelessness with 

intermittent longing and crying when mother does not return and 'detachment' as 

acceptance of others and his situation (Bowlby 1969). He went on to progress his 

theories through his interest in the Darwinian theory of natural selection and his 

subsequent observation and studies of ecological instinctive behaviour with animals, 

which involved experimental studies with chimpanzees. Bowlby further developed his 

original ideas and described three interconnected categories of attachment into volumes: 

Attachment (1969), Separation (1973) and Loss (1980). Around the time of his first 

volume Ainsworth et at. (1978) became the pioneer of the 'strange situation' study and 

conducted an observational experiment in 1970 (reported in 1978) using the Adult 

Attachment Interview (AA I) which was a validated measure for prediction of interviews 

used in the 'strange situation' (Ainsworth and Bell 1970). 

The 'strange situation' involved observing the emotional states of 100 white middle class 

American infants aged one year to eighteen months in the separation and reunion with 

their mother, to determine how they would emotionally react with regard to being in a 

'strange' place during mothers presence and in her absence. From observation of these 

experiments, three categories of attachment behaviour were observed and described as 

secure, anxious resistant and anxious avoidant: 1) 'secure' represented the infant being 

distressed when separated, but able to recover and explore happily with others, whilst 
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also feeling secure in the presence of mother and without her. 2) 'Anxious resistant' 

represented the infant being distressed when separated, but also anxious when exploring 

without mother and angry, ambivalent and resentful upon mothers return and 3) 'anxious 

avoidant represented the infant ignoring mother in her presence, showing little emotion 

when she leaves and little emotion upon her return. A fourth category was subsequently 

defined by Main and Solomon (1986), which became known as disorganised attachment 

in which the infant is distressed upon separation and upon the return of mother shows 

distress and confusion. The strange situation study has often come under criticism for 

focusing solely on middle class infants and of being conducted in an artificial 

environment. Bronfenbrenner (1974) challenged the strange situation study by arguing 

that human studies should be conducted in the actual environment and context of an 

individual's life. 

In 1993 Main and Solomon (1986) progressed this further, by deriving a term stated 

earlier and known as 'earned secure' which denotes disorganised individuals moving 

from being classified as insecurely attached and through positive experiences with others, 

earning the status of being assessed as securely attached. The term 'earned' seems to 

suggest a need to work for something or a reward for becoming securely attached. There 

has been further development towards the sensitivity of a more naturalistic occurrence 

stated in Van Uzendoorn's (1995) meta- analysis study of transmission of sensitive 

responsiveness to others, which is concerned with the attunement from the caregiver to 

the infant which influences secure states. This is also similar to the caregivers 'reflective 

function' as suggested by Fonagy and Target's (1997, p. 679) proposed model of self

organisation. This reflective function occurs when the caregiver is able to focus and 

understand the internal state of the child and repair the child's insecure state through 
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attunement and positive experience. The child internalises this and is able to move to a 

secure state, which it is proposed could be termed 'learned' rather than 'earned' secure, 

because in the author's opinion, the child develops this rather than earns it. 

A boy's investiture in a boarding school may involve the need to employ coping 

strategies to assist with separation from parents (Ainsworth et al. 1978; 80wlby 1979), 

adjusting to a new environment, possible homesickness (Fisher, Frazer and Murray 1985) 

and the development of new friendships. How the individual copes with separation, may 

be relevant to his attachment experience, style and behaviour which will often surface at 

times of major events and stressful situations such as illness, bereavement or separation 

(Slade 1999). Securely attached individuals tend to present as 'consistent, coherent and 

collaborative'. Fearful individuals present as 'avoidant, ambivalent and withdrawing', 

whilst preoccupied individuals can be 'angry, negative and preoccupied with the past' 

(Slade 1999, p.580). Finally, dismissing individuals present as contradictory, cannot 

recall memories and deny or rationalise negative feelings, they tend to claim that 

negative experience makes them stronger and more independent (superficially positive) 

(Van Uzendoorn 1995; Slade 1999). 

Attachment states of mind with 'coping trajectories' were evidenced by Seiffge-Krenke 

and 8eyers (2005), in their longitudinal study of 112 adolescents' coping behaviour 

which was assessed at five points between the ages of 14 and 21 years. The adult 

attachment interview (AAI) was employed to assess states of mind at 21 to determine 

current and earlier attachment experiences. Coping styles were found to be related to 

differences in attachment in both adolescence and early adulthood. Securely attached 

adolescents used their social network to deal with their problems and both secure and 
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dismissing individuals used more internal coping strategies than preoccupied attachment 

styles (Bartholomew and Horowitz 1991). Secure individuals showed a marked increase 

in both coping styles, whilst minimal differences were observed in withdrawal coping 

styles. 

Whilst the AAI is a valid measure for attachment the more recent development of the 

CAI (Child Attachment Interview) has narrowed the gap in the literature for evidence

based measurements for middle childhood. This measure, which is a narrative-based 

assessment, has been used to assess attachment patterns in children (Shmueli-Goetz, 

Target and Fonagy 2002) and consists of a semi -structured interview which draws upon 

coding similarities to the AAI and the 'strange situation' (Ainsworth et al. 1978). Four 

attachment categories of secure, preoccupied, dismissing and unresolved are elicited 

from a child's narrative description of their relationships with their primary caregivers. 

This gives a continuous measure of attachment security, based on ratings of attachment 

related dimensions and was used with other narrative measures such as the SAT 

(Separation anxiety test) (Wright, Binney and Smith 1995). One positive aspect of the 

CAI from the AAI is that the CAI takes less time to administer. The focus of the CAI is 

on current attachments and related events rather than memories of relationships as used 

in the AAI which determines representational attachment to parents. The CAI is assessed 

as a reliable and valid measure of child parent attachment in middle childhood and 

therefore a possible useful measure for assessing attachment states in adolescence. 

Emotional struggles and difficulties are never more prevalent than in the developmental 

phase of the adolescent when 'plasticity' in the brain generates considerable changing 
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activity as seen in the toddler and the adolescent (Wilkinson 2006). For the male 

adolescent at boarding school this would no doubt coincide with the onset of puberty and 

separation from mother and his attachment status would clearly influence the nature of 

this transition and of how he copes. It is possible that stoicism (Oransky and Fisher 

2009) in the boarding school boy might serve to aid the transition and experience of 

separation. However, Pollack (2004, pp.l41-150) suggests that qualitative and 

quantitative research tend to focus on the 'boy code' trauma of stoicism and separation 

from mother as negative, rather than attending to any positive aspects of this process. 

They discuss the possibility of separation from mother being experienced as a 'healthy 

vulnerability' with a positive rather than a negative focus. However, they neglect to 

mention any negative or positive effects that separation from father may have, which 

may also be relevant to the boarding school boy. 

A premature separation from home and parents as suggested is acknowledged as 

potentially problematic, but it is also acknowledged that adolescence is recognised as a 

period of time where the process of psychological separation begins and it is a natural 

developmental period of a need to move away from parents (particularly mother) so as to 

form and forge relationships with male peer groups in order to establish sexual and self

identity (Erickson, 1974; Laufer and Laufer 1995). The distinction here may be that the 

separation is usually 'symbolic', rather than actual or physical in nature if the male 

adolescent is schooled daily and does not attend boarding school. Whilst it has not been 

possible to identify how separation might directly affect the male adolescent in a 

boarding school, studies such as those of Bowlby (1979), Main and Solomon (1986) and 

Slade (1999), support the notion that underlying attachment prototypes of an individual 

may indicate how the adolescent may cope with separation. Van Uzendoorn (1995) 
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regards transmission and sensitive responsiveness to others, in his meta -analysis study as 

pertinent to attachment status and internal representations, which suggests that how 

housemasters, matrons and teachers, relate and are attuned to the sensitivity of 

adolescents may have an influence on secure or insecure states. Carlson, Sampson and 

Sroufe (2003, pp. 364-379) suggest that: 'consequences of out of home care and 

separations, are dependent on 'timing and circumstances' which seems relevant to the 

male adolescent at boarding school as the timing, transition and management of his 

experience by significant others/caregivers may determine the outcome of attachment 

experience. 

3. Attachment 

A search through aVID and Google scholar of attachment and male and adolescence and 

boarding schools revealed 43 papers that were deemed to be relevant to attachment and 

male adolescence and eighteen sources through books and articles. There has been a 

great deal of empirical research historically and currently on attachment which is well 

documented see Robertson and Bowlby (1952); Heinicke (1956); Schaffer (1958); 

SchafTer and Call ender (1959); Bettleheim (1967); Heinicke and Westheimer (1966); 

Ainsworth et al. (1978) and more contemporary research: Hazan and Shaver (1987); 

Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991); Goldwyn (1993); Main and Sroufe (1995); Van 

IJzendoom (1995); Fonagy and Target, (1997); Main and Cassidy (1998); Cowan and 

Cowan (1999); Waters et al.(2000); Sroufe and Siegel (2011). 

It was however Bowlby's (1969) original theory on attachment and his observation of 

chimpanzees, which generated the discovery of the infants physical 'need' for closeness 
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and proximity to his/her mother along with food, as a fundamental biological need. His 

ideas separated him from Freud's instinctual theories which were concentrated on the 

internal world of the infant, rather than external environmental factors. Bowlby's 

theories created a landmark for understanding the degree and nature of secure and 

insecure feelings that an infant may feel in reaction and relation to mother in her presence 

(attachment) and the subsequent effects on the infant, particularly when reunited with 

mother after absence through separation (Bowlby 1973). 

Bowlby through his observation of infants noticed that following separation from and 

reunion with mother, that the child often showed a marked degree of 'anxiety' at one end 

of the spectrum or 'detachment' at the other which he termed 'separation anxiety'(1998, 

p. 3). This was dependent on the level of inner security that the infant felt, whereby 

securely attached infants could feel content, both within the presence of mother and 

without her. If mother does not return, then feelings of hopelessness, despair and 

eventually withdrawal and an inertia termed 'grier may ensue (Mahler 1961; Parkes 

1970; Worden 1996; Bowlby 1998) which is symptomatic of the feelings of loss that may 

arise following a prolonged 'separation' from mother and of the 'yearning' for her return 

(Bowlby 1998, p.l 0). Although life continues on and the infant adapts and adjusts to its 

circumstances Bowlby (1998, p.l 0) states that: 'the yearning for mother's return lingers 

on'. It is worth noting that Bowlby uses the term 'proximity' to describe the process of 

attachment, separation and loss as occurring in a literal sense, with focus on the external 

need of the infant to be able to reach out to mother (Greenberg & Mitchell 1983, p.186). 

He neglects however, to acknowledge the symbolic representation of an internal process 

of mother (or father) which may occur in situations where a mother may be experienced 

as 'absent' or 'unavailable' to her child, even when she is physically present (Kohon 
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1999). This phase of development is significant for the male adolescent as it determines a 

parallel process of autonomy for the infant and the adolescent and insecure v secure 

states, which forms the basis for subsequent attachment formation. 

Attachment theory, adolescence and other theoretical considerations 

When a child reaches puberty and enters adolescence, there are usual developmental 

issues to consider which arise as a result of physical and emotional changes taking place 

and to which the process of attachment and separation is relative (Bowlby 1973). This 

occurs as the adolescent moves 'towards independence' described by Winnicott as the 

'strivings of the toddler, child and of the child at puberty' (1965, p.92). These changes 

consist of re-negotiating past 'psychological developments' within a new framework of 

'physical sexual maturity' (Laufer and Laufer 1995, p.4). A normal period of increased 

conflict occurs at the onset of adolescence with a vacillation in ego strength (Freud 1923; 

Hartman 1950a; Mahler, Pine and Bergman 1975; Stem 1985) as the young male 

struggles with an increase in hormonal activity en route to acquiring a new emotional, 

physical and sexual maturity (Laufer and Laufer 1995). There is also within this period 

the potential for a significant amount of psychological growth, which is recognised by 

neuroscience and the concept of 'brain plasticity' (increased activity and change in 

neuronal synapses) which indicates that the capacity for change is at its height in the first 

three years of life and again in adolescence (Siegel 1999; Schore 2003; Wilkinson 2006). 

This process occurs when the adolescent male moves away from the primary maternal 

identification figure, to enable him to form an identification with his father and same sex 

peers (Laufer and Laufer 1995). This same sex identification acts as a mirror with which 
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to reflect, confirm and affirm the adolescent. It is suggested that what also occurs within 

this process encompasses Freud's 'Oedipus complex' (1933), which is concerned with 

the conflict of the unconscious wish and desire to possess the mother which is 

psychologically impossible, inherent with internal danger and must be relinquished 

(Laufer and Laufer 1995). This period brings with it sexually rivalrous feelings towards 

the father, as Erickson succinctly puts it 'one parent becomes the goal and the other a 

hindrance' (1974, p.172). The process of same sex 'identification' and oedipal concerns 

is suggested to occur in reverse with females termed by Freud as the 'electra complex' 

however for the purpose of this study, concentration is focused on the male perspective. 

Hence the passive identification with the adolescent's father which hides any unwanted 

unconscious aggressive phantasies (Klein 1945). 

Current theory suggests that these transitory adolescent feelings of an attempt to establish 

identity are not solely concentrated on sexual wishes and phantasies as Freud initially 

suggested but that they also incorporate guilt, envy, aggression, competitiveness, 

sibling/peer rivalry and domination (Erickson 1974; Fonagy et al. 2002; McWilIiams 

2005), character traits often associated with young males. Freud (1930) believed that it 

was the working through and resolution of the oedipal conflict that enabled the 

adolescent male to move on to form healthy intimate romantic relationships. 'Healthy' 

here refers to the 'satisfaction' and integration derived from forming loving relationships 

regardless of gender (Bateman, Brown, and Pedder 2002, p.217) and not as Freud's 

(1905) early theories prescribe in his 'Three Essays on the Theory of sexuality'. Within 

these he repudiates homosexuality as a perversion and refers to heterosexual 

relationships as 'normal'. It is acknowledged that the above theoretical ideas are without 

any empirical evidence, but are derived from Freud's early contribution to the 
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understanding of sexual drives (libido), aggressiveness and sibling rivalry, which are all 

thought to be pertinent to adolescent development. 

Whilst the Oedipus theory still carries a good degree of credence in psychoanalytic 

thinking and theory, contemporary analysts are acknowledging that to view 

homosexuality as a perversion is both prejudicial and outdated. Some psychoanalysts 

have contested Freud's idea of the oedipus complex and enhanced and modified their 

understanding of libido drives. Klein (1928) placed the oedipal situation much earlier in 

infancy, whilst Erikson (1974) with his eight stages of psychosocial development placed 

this period in a third stage of 'initiative v guilt'. Adler (1959) disagreed with Freud on 

libido solely being concerned with sexual internal drives and developed his theory of 

'individual psychology' to explore and incorporate external aggression through his 

'inferiority complex'. 

Interpersonal relationships 

Bowlby (1979) proposed that the quality of childhood relationships with primary 

caregivers resulted in internal representations of 'working models' of the self and others 

which form the prototype for later social relations (Homey 1939; Bowlby 1969, 1973, 

1980). Whilst early attachment theorist's (Ainsworth 1978; Bowlby 1979) have 

emphasised their focus upon the mother infant relationship and 'good enough' mothering 

(Winnicott 1986) as being the foundation for healthy attachment and development, there 

appears to have been a shift in focus within contemporary research to 'inter

changeability' . 
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This approach suggests that variations of developmental experience can shape the 

formation of attachment styles (Davila, Burge and Harmen 1997; Smith, Elliot and 

Murphy 1999; Priel, Mitrany and Shahar 1998). Although the primary relationship is not 

dismissed as pertinent to development, the notion of shaping attachment styles challenges 

the foundations of fixed prototype attachment patterns upon which the original 

attachment theory is based (Bowlby 1979). It would appear that contemporary 

interpersonal research supports this whilst early attachment research assumes specific, 

stable, biological functions and factors that pre-determine attachment styles of relating 

and future functioning (Bowlby 1969). 

Interpersonal researchers acknowledge that biological factors shape the foundations for 

the formation of attachment relationships as advocated by Sullivan (1940, 1953). Rholes 

et at. (2005) argue that it is the 'interpersonal experience that defines the bonds that 

children form with their caregivers'. As a result of this, internal working models are 

created which influence attachment styles that ultimately affect attachment relationships. 

They also acknowledge that 'relatively stable' attachment orientations are 

interchangeable (Rholes et al. 2005, p. 50) as consistent with the 'earned' or 'learned' 

secure attachment as previously mentioned (Main & Solomon 1986). In terms of 

attachment patterns and variation upon the male adolescent at boarding school, the above 

studies were unable to clarify the effects of attachment states on the boarding school 

male, however these findings would support the notion of reciprocity. How the 

adolescent is related to would have some bearing on his levels of attachment security, 

which would be significant for housemasters, matrons and teachers in their interactions 

with adolescent males. 
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Van I1zendoorn (1995, p. 398) supports this in his meta- analysis study where he defines 

the 'transmission gap' as one where attachment representations are only partially known. 

He considers how parents transmit their mental representations to their children and 

evidences the existence of a relationship between attachment representation and 

'sensitive responsiveness' as a key component which is central to the, as yet incomplete 

understanding of attachment 'transmission'. Van Uzendoorn (1995) challenges the 

underlying assumption of the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) which is a fixed 

questionnaire with strong reliability and discriminant validity (George, Kaplan and Main 

1985), that it concentrates it's focus on evaluating the effects of autobiographical 

narrative representations, rather than giving focus to the participant's narrative 

description of childhood experience. Van Uzendoorn (1995) refers to a current indication 

of attachment status and confirms that subsequent positive experiences, interactions and 

relationships with significant others, such as teachers or therapists, can affect the 

attachment representations which can elicit a change from insecure to secure attachment 

states echoed by Main and Solomon's (1986) 'earned secure'. Although seldom 

remarked upon, one might assume that the reverse of this would also be applicable, in 

that detrimental experiences would denote a change from secure to insecure. 

Teachers. boarding schools and adolescent attachment 

Three studies and one article were identified through OVID 'and Google scholar. In 1998 

a study was conducted in a boarding school on the transactions of the adolescent's 

internal working models between self and others, perception of peers, and reciprocal 

perceptions of others and by others (Priel, Mitrany and Shahar 1998). Findings 

supported the hypothesis that models of the 'other' on a person's social environment 

were significant (Diehl et al. 1998), with reciprocal relations resulting in secure 
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attachments and non- reciprocal relations resulting in insecure attachments. The 

conclusion drawn suggested that 'specific person environment transactions', which may 

be relevant to housemasters, matrons and teaching staff in terms of the male adolescent at 

boarding school, was involved in 'securing the style of relating' (Priel, Mitrany and 

Shahar 1998, p.1183). Significant to this is Sroufe and Siegel's (2011) article on 'the 

case for attachment theory', which highlights an important consideration for teachers and 

implications for the psychological development of adolescents as a result of various 

studies conducted through the Minnesota Longitudinal study of Risk and Adaption since 

1976 (Sroufe 1983, 2005). One such study revealed to coders (who did not have 

previous knowledge of the children's attachment styles) that teachers were observed 

reacting to children with different attachment styles accordingly. Securely attached 

children were related to with warmth, respect and given responsibilities, whilst resistant 

children, although related to with warmth had decreased expectations of them and were 

given less responsibility. Perhaps most alarmingly were the avoidant attached children 

who were treated with less warmth and related to in a controlling and angry way. 

TiIlfors et ai's, (2012) study reveals social anxiety as a significant indicator linked to the 

dynamics of adolescent peer relations in terms of acceptance, victimisation, and quality 

of relationships. This is perhaps also relevant to relationships with teachers and is 

consistent with Sroufe and Siegel (2011), who discuss Bowlby's ideas by suggesting that 

peer attitudes to each other are based on their attachment status. For example, peers will 

generally show a positive inclination towards those with secure attachments, whilst a 

negative inclination is directed to avoidant attached peers who are viewed as hostile and 

aggressive and resistant or ambivalent peers who are viewed as socially incompetent 

(Sroufe and Siege120 11). Whilst this has highlighted an important factor in the necessity 
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of teacher awareness in terms of attachment states of pupils and is equally relevant to the 

adolescent boarding school male, Sroufe and Siegel (2011) did not distinguish the ages of 

the children studies or gender differences. They also did not discuss the possibility of the 

pupil's attitude to a teacher's attachment state as well as his peers as having some 

bearing on his nature of attachment and relating. This may have implications for level of 

secure or insecure states that the adolescent may experience in relation to his teacher's 

attachment pattern. 

Neuroscience and adolescent attachment 

A search through aVID and Google scholar revealed 12 papers and three articles 

concerning studies on adolescence. Study on human biological behaviour has evolved 

over the course of time and a new paradigm shift for understanding adolescent 

attachment theory has evolved (Schore and Schore 2008) which is significant to 

understanding neurobiological development and change in adolescence (Sowell and 

Jernigan 1998; Giedd et al. 1999, 2008). Whilst it is beyond the scope of this study to 

explore this in any significant depth, neurobiological attachment theory has become a 

fundamental prerequisite to the understanding of attachment behaviour, see (Fonagy and 

Target 1997; Siegel 1999; Schore 2003; Wilkinson 2006). 

Longitudinal studies ofneuro-imaging on participant's age between three and thirty have 

been carried out to quantify the physiology of brain anatomy through magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) (Giedd 2008). Research has also focused on the neurobiological affect 

on attachment and has shown that neuronal activity is stimulated when in relationship 

and proximity to others including face to face interaction (Feldman, Greenbaum and 
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Yirmiya 1999, p.223). This creates synaptic connections in the orbitofrontal cortex of 

the brain which is located on the right side where the prefrontal cortex is and which is 

fundamental to emotional life (Schore 2001). The orbitofrontal cortex controls emotional 

responses, cues and behaviour but needs physical, social interaction and attunement to 

grow, develop and form emotional and affect regulation (Trevarthen 1993; Schore 2003) 

which determines security or insecurity states (Gerdhart 2004). This gives further 

credence and substantiation to Bowlby's (1969) original work on the biological 

responses of animals and his attachment theory. 

For the adolescent this is quite significant in terms of understanding emotional states and 

responses and particularly attachment states. 'Brain plasticity' (activity and change) 

surges in toddlers around the age of three and again in adolescence and these changes 

elicit new neuronal activity, which is consistent with strivings for autonomy and 

independence and can also be at the heart of adolescent difficulty and disturbance, and 

behaviours such as risk taking and decision making (Giedd 1999; Wilkinson 2006). 

Significant to attachment is that the neuronal connections are formed through good or 

bad experience and if they are not used then they die off or are what is termed as 

'pruned' (Gerdhart 2004). One therefore does not have to carry the burden of synaptic 

sediments of earlier negative experience, particularly if new neuronal connections are 

made through healthy attachment experiences such as caregiver's sensitivity, 

responsiveness and affirmations (Van Uzendoom 1995; Sroufe and Siegel 2011). 

The understanding of physiological changes in the brain would appear significant to the 

male adolescent at boarding school, in terms of housemasters' matrons' and teachers' 
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relationship and sensitivity towards him, which is concurrent with the reflective stance 

model of self-organisation that Fonagy and Target (1997) propose and the sensitive 

responsiveness of transmission representations described by Van Uzendoorn (1995). In 

other words how he is socially interacted with and attuned to at a time when brain 

activity is undergoing much change can promote growth and positive associations. 

Neuroscience also offers a basis for understanding difficult feelings and behaviour the 

male adolescent may exhibit and experience, particularly at a time when he might be 

commencing boarding school and separating from parents. 

Maternal and paternal attachment style and influences 

The search for evidence of the impact of mothers and fathers attachment style and the 

implications for the adolescent's separation from home revealed 17 studies through 

aVID and Google scholar and 13 sources through books and articles. Van Uzendoorn 

(1995) used attachment theory in his meta- analysis study to highlight the predictive 

validity of the Adult Attachment interview (AAI) and explored the sensitive 

responsiveness of transmission representations to determine whether the attachment 

representations of parents influenced the attachment state of the child, a hypothesis 

familiar with contemporary research (Main and Solomon 1986; Fonagy and Target 

1997). He examined 14 studies (18 samples) of the relation between the AAI and the 

strange situation classification and 8 studies (10) samples on the relation between the 

AAI clarification and parental responsiveness. 

Van Uzendoorn concluded that the predictive validity of the AAI and strange situation 

was upheld and whilst his meta-analysis showed that sensitive responsiveness was a 
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channel for the transmission of attachment representations, he concluded that these were 

only partially known due to a larger part of the influence being through a mechanism 

other than that of responsiveness (Van Uzendoom 1995). Genetic transmission was cited 

as one possibility for the 'transmission gap' in his study. However he acknowledged that 

he failed to address the facial expressions of emotions, which are also transmitted to the 

child and which according to neurobiological research is fundamental to attachment 

process as the parent's facial expression acts as a mirror (Kohut 1971; Feinman 1992; 

Schore 2001) in which to affirm, confirm or negate a child which exerts a powerful 

influence on the stimulus of social brain growth and attachment states (Schore 2003). 

This is confirmed by Roisman, Tsai and Chiang (2004) who have since used the AAI in 

their study of physiological and facial responses and self -reported emotional responses. 

Their results concluded that the AAI does reflect individual responses and emotional 

attachment representations linked to infant attachment. Kohut (1971) an eminent 

psychoanalyst developed a theory of self -psychology and self-object needs, which shows 

consistency with attachment and neurobiological research in that his focus was on the 

importance of the need for the infant mother dyad of mirroring and idealisation as 

affirming the infant and promoting the development of the infant's self -esteem. Banai, 

Mikulincer and Shaver (2005) conducted an empirical study on Kohut's theory of self

psychology using factor analysis on 372 Israeli undergraduate students where they 

developed a self- report 18 instrument measure. 

They concluded that the self- object needs inventory (SONI) was a reliable and valid 

measure which was congruent with Kohut's self -object concepts for mirroring, 
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idealisation and twin ship. Findings were in support of Kohut's (1971) theory and 

carried high test-retest reliability over a 2 month period, with construct and discriminant 

validity. It would therefore seem feasible that the 'transmission gap' referred to by Van 

I1zendoorn might be the non-verbal communication of responsiveness of maternal 

influence. Fox (1995), argues a flaw in Van I1zendoorn's data by suggesting that there is 

a lack of evidence to support the 'coherence of discourse about actual early experience or 

the re-workings of that experience' in a mothers' influence and interaction with her child. 

Gerdhart (2004, p. 53) who cites Main (1986) suggests that the: 'coherence' of discourse 

about actual early experience, is evident in the attachment nature of the present 'internal 

coherent and consistent narrative' and that any discrepancy in the reporting of this, is 

evidence of secure or insecure attachment states (Main and Goldwyn 1993). This is 

further supported with Van Uzendoorn's idea as suggested earlier that focus given to the 

participant's current narrative description of childhood experience may reveal an 

attachment prototype. Whilst Van Uzendoorn (1995) focuses his study on maternal 

representations, he also reveals a gap in research on the role of the father in the 

development of a child's attachment pattern and suggests that a rigorous study is needed 

to account for the 'weaker influence' of the paternal representation in the infant/father 

dyad. 

Research on maternal influence and attachment is well known; however there is limited 

research on the known effects of paternal influence on the adolescent and attachment. 

Two studies conducted on a group of seven astronauts by Ruff and Korchin (1967) and 

105 US Navy jet pilots by Reinhardt (1970) suggested that participants had a high degree 

of self -reliance and well adapted personalities, determined through their developmental 

patterns. This consisted of a stable family base with parental encouragement of autonomy 
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and family solidarity, which was considered to be important. Of significance was a 

particularly strong identification with the father in both cases, involving happy memories 

of outdoor activities with him. This identification proved stable across several 

interviews. 

Bronfenbrenner (1961) a Russian American, developmental psychologist advanced his 

ecological systems theory into a bio-ecological theory (Bronfenbrenner 1979, 1989; 

Bronfenbrenner and Morris 2006). His ecological position focused on child and 

adolescent developmental processes within an environmental (school) and individual 

(character, gender) context known as 'micro to macro, proximal processes' 

(Bronfenbrenner 1998). Whilst his bio-ecological model has been used in various 

parental studies such as father child interactions by Adamsons, O'Brien and Pasley 

(2007), others argue that his theory fails to determine the practical or 'detailed 

mechanisms' for child and adolescent development from a psychological and 

educational perspective (Puroila and Karila 2001, p.221). Bronfenbrenner (1961) 

highlighted in a much earlier field observational study on 192 boys and girls of equal 

numbers, levels of responsibility and leadership which he determined by the level of 

education the father had. The 'differential influence' of father and mother on their 

children (gender based) revealed that social class was deemed to be a pivotal factor in the 

development of the adolescent. He suggested that well educated middle class fathers 

were more likely to engage in activities with their children and less likely to inflict 

physical or punitive punishments on their children than working class fathers. 
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Although somewhat controversial in his distinction of the middle and working classes, he 

did acknowledge a bridge in the assumed gap between the social and working classes, as 

he suggested the latter eventually adopted the same values of child rearing as the middle 

classes (Darling 2007). It is not entirely clear where these studies were conducted but 

there is evidence that he often conducted comparative studies in the USA and did a lot of 

work in the Soviet Union comparing the two, but as Panken (2005) points out in his 

study of 'Behind the mirror image of Bronfenbrenner', there was controversy over his 

use of the term 'working class' within the Soviet Union as they wished to be seen as 

classless and preferred the term 'less cultured'. In addition to this Bronfonbrenner stated 

that boys were more likely to be leaders from homes where fathers were educated, 

attentive and affectionate and they were also more likely to be 'responsible figures' if 

they came from homes of 'authoriti (1961) meaning with kind discipline and not 

authoritarian as in being severe or punitive. Again Panken (2005) suggests that this was 

portrayed in favour of the Soviet Union by way of appeasement and to highlight the 

cultural differences between the Soviet Union and Bronfenbrenner's home of the USA. 

However, similar trends on father's attention and concern towards their children were 

reported by Rosenberg (1961) with regard to his measure of low self-esteem (although 

not specifically related to boys). Bowlby points out a potential flaw in that the criteria 

used for Bronbrenner's study were based on 'competent performance' and that boys were 

selected on teacher recommendation (Bowlby 1998). A further study by Grinker (1962) 

reported by Bowlby (1998) on college students, showed close links between their 'values 

and goals' and those of their parents and tutors. They were emotionally closer to their 

mothers than their fathers, but again strongly identified with their fathers. Bow\by 

quotes Grinker (1962) as saying that:-
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'in males such identification [with father] is an extremely significant factor in the process 

ofbecoming and remaining [mentally] healthy' 

(1998, p. 393) 

Bowlby (1998) justifiably questions the selection criterion of participants having 

previous 'stability' which led them to be chosen for astronaut and pilot training, but 

neglects to question other criteria for the studies which seemed to provide a bias in 

favour of class and status, two factors that appeared to pre- determine a favourable 

outcome. These findings also failed to report or highlight the nature or rationale for the 

strong identification with father, which was deemed as positive and necessary for healthy 

[attachments]. It is also interesting to note that these men had selected to work in an all 

male environment, following a strong identification with father. 

Differences in attachment representations between maternal and paternal influences have 

indicated a gap in the literature (Van Uzendoorn, 1995; Elliott et al. 2003), to determine 

why the paternal role and its influence on the child is weaker than that of the maternal 

influence. As evidenced in Fox and Kimmerly's (1991) meta-analysis study on the 

interdependent infant-mother, infant father relationship, a comparable association for a 

secure -insecure split was suggested as an outcome for the basis of a secure attachment 

to mother which was based upon the attachment status of the child. In other words the 

attachment representation of the mother if secure would determine that it was not unusual 

for the child to have a secure attachment to mother and an insecure attachment to father. 

Van Uzendoorn ascribes this to the possibility of father's absence due to work (1995). 
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The emphasis on the circumstances of father's attachment representations and of how 

this might influence a child's attachment was suggested for further research. It is 

accepted that there is a strong maternal influence, which affects a child's attachment 

pattern associated with attachment theory and that this originates in the early theory of 

separation from mother and the associated anxiety states and levels of security a child 

subsequently feels as a result of this (Bowlby 1997). Yet this focus often brings about 

controversy in the psychoanalytical field, as to whether the attachment to mother is 

focused on a 'primary' need of 'archaic heritage' (Greenberg and MitcheIl 1942) in 

which species survival is at the core, as supported by Bowlby (1979) or focused on a 

'secondary' need for mother as the 'gratifier of food and nurture' which Freud (1940, 

p.188) and other followers would advocate. Greenberg and Mitchell state that: 

'emotional struggles and difficulties of all sorts derive from disturbance in early 

attachmenllo the mother and subsequent attachments' 

(1983, p. /86) 

Whilst it is beyond the scope of this study, this opens up another dialogue on the 

nature v nurture debate but also of maternal mortality and the implications for same 

sex [male] child rearing (Slaby and Frey 1975), or paternal child rearing (Greco and 

Morris 2002). It is suggested that both needs of the infant share the stage of an 

equally important initial struggle for survival, but the importance of the paternal role 

may be particularly significant to the male adolescent in terms of male identification 

within a predominantly male boarding school. 
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Adolescence and Groups 

Much literature has focused on peer relationships in adolescence and therefore a 

search through aVID electronically to determine the impact of a male adolescent's 

relationship to groups revealed six relevant papers and a further search through books 

revealed one source. There seems to be more of a focus within contemporary 

research on attachment instability, as opposed to a degree of rigidity of ideas on fixed 

attachment. Two predictors of attachment style change were classified as a 'reaction 

to current situations' and an 'individual difference in susceptibility to change that is 

associated with stable vulnerability factors' (Davila, Surge and Harman 1997, pp. 

826-838). In their new theory of development Harris (1995) partially supports this 

through her proposal that socialisation is 'context specific', but differs in her 

suggested view of 'peer groups of childhood and adolescence as generating 

socialisation'. She suggests that it is not the 'dyadic relationship' and therefore not 

the 'parental influence', that has any long term marked effect on the development of 

the child's personality, but that it is 'intergroup processes' that form the 

'environmental receptivity' which affect the character of a child's personality. Harris 

states that:-

'it is the universality of children ~ groups that explain why development is not derailed by 

the wide variations in parental behaviour found within and between societies' 

(1995. pp 458-489) 

This assertion conflicts with Bowlby's (1997, p.t77) attachment theory of 'a child's first 

human relationship as a foundation stone to his personality'. He describes the variables 
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of a child's family experiences as 'determining' the inner working models of relationship 

to parental attachment figures, which is the 'basis of all his expectations and plans for the 

rest of his life'. In addition to this there is a high degree of consistency in previous 

research on adolescents aged ten to seventeen over a seven year period, which identified 

little change in moral behaviour and character (Peck and Havighurst 1960). These 

findings are consistent with earlier studies on adolescents that report systematic 

relationships between validated measures of socialization and states of parental 

marriages, see fam i1y backgrounds of sixteen year olds Bronfenbrenner (1961), measures 

of self -esteem Rosenberg (1965) and Megargee, Parker and Levine (1971). 

A further three studies conducted by Smith, Elliot and Murphy (1999), on adolescents' 

relationships to groups used attachment measurement strategies; Bartholomew and 

Horowitz (1991) Collins and Read (1994), and an adapted measurement to determine a 

distinction between group attachment and relationship attachment. Other researchers 

such as Hazan and Shaver (1987); Main and Goldwyn (1993); Cowan and Cowan 

(1999); Fraley, Wailer and Brennan (2000) and Waters et al. (2000), have all contributed 

to the progression and understanding of attachment states from infancy to adulthood 

through the use of attachment measures which normally consist of likert scale questions 

that are designed to give a continuous rating of attachment style on a dimensional level 

of the 'seW and the 'other'. The studies on adolescent's focus were on the individual's 

'mental model of the self as a group member and of groups as 'sources of identity and 

collective self- esteem'. Results suggested that the two dimensions of attachment anxiety 

and avoidance were assessed with good reliability, validity and over time stability and 

the conclusion drawn was that the nature of attachment and psychological ties to groups 

included 'emotional attachments, time and activities, social support, collective self -
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esteem and ways of resolving conflicts' and that there was a distinction between 

relationship attachment and group attachment. However the participants were all 

psychology students and gender was not recorded in two of the studies, but was separated 

for the third study. The use of psychology students suggested a possible bias as according 

to Smith, Murphy and Coats (1999, pp. 94-110) students demonstrated cohesiveness, 

social support and group identity. However they neglected to identify age, sodo 

economic status or ethnicity. 

A more recent study by Caron et al. (2012) seemed to confirm Smith, Murphy and Coat's 

(1999) study in their findings of a distinction between attachment patterns and quality of 

relationships to parents, friends and partners through factor analyses using two self -

report measures. They propose two theoretical models of attachment as trait and context 

specific as a means of identifying the distinction between attachment states. The overall 

findings would suggest that attachment states are dependent on the nature, timing 

(Carlson, Sampson and Sroufe 2003) and sensitive responsiveness (Van Uzendoorn 

1995) of reciprocal relationships whether it concerns, parent/caregiver, individuals or 

groups. These studies have a commonality with male adolescents in that they are based 

on homogenous samples of students, but differ in gender balance. They do however 

highlight a possible relevance to how the male adolescent at boarding school may relate 

in terms of group and peer attachments, particularly due to the amount of time and close 

proximity spent in relation to each other. 
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Summary 

This review attempted to respond to the research question in terms of exploring what the 

psychological effects of boarding school on adolescent males may be, through various 

epistemological domains, but has been unable to clarify attachment issues directly related 

to male adolescence in boarding schools or to identify the phenomenology of an insider 

perspective. The significance of groups revealed the importance of peer attachments to 

groups as part of the adolescent's identity establishment (Rosenberg 1965; Timlin

Scalera et al. 2003) and generation of socialisation (Harris 1995). Whilst this was not 

particularly substantiated to males, it was applicable to both genders and relevant to the 

period of adolescence. 

The literature on 'boarding schools', although limited, highlighted some of the 

attachment considerations in relation to models of the self and models of the other as 

underlying attachment states (Priel, Mitrany and Shahar 1998) and although there was 

some divided opinion among researchers with regard to attachment stability/instability, 

conclusions drawn from these findings suggest that whilst there is some agreement of 

attachment prototypes as being fixed and maternally influenced (Bowl by 1979; Van 

Uzendoorn 1995; Carlson, Sampson and Sroufe 2003), there is also acknowledgement 

between some contemporary researchers of oscillating attachment patterns as being 

conducive to social environmental predictors, seen as models of the other, which in turn 

influence the internal model of the self (Bartholomew and Horowitz 1991; Harris 1995; 

Priel, Mitrany and Shahar 1998). Caron et al. (2012) report a distinction between 

attachment patterns as either trait or context specific, but perhaps these are also mutually 

influenced with the determinant of social environmental predictors being dependent on 

the quality of sensitive responsiveness as suggested by Van l1zendoorn (1995). 
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One fascinating aspect of this review which stood out because of its relevance for clinical 

implications and practical considerations for teachers and therapists was located in Van 

Uzendoorn's (1995) meta- analysis study which determined that sensitive responsiveness 

was a channel for the transmission of attachment representations. This was in 

corroboration with Fonagy's reflective stance of attunement (1997) from significant 

caregivers, both of which were pertinent to attachment security through the commonality 

of the caregiver's attunement. 

The significance of these findings complemented Sroufe & Siegel's (2011) Minnesota 

longitudinal study in which they determined that securely attached pupils were related to 

with warmth and given responsibilities, whilst at the other end of the spectrum insecurely 

attached pupils were related to in an angry and controlling way. The alarming effects of a 

misaligned attachment relationship between teachers and pupils highlighted the necessity 

for teacher awareness of pupil levels of attachment security and sensitive responsiveness 

measures that may be necessary to promote the male adolescent's feeling of security. It 

would also be prudent to note here the importance of the additional self -awareness of the 

teacher's own attachment patterns as being conducive to maintaining reciprocal or non

reciprocal attachment relationships. Neurobiological attachment theory further endorses 

sensitive responsiveness by asserting through research that affirmation, confirmation or 

negation of a child exerts a powerful influence on the stimulus of social brain growth and 

attachment states (Trevarthen 1993; Schore 2005) and is significant in terms of 

understanding how the physiological activity and change in the brain (Schore 2005; 

Giedd 2008) is concurrent with changes the adolescent undergoes through commencing 

school and of how vital and sensitive the attunement and social interaction with him is in 

creating more positive associations and secure states. 
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The separation theory and literature was significant for the male adolescent in identifying 

how his early separation experience from parents, may have some significance in how he 

might manage the later separation and transition from home to boarding school 

(Ainsworth et al. 1978; Bowlby 1979; Main and Solomon 1986; Waters et al. 2000) and 

whilst this was determined by Carlson, Sampson and Sroufe (2003), as being dependent 

on timing and circumstance, much focus was given primarily to the significance of the 

maternal rather than paternal separation experience, with coping trajectories dependent 

on differences in attachment. This was nevertheless pertinent in managing the transition 

and adjustment to boarding school as discussed by Seiffge -Krenke and Beyers (2005). 

Although this review highlighted a limited amount of research on paternal influence, 

significance was determined in the differential influence of maternal and paternal 

influence on attachment states (Greenberg & Mitchell 1942; Bronfenbrenner 1961; 

Bowlby 1979; Van Uzendoorn 1995) that seemed particularly pertinent to the male 

adolescent and to the male identification which takes place when entering a 

predominantly male boarding school. Although Bronfenbrenner (1961) stressed the 

importance of father's influence on the male adolescent, the review failed to highlight 

any significance of the adolescent male boarders' separation from father, although 

underlying attachment prototypes of an individual were suggested indicators of how the 

adolescent may cope with separation. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this review was to clarify adolescent attachment issues in a male boarding 

school. While this review has highlighted a dearth of literature in this specific area, it 

was able to identify a broad overview of attachment issues in terms of understanding the 

adolescent male in relation to the process and effects of separation, boarding schools, 

maternal and parental attachments, attachment prototypes and coping (Sei ffge -Krenke et 

at. 2005). These were all deemed to be relevant to the male adolescent's boarding school 

experience. The literature and studies provided a background to understanding the 

various attachment issues which may prove relevant to adolescent male boarders 

including separation, male identification and 'intergroup processes' (Priel, Mitrany and 

Shahar 1998). This study did however highlight the importance of attachment 

attunement. It would therefore seem essential that the effects of sensitive responsiveness 

as suggested by Van I1zendoorn (1995) are explored further in relation to significant 

caregivers such as teachers in how they relate and respond to the adolescent's attachment 

state so as to affirm and enhance the opportunity for secure relations, particularly as there 

has been a lack of research on the phenomenology of an insider perspective on these 

issues. 

Further research 

Findings suggest two areas for further research which have been identified as a result of 

this review. Focus should be given to the psychological effects on the adolescent in 

relation to their experience of boarding school, which includes how they relate to others 

and paternal influences due to a dearth of any specific literature pertaining to adolescents 

in these areas. Further focus on how others such as teachers relate to adolescents in terms 

of the nature of relationships between the teachers and the adolescent's attachment 
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patterns from a phenomenological perspective. This may be significant in giving an 

insider perspective on understanding how the effects of the teacher's response to secure 

or insecure attachment states may enhance or inhibit the adolescent through positive or 

negative affect (Siegel and Sroufe 2011). 

Introduction and rationale for the study 

The aim of this study is to capture the phenomenology of attachment issues through how 

a small sample of adolescent males make sense of their relationships to significant others 

within a boarding school environment. The male adolescent's experience of boarding 

school may be connected to separation from parents/caregivers and relationships with 

peers and school housemasters, matrons and teachers. Whilst there has been much focus 

and attention placed upon maternal influences with regard to attachment issues, attention 

given to the paternal influence on the adolescent male and attachment issues 

(Bronfenbrenner 1961; ElIiot et at. 2003) is relatively neglected. Studies have shown 

that 'solidarity' within a stable family and a male's strong identification with father can 

have a positive effect on determining a secure attachment (Ruff and Korchin 1967; 

Reinhardt 1970). It is also acknowledged that the absence or lack of identification with 

father can have a detrimental effect on adolescent males which may result in disordered 

attachment states (Ainsworth et at. 1978; Bowlby, 1998). 
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Chapter Three 

Method 

Qualitative v Quantitative approaches 

Qualitative research assumes the position of an inductive, social phenomenological 

approach which seeks to understand social and cultural norms and individual sUbjective 

experience. Exploration through a variety of methods is used to generate hypotheses, 

through the observation and analysis of meanings, words and images, which is consistent 

with understanding 'social reality' (Bryman 1998; Silverman 2000). Quantitative 

research is concerned with observational, behavioural hypothesis testing and positivist 

approaches. This is conducted through the use of experiments and statistical analysis, in 

order to establish and measure the 'cause and effect' of any given 'reality' (Creswell 

1994). 

There is much debate around the two often polarised approaches and sometimes an air of 

undermining criticism exists towards the qualitative domain with regards to 

generalizability, reliability and validity (Creswell 1994; Silverman 2000). Whilst it is 

acknowledged that it is difficult to generalise findings to the wider population, a 

qualitative rather than a quantitative approach using JP A was adopted for this study as it 

facilitated the opportunity for exploration of a more in depth study of the psychological 

effects of a male boarding school experience. A quantitative approach would have been 

less time consuming, but also less flexible and the nuances of experience and meaning 

for the participants may have been lost. 
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An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) method of approach was adopted for 

this study as described by Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009). The focus on 

understanding a participant's narrative to enable further understanding of their 

attachment experiences is consistent with Smith, Flowers and Larkin's (2009) 

commitment to a hermeneutic, phenomenological and ideographic approach in their 

analysis of the meanings that participants ascribe to their past and current experiences 

provided the emphasis is on the focus of the participant's narrative description and 

personal meaning. IPA is concerned with a detailed analysis of a participants experience 

and because of this, Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) recommend between three and six 

participants as sufficient to determine participant similarity and difference. This 

methodology is commonly used within the health sector and is a subjective, bottom up, 

inductive approach which concentrates its focus on interviewees as the experts of their 

experiences. 

The qualitative approach of Interpretative phenomenological analysis (Smith, Harre and 

Van Lengenhove 1995) has been criticised as a 'simply descriptive' methodology 

according to Larkin, Watts and Clifton (2006), who defend the approach by stating that it 

is the 'rigour' which is needed for a thorough phenomenological and interpretative 

analysis that often goes unheeded with some research, where the emphasis is placed on 

flexibility. Flexibility is an important aspect of IPA along with an open, reflexive and 

transparent approach to research that is vital to the foundation of reliability and validity 

of a project (Lepper and Riding 2006). 
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JP A is founded upon three epistemological positions of philosophy; 1) phenomenological 

being the understanding of the human experience of the world in context and time 

(Willig 2001); 2) hermeneutic being the interpretation of language and text and past and 

present human understanding of anything in and of itself, which Smith, Flowers and 

Larkin (2009) describe as the 'part' and the 'whole' of an iterative process of 

understanding related meanings (Heidegger 1962,1927; Gadamer 1990,1960) and 3) 

ideographical perspective being the 'particular detail' of 'understanding' and 'meaning' 

(Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009, p. 29). 

The philosophical underpinning of JP A according to Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) is 

derived from some prominent philosophers who have individually contributed their ideas 

which collectively have holistically shaped the epistemological position oflPA. Edmund 

HusserI (1927) whose interest lay in phenomenology was a philosopher and a pioneering 

force behind the famous quote 'we should go back to the things themselves' the things 

themselves consisting of 'meaning' and 'experience', which he sought to encapsulate 

through interpretation. He also derived the term for attempting to suspend preconceived 

ideas, experiences and assumptions as 'bracketing'. One of his students Heidegger 

whose major work was 'Being and Time' which focuses on the individuals' use of the 

world (1962/1927) termed Husserl's 'bracketing' as 'forestructure'. He moved away 

from Husserl as he experienced him as too abstract and theoretical, but developed his 

work from his experience with HusserI to incorporate Hermeneutic phenomenology 

which was concerned with a micro analysis or idiographic scrutiny of disguised or latent 

meaning within texts. He also derived the term 'Dasein' which denotes the concept of 

lived time and engagement with the world to incorporate psychological processes or 

perception, awareness and consciousness (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). Similar to 
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Heidegger's viewpoint on phenomenology and hermeneutics are Sartre (1956/1943), 

Merleau Ponty (1962), Gadamer (1990/1960) and Schleiermacher (1998). 

Whilst they occupy slightly different view points and perceptions, they all focus their 

attention on the individual interpretation and meaning of language, as well as seeking to 

understand human individual existence in the world. Whereas Heidegger viewed the 

world and the individual as 'one' with the self waiting to be used, Merleau Ponty (1962) 

viewed the world as different from the self, where the self is only connected through 

touching. Sartre (1956/1943) observed that people were more concerned with becoming 

rather than being and his major work was on 'Being and Nothingness'. Sartre was also 

famous for 'existence comes before essence' and he developed the concept of 

'nothingness'. Gadamer's major work of Truth and Method (1990/1960) focused on the 

interpretation of historical, traditional and literacy texts, emphasising the awareness of 

'forestructure' (his term for assumptions, preconceptions). Schleiermacher (1998) 

concentrated his attention on the text and the author, hence Smith et aI's idea of the 

researcher making sense of the participant making sense of their experience, also known 

as a double hermeneutic (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). An advance on this, is Smith 

et aJ.'s reference to the triple hermeneutic aspect of the reader making sense of the author 

making sense of the participant making sense of their experience, which is a vital 

construct of IPA and forms the basis for theoretical transferability rather than 

generalizability in which the reader can determine the transferability to similar 

individuals in context (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). 
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One can derive from the above how Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) through IPA have 

drawn out the essential ingredients and parts of the above philosophers' ideas. In 

bringing these together Smith et aJ. (2009) have formed a holistic way of identifying 

perceptions, psychological processes, experiences and meanings as a method for 

understanding what it may be like to experience being a human in the world through the 

lens of a phenomenological, hermeneutic and idiographic perspective. The author 

concludes that the epistemological position of IPA as described above is connected with 

narrative and social constructivist approaches as well as psychosocial and historical 

processes, but exceeds the linguistic, discursive (Willig,200 1) element to determine the 

individuals empirical reality through their lived experience and endeavours to make 

sense of that experience (Smith et al 2009). 

IPA v Discourse Analysis 

Consideration was given to discourse analysis as a possible method of approach for this 

study which focuses its approach on how and why an individual uses language within a 

given social context (Fairclough 2003). However it was considered that discourse 

analysis would not be able to address the issues of this study as it highlights the social 

action in speech and the power dynamics this may reveal, whereas this study was 

interested in the internal subjectivity rather than social actions. It was therefore 

concluded that the IPA (interpretative phenomenological analysis) (Smith, larman and 

Osborn 1999) would be a suitable approach as it allows for an insider perspective on 

facilitating the participants freedom to 'tell their story' from a personal perspective and in 

their own words. 
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This study sought to address the following: 

• How does a small homogenous sample of males understand their experience of 
adolescence within a boarding school environment? 

• What if any are the subjective psychological effects of boarding school on a male 
adolescent through the experience and memories of a small sample of older 
males who are ex- boarders? 

Participants 

According to Guest, Bunce and 10hnson (2006) a small number of researchers have made 

recommendations for actual sample sizes. For phenomenological studies Creswell 

(1998) recommends between five and twenty five and Kuzel (1992, p. 41) recommends 

six to eight interviews based on sample heterogeneity, but as Guest, Bunce and 10hnson 

(2006) point out there has been (until their evidence based recommendation) a lack of 

evidence to support these suggestions. Guest et al (2006), provide evidence in their 

experimental study on data derived from West African women, in which they determined 

that basic meta -themes requiring twelve participants reached saturation, but they also 

stated that basic meta- themes were present in six interviews, as recommended by others 

(Nielsen and Landauer 1993; Morse 1994). Furthermore they described how the 

similarity of participants and shared common criteria, created participant homogeneity, 

that resulted in saturation which is also endorsed by Romney, Batchelor and Weller's 

(1986, p. 326) belief in 'cultural competence'. Smith, larman, and Osborn (1999, p. 49) 

however caution against a purposive homogeneous sample being treated as an 'identikit' 

which can be avoided through selecting 'obvious social or theoretical factors relevant to 

the study'. 
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Six participants were recruited to take part in the study and the main inclusion criterion 

was that they were all ex-pupils of the same all male boarding school, which created a 

small homogenous sample. The demography of the participants was that they were all 

white employed males and ranged in age from 22 to 49 years. Two of the participants 

aged 27 and 49 were married and four aged 22, 25, 28 and 41 were single. Only one of 

the participant's parents had separated and subsequently divorced during his school 

experience. The participants had between one and three siblings as shown in table 1 

below:-

Alex Brian Charles ~ Edward Fred 

Age 25 27 41 49 28 22 

Marital Status Single Married Single Married Single Single 

Parents Yes No No No No No 

divorced 1 1 3 3 1 1 

No of siblings 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table I 

The exclusion criteria were as follows:-

Current diagnosis of depression, anxiety, psychoses. The rationale for the exclusion 

criteria was based on ethical and moral considerations of safeguarding (See ethics section 

for more information). 

Research Design 

The IPA qualitative method of approach was the preferred method of analysis as the 

objective of the study was to gain some understanding of the participant's experience of 

their attachment issues from the participant's childhood, school experience and later 
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experience from the participant's own perspective. It was deemed most appropriate for 

this study as the aim was to capture meanings participants assign to their personal 

experiences and is therefore conducive to I) the individual's boarding school experience 

from a personal perspective. 2) providing a focus for understanding attachment issues 

(Smith, Harre and Van Langenhove 1995). Through the researcher's analysis, a reduction 

of the complexity of the data is achieved and interpreted, giving a third person 'insider 

perspective' on the participants' world. The interview was an ideographic case study 

approach, suitable for small sample groups of up to ten participants (Smith, Jarman and 

Osborn 1999). 

The focus was on the exploration of the participants' perceptions and memories of their 

experience of the transition from childhood, to boarding school and finally to their 

current experience. The aim was to capture the essence of meaning that participants 

ascribed to their early and later memories and experiences, through enabling the 

participants to be able to tell 'their' story in their own words. 

Measures and Materials 

Questionnaire 

An initial research project information sheet with an invitation for participants to take 

part was administered online and a questionnaire was included with an 'opt in' provision 

[see appendix B]. The project information sheet contained information on data collection 

and confidentiality [see appendix A]. 
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The questionnaire contained within it a self -score attachment rating scale known as RQ 

(Relationship Questionnaire) devised by Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991). The RQ 

(Relationship questionnaire scale) devised by attachment theorists Bartholomew and 

Horowitz (1991) was an adaption from Hazan and Shaver (1987) administered to the 

participants and used to elicit demographic information and to situate the sample. The 

questionnaire is a self- rating measure of selecting one of four statements, which 

correspond to a style of attachment and then rating oneself based on the same paragraphs 

on a likert scale of 1-7. It was considered that the RQ might add a richness to the study 

whilst also informing the IPA study of the attachment orientations of the participants as 

they understood it, to further enhance understanding (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). 

Given that the focus was on the participant's personal experiences and ascribed meanings 

and perceptions of their boarding school life, it would not be possible for the IPA within 

itself to address attachment issues per se, as emphasis is placed upon making sense of the 

participant making sense of his experience. 

Smith, Jarman and Osbom (1995) used a mixed method of IPA and a repertoire grid 

originally devised by KelIy (1955a, 1955b), as an ideographic tool of data production, in 

which the categorisation of constructs rather than being a conclusive end, provided a 

platform for discussion with the participant, which ultimately assisted with further 

understanding of the participants' psychological constructs (Smith, Harre and Van 

Langenhove 1995). In this study the questionnaire was used only to provide additional 

information relevant to the particpants' self perceived attachment status and to explore 

whether there was any clear difference between participants who completed it and also 

attended interview and those who completed it but did not volunteer to be interviewed. 
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Procedure 

Semi- structured interviews 

Qualitative rather than a quantitative approach to semi structured interviewing serves to 

capture the fertility of themes that arise from a participant's narrative, rather than the 

quantitative approach of categorical responses being minimised (Smith, Harre, and Van 

Langenhove 1995). The advantages of the structured interview according to Smith et al 

(1995) are said to be control, speed and reliability in presentation and the disadvantages 

being limitations on what is explored through constraint. It is considered that a 

qualitative coded semi- structured interview enriches and provides insight into the array 

of complexities arising from psychological structures, whereas quantitative measures of 

structured interviewing and analysis can be limiting (Reis and Judd 2000). 

All interviews were audio recorded and lasted for approximately forty-five minutes with 

the exception of one, which lasted for approximately ninety-five minutes and was 

conducted across two occasions. Six participants were interviewed which fulfilled the 

basic elements of meta themes (Guest, Bunce and Johnson 2006). They were conducted 

at mutually acceptable locations and subsequently transcribed by the researcher. 

The interview schedule consisted of semi-structured open-ended questions, designed to 

be flexible and contained three main questions with additional prompts to enable further 

exploration. The focus of the three questions addressed the following: Early 

relationships with parents or caregivers, relationships at boarding school and 

relationships since leaving boarding school. See Box 1 for an example of the questions 

that were used in the interview:-
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Can you tell me about your relationship with your parents or those closest to you 
when you were growing up? 
Prompts: 
Who was the most important person? can you say why? 
What are your fondest memories of them? 
Can you tell me about any difficulties? 
How did you feel when you had to leave for boarding school? 

Can you tell me about your relationships at boarding school? 
Prompts: 
How much at ease did you feel with your peer group? or 
What relationship did you have with your peer group? 
What relationship did you have with your house masters/teachers etc? 
What sort of difficulties did you encounter if any? 
Who did you turn to? 
What type of people did you find easiest to get on with? 
How do you feel that your early relationships at home influenced these relationships? 

Can you tell me about the relationships you have had since leaving school? 
Prompts: 
Friendships? 
Personal relationships? 
Working relationships? 

The questions were devised and used to elicit information and understanding of I) what 

the transition from home to boarding school was like for participants; 2) what it was like 

for the participants during their time at boarding school and 3) what it was like for them 

upon leaving boarding school, entering further education or work and current experience 

if they wished to share this. 

Ethics 

Prospective participants were relied upon to self- exclude as advised in the project 

information sheet administered to them, if any of the exclusion criteria applied. 

Exclusions were set as a precaution against any possible detrimental affect that questions 
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in the' interview may have had on the sensitivity of anyone undergoing any current 

psychological difficulty. Participants were advised that they could say as little or as much 

as they wished during the interview and that they could stop at any time. At the end of 

the interview the researcher provided a debrief in terms of asking how participants felt 

about the interview and a list of resources for participants to contact was administered 

after the interview (see appendix: xiii) to cover the event of any unforeseen difficult 

feelings that may have subsequently arisen from the interview. 

A clause of Confidentiality was set out in the project information sheet and this was 

restated at the onset of the interview. Participants were advised as per the project 

information sheet and verbally at the end of the interview that their audio-tapes would be 

destroyed after use. It was also advised in the project information sheet that any data 

collected would be anonymous and they were also offered a copy of their transcript, to 

look at, but they all declined. However they were all keen to have a copy of a summary 

of results, which I agreed to send to them. With regard to publication they were advised 

that this was a possibility and that generalisations of outcomes would be made available, 

but that it would not be possible to identify individuals and a summary of the outcomes 

would be made available to all participants on request [see appendix: B]. 

Data Analysis 

The participant's transcripts were read several times prior to being individually analysed 

and coded by the researcher using the IPA method (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). 

This consisted of marking the exploratory themes and identifying themes that emerged 

out of each participant's transcript that was relevant to the research question. Collation 
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and assimilation of themes were colour coded for identification purposes and cut into 

individual sections (see appendix G). These were formed into groups of clusters of 

similar emergent themes for each individual participant. Tables of emerging themes with 

a dominant superordinate theme were drawn up for each transcript and each emergent 

theme was evidenced with a 'key word' from the participant's narrative as shown in 

Table 2 below further tables can be seen at (appendix D) : 

Table of superordinate themes and key words from one participant 
(P3) in the Meaning of Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding 

School 

1.3 Themes: Famill: 
Pa~e: line Kel: words tradition 

Traditional experience means 
1: 4 'traditional experience' .... 'stable 

'stable' family background family' 

Loss of father 1: 10 'passed away a few years ago' 

Divided attention as character 1: 20 'attention being 
building divided' ... 'positive experience' 

Competing for attention 1: 23 'attention from your parents' 

Aggressive competitive self as 1: 27 'aggressive' ... ' competed' ... 'only 
natural natural' 

Traditional relationships 1:33 
'good relationship' ... 'very 
traditional' 

Traditional family means 
'strong sort of emotional link' .. ' strong emotional link to 2:39 
to my mother' 

mother 

Father not emotional 2:42 'more reserved emotionally' 

Time spent traditionally with 
'a very traditional way' .. .'time at 

father at weekend and 3: 47-60 
evenings 

the weekends' 

Gender roles defined as 3: 61-69 'sports fixtures' ... 'traditionally 
traditional female chores' 

Self- sufficient 5: 103 
'I'd rather be sort of self-
sufficient' 

Table 2 
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and then cross referenced with all of the participant's narratives and compared and 

contrasted to elicit the dominant themes. From this an overarching super-ordinate theme 

emerged from each of the clusters of emergent themes and were then translated into 

identifying recurrent themes this indicated that superordinate themes were present in over 

half of the sample as shown in Table 3 below and can be seen at (appendix H):-

1.7 Identifying Recurrent Themes 

Particil!ants Present in over 
Suner-ordinate themes half the 

Alex Brian Charles David Edward Fred samnle? 

Family tradition No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Sel f-reliance as a way Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
of coping 

Boarding school male Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
identity 

Ease through etiquette v Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
dis-ease in relationships 

Elucidaton through 
process of past and Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
present 

Table 3 
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Finally this was transformed into a table of master themes. An example of one category 
of the master themes table is shown below in Table 4, other categories are held at 
(appendix:J). 

Master table of themes 

Identification to male role models 

Alex: '1 got on really well with the housemaster and tutors' 

B rian: '1 would be out with my old man during the holidays and 
1 was just stuck to him like glue. Him [housemaster} like me 
didn't have much time for them, we probably got on quite well in 
that respect' 

Charles: 'whilst he was older than my father[housemaster}, he 
was probably a very similar role model' 

David: 'spent long hours with each other [father} and had a 
very open relationship, discussing major issues of life. He was 
a man [housemaster} 1 totally trusted, felt very safe in his care 
erm respected ... an in loco parentis parent' 

Edward: '1 felt much more self- conscious about trying to 
impress my father than my mother' 

Fred: 'Pretty cool [relationship with housemaster). If 1 saw the 
housemaster now, it would definitely be good to see him. 1 did 
have a good relationship with him' 

Table 4 

80-81 

276, 180 

556-558 

21-23 

13-14 

151-155,195 

The master theme was used to highlight the superordinate themes and a relevant 

quotation from each of the participants' transcripts were used (as illustrated in Table 4), 

to evidence each superordinate theme. 
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Independent audit and Supervision 

Throughout the process, coding was closely monitored and validated in supervision to 

ensure that the themes elicited were grounded in the data. The process involved a line by 

line analysis of one participant's transcript at a time, which was identified by the 

researcher initially as an exploratory theme of interest or meaning. A second analysis and 

reduction within the text, revealed what Smith, Jarman and Osbom (1999) described as 

an emerging theme. Close monitoring of this process in supervision revealed that there 

was an initial difficulty in the researcher's stance of a therapeutic analytical interpretative 

evaluation of themes, rather than an insider perspective of examining the text to identify 

the participant's words that signified meaning for the participant (Smith, Flowers and 

Larkin 2009). This could be in the form of a noun, pronoun or adjective or indeed a 

sentence. Heidegger (1962/1927) would describe the preconception of the researcher as 

the 'forestructure' and emphasises the importance of being able to suspend this in order 

to follow the participant's text in order to elicit the themes, borne out of the participant's 

words. 

This was acknowledged by the researcher who agreed that the participant's meaning 

according to IPA was the focus and following a few attempts which was consistent with 

the iterative process of repeating the analysis and moving back and forth within the text, 

all conceivable themes using the participant's words seemed to have been elicited. This 

resulted in a vast amount of data, which was colour coded and when this process had 

been repeated for all of the participants, the colour coded emerging themes for each 

participant were collated together and then identified into clusters of groups to highlight 

convergence and divergence. From this process emerged a superordinate theme which 

dominated the group of emergent themes. It should however be noted that whilst every 
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attempt is made to suspend preconceived ideas, that it is the researcher who interprets 

words, sentences and themes of the participants which therefore makes the process 

subjective. An independent external auditor also verified that the themes seemed to be 

grounded in the data. 

Quality and audit criteria 

There are various criteria for measuring quality in a qualitative study such as adequacy of 

data and interpretation, social validity, subjectivity, and reflexivity (Silverman 2000). 

The criteria measured against this IPA study draws upon Yardley's (2000) four principles 

of 'sensitivity to contexf; 'commitment and rigour', 'transparency and coherence' and 

'impact and importance' as outlined by Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) which is 

discussed later in Chapter 7. An independent audit was carried out by the supervisor and 

a paper trail is evident within the appendices of this project. The author's reflexivity 

(Willig 2000) throughout this research project allowed the participant's themes to 

develop and emerge. Through a developing awareness of the participant's interviews 

which were initially listened to via audio tapes and when transcribed were read and 

reread several times in order to become very familiar with the data and understanding of 

the participant's perceptions and experiences. This enabled a 'phenomenological 

reflection' to occur of the author's experience of the participant's experience (Smith 

2009, p.189). 
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Purposive sampling 

With regard to purposive sampling for a qualitative approach, it is recommended that the 

size of the study or nonprobabiIistic sample size (Patton 2002) is based on the criterion of 

'data saturation' (Byrne 2001; Fossey et al. 2002) in other words when material received 

is exhausted and cannot be progressed through further information and coding. This is 

viewed as ajustification for saturation adequacy (Guest, Bunce and Johnson 2006). 

Fox (1995, p. 404) points out that 'narrative about personal memories may be a function 

of personal theories about developmental processes as well as the influence of current 

psychological states such as low self -esteem' Whilst the researcher acknowledges this, 

the IPA method was felt to be conducive to the meaning and relevance of the 

participant's perception of their experience, which may be determined in the 'internal 

coherence and consistent narrative' as a current presentation (Gerdhart 2004) and in 

whatever state of mood or personal theory they carry or may wish to construct. 
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Chapter Four 

Results 

Themes and Sub Themes 

Five over-arching themes were identified from the analysis: "Family tradition ", "Coping 

through self -reliance ", "Ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships" "Boarding 

school identity". "Elucidation through process of past and present ". These themes will 

be presented below with identifying interview excerpts. 

Family tradition 

Participants indicated through recollection of their earlier memories of relationships to 
significant others that the core basis of their early parental relationships consisted of 
'traditions' 'closeness' and 'stability' 

'1 have a fairly traditional erm experience in that sense in that 1 came from er a 
sort of 'stable' inverted commas, family background' (Charles, lines 5-9) 

'so yeah a very stable and loving upbringing' (Brian, lines 7-8) 

'structure and stability '(Brian, line 21) 

'always very close '... 'fairly traditional predictable stuff really' (David, lines 

4,145-146) 

'anniversary [parent's wedding] and 1 spoke about a childhood that was full of 

just very warm happy memories' 'they still live in the same house that J was 

1 anonymity has been protected through the alteration of identifying information to linclude names and omission of 

places 
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brought up in so that whole feeling of home is attached to a place as well as 

mum and dad being there' (David, lines 127-137). 

Edward was slightly different in referring to 'I think' when describing his relationship 
with his parents, which suggested that he was unsure or ambivalent. 

'always had I think quite a close relationship with my parents' (Edward, line 4) 

Reference to the 'traditional' aspect of earlier experience suggested that this was largely 

connected with defined gender roles with mother being at home, present, domestic and 

emotionally and physically close, whilst father was largely absent due to work during the 

week, but was physically present and practical at the weekend:-

'fairly natural that mother was around much more' (Edward, line 11-12) 

'slrong sort of emolionallink 10 my mother in a very traditional sense' (Charles, 

line 39-40) 

'he [dadJwould take us to things at the weekend., and we would help him in the 

garden .... while my mum did the more traditionally female chores around the 

house' (Charles, lines 63-69) 

'dad was at work all the time' (Fred, lines 6-7) 

'very much with sort of dad as well al weekends '(Fred, line 23-24) 

David and Edward acknowledged their mother as the most important person to them 

whilst growing up and they were able to identify emotional and physical closeness to her. 
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Charles was also able to acknowledge physical contact and emotional closeness to his 

mother, but stated that' it was a very maternal role' (line, 139) which was preceded with 

'J think erm, / think erm it's a difficult question' (lines, 131-132) 

Alex and Brian were unable to differentiate who was most important to them:-

'both parents were equally important' (Alex, line 12) 

'probably my parents combined' (Brian, line 13) 

Fred initially said 'J don 'tthink / could differentiate erm (line, 17), but following a 

prompt of 'both the same'? (I: line, 18) said 'I think / definitely had more sort of contact 

with er mum just cos she was always there' (line, 19-21) 

Whilst Charles found it difficult to answer the question described above, he described 

closeness to mother as a 'sort of almost babyish, sort of right from birth sort of way' 

(line, 167-170) and David seemed to need to emphasise that he was 'really close, very 

very very close' (line, 33-34) to his mother. 

The participant's reported experience was that it was a 'fairly natural' (line, 8) 

phenomenon 'that mother was around much more' (Edward line, 11) and reference to the 

'traditional' element of parental relationships suggested an emphasis on gender roles as 

part of the 'traditional norm'. Charles described his parent's relationship as 'old 

fashioned' (line, 433) and his perception was that mother 'tried quite hard to present that 

traditional perfect relationship' (lines, 427-428 3(2)) 'where the wife looks after certain 

areas [emotional, domestic] and the husband looks after the '(lines, 430-431 3(2)) 

[financial, practical] side of things. However, paternal attachment rated quite high for all 

participants and tor the wish for male identification was very prevalent both at home and 

at school. With the exception of David who described' hugs '(line, 8) with dad up until the 
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age of thirteen [when he began boarding school] there was very little indication of any 

acknowledgement of a physical or emotional link to father/significant male, but his 

absence due to work was indicated. Importance was placed upon acceptance, approval 

and identification, sport and practicalities: 

'f felt much more self -conscious about trying 10 impress my father than my 

mother' (Edward, lines 13-14) 

'cos f would be out with myoid man during the holidays and basically f was just 

like stuck to him like glue' (Brian, lines 273-276) 

'physical relationship 1 had with dad which was really cuddly, cosy, warm that 

ended at aboutthat age' {I3l (David, lines 14-15) 

David also recalled the 'impact' (line, 18) of father's rejection of him when he 

remembered 

'wanting to snuggle up nexl 10 dad at that sort of age one afternoon and him 

going;' 'too oldfor hugs' (lines, 7-9) 

Whilst he denied any level of significance to his memory of this, he also acknowledged 

the fact that he had remembered this during the interview as having had some impact on 

him. Equally Brian whilst acknowledging that 'growing up everything was good' had 

played down the significance of being forgotten as he recalled 'one or two things' such 

as:-

'f am sure there were a couple of things like my dad forgetting to pick me up 

from school once and having to walk home and him embarking on a village 

manhuntfor me when f was just watching the tv back at home' (lines, 70-75) 
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It would seem as though Brian 'sticking to his father like glue' as stated earlier above 

may have been in case he was forgotten. 

The transition to boarding school for all participants was reported to be relatively easy. 

Brian answered how he felt by describing how he initially wanted to go to day school 

rather than boarding because his friends were going there, but he was ultimately won 

over by the housemaster and older boys on his pre- visit. Comments such as: 'I fell 

excited. bUI nervous ·(Alex. lines 36-37) 'I fell nervous 1 think. apprehensive' (Charles, 

301-304) 'really looking forward to it' (David. line 47) 'I sorl offell a bit apprehensive 

about it umm but I suppose I Ihink I was quite exciled about it at the same lime' (Edward 

lines. 43-47) 'aclually lookingforward 10 going (Fred. lines 51-52)' were described. 

Parents and siblings in close proximity to boarding school as reassuring 

For Alex, Brian, Charles, and Fred, there were two significant reassuring factors that 

aided the transition to boarding school:-

1) Siblings were already at the school: 

'my brother was already al xxxxx so that made it a bit easier (Alex, lines 34-36) 

'my older brother erm was already atlhe boarding school' (Charles, lines 309-

310) 

'my brother wenl 10 Ihe same school and I had three cousins Ihere also. There 

was never any nervousness about going' (Fred, lines 42-46) 
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2) Parents lived in close proximity to the school: I 
I 

'so with my folks only being twenty minutes drive away that wasn't too much of ~ 

an issue' {going off to boarding school] (Brian, lines 108-109) I 
I 

'there is a huge security blanlwt in the fact that [think my parents were /Wo I 
minutes away , (Charles, lines 340-343) 

There was some ambivalence in Edward's feelings with regard to leaving for boarding 

school as he 'felt a bit apprehensive' about 'obviously going away from home jor a 

certain period of time' (lines, 43-45) but at the same time he thought he was 'quite 

excited' about it, although he 'never really felt like' [he] 'had any kind of choice' (lines, 

47-48). David was different in that although he did not report any other siblings at the 

school, he did report that his father as a child had also attended the same school. 

Coping through self-reliance 

Self -reliance 

Alex, Charles, David, Fred and Edward a11 described a degree of self -reliance, which 

was either already in place upon entering the boarding school, or had developed as a 

subsequent way of coping whilst at the school: 

'/ tended to keep things to myself and erm so / just tried to deal with it {bullying] 

myself (Alex, line 75) 

'/ don'l need anyone else to you know, bounce stuff off or whatever' (Charles. 

lines 180-182) 
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'and play outdoors all the time, all day long and you know trusted to look after 

ourselves' [at home by parents] (David,lines 141-142) 

'I don'l think there was anything that came up that warranted sort of going to 

them [parents and housemaster]' (Fred, line 203) 

'most probably did bottle it up a hit, but just tried to get on with il [dealing with 

difficulties of low level comments] myself um, which I suppose was difficult bUI 

you know, hUI I didn'l really even consider it at the time that there was, that it 

was worth me telling anyone about it really (Edward,lines 171-176) 

Brian was the exception who describes feeling 'cocooned', through his narration both at 

home and at school, indicating his wish to be at home more and speaks of missing out by 

not being a day boy:-

'and I suppose I was a little hit erm not isolated, but was a bit cocooned from the 

outside world. I was a hit cocooned with home life' (lines, 280-283) 

Although Edward reported bottling up difficulties with low level comments he also 

acknowledged that this was difficult to do and that he didn't feel that telling anyone 

about it would help. 

David had developed a sense of independence prior to commencing school in which he 

observed his mother encouraging him and his siblings when they were young to 'be 

independent' (line, 221) and to have 'freedoms and responsibilities' (line, 138) 

David's rationale for this was a notion of being prepared by his mother for any potential 

loss of her, as she had unexpectedly lost her mother at an early' age: 

'it was never really discussed and talked through and I wonder whether mum 

therefore was concerned that ifshe got too close, or not too close, but ifwe were 
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too reliant and dependent on her and she went suddenly, whether that would be 

too tough on us' (lines, 236-239). 

It seemed that this was a contradiction of David's earlier statement of mum and him 

being 'very, very, very' (line, 8) close, but perhaps this also indicated his need to 

emphasise his feelings of closeness to her despite needing to be 'self- sufficient', for her 

too. 

Alex and Edward both spoke of difficulty and of having a hard time in the first few years 

of boarding school. They also communicated some relief at entering the sixth form which 

enabled them both to feel more independent and able to enjoy their school life more:-

'the best years were the last two when 1 went into the sixth form, which 1 really 

enjoyed'(A/ex, lines 52-54) 

'can you say what it was about goin~ into the sixth form that was beller? (I: 

lines, 55-56) 

'f think it was more independence which was the main thing' (Alex, lines 57-58) 

Brian, Charles, David and Fred all seemed to acknowledge varying degrees of feeling 

independent and capable:-

'I've got that mentality that I just need to do something then I am gonna do it. 

Give it my all' (Brian, lines 237-238) 
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'I haven't really oftenfelt the need to go to her[mum] for very private stuff, erm 

you know boys stuff, girlfriends, I would perhaps more go to mates perhaps than 

to mum (David, lines 107, 113) 

you've got to sort of respect the hierarchy, but at the same time not too much or 

else you kind of miss out and you've got to sort of voice an opinion' (Fred, line 

335-339) 

'would probably be 'one of the peer group first of all' [he would turn to in times 

of difficulty] (Fred, lines 189-190) 

'Whether it's because of boarding school or not I've always been quite 

independent' (Charles, line 14-15) 

Whilst Charles acknowledged his male independence he also questioned whether his 

independence was a product of his boarding school experience. Charles out of all the 

participants strongly conveyed his degree of self -sufficiency and independence which 

seemed to have originated from his early experience at home where he came from a 

'competitive environment' and often competed with his siblings (two males, one female) 

for attention: 

One of the other possible reasons for his self-sufficiency was when he said that: 

'erm I don't enjoy people knowing that you're emotionally sensitive, but I (clears 

throat), I don 'tthink, oh you might say that's sort of bollling it up, but I don't 

think it is necessarily bottling it up, but I don 'tthink it is necessarily bouling it 

up' (Charles, lines 93-98 3(2)) 
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During the interview there were twenty one repetitive instances of reference for his need 

to 'be', or be 'seen' to be self -sufficient' (line, 102) and independent. His rationale for 

this included not wanting to 'burden' his mother or his father, 'but particularly his 

mother' with 'sort of emotional issues' or 'relationship issues' (lines, 94-98). The 

following excerpt suggested Charles's response to starting school and of his 

determination not to need his mother which possibly revealed some underlying feelings 

towards her;-

'I could have seen her almost every day and 1 didn '/ want to see her, or need /0 

see her' (lines, 336-339) 

He was also 'a big believer' (line, 194) in just dealing with things himself. Charles did 

not like 'feeling dependent on' (line, 202) or receiving 'sympathy' (line, 203) from 

others: 

'] don't really need, 1 don'/ really feel the need, 1 don', actually want to tell 

other people about it. ] don '/ like feeling dependent on, 1 don "like sympathy' 

(Charles, lines 199- 203) 

The following excerpt revealed an underlying reason for his need to be independent of 

others:-

P: 'f don '/ enjoy people feeling sorry for me. 1 actually would go as far as 

saying 1 resent it' (lines, 207-209) 

I: 'Ok' (line, 210) 

P: 'people feeling sorry for me' (line, 21/) 

I: 'and can you say more about why that might be? What that does'? (lines, 

212-214) 

P: 'erm it makes me feel weak I (line, 215) 
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I: 'Ok' (line, 216) 

P: 'I just don'tfeel I need it' (line, 218). 'I just feel there are people withfar 

bigger issues in life and I just feel it's important to be able to deal with 

stuff yourself' (lines, 223-226) 

Charles was very honest about his underlying feelings or fears of weakness, which was 

masked by a strong degree of independence. He also seemed to equate feeling vulnerable 

and dependent with feeling small and babyish: 

'yeah I think that can be quite hard actually, I think that can be erm, that can 

actually make it (clears throat) as you grow up I feel it makes it, the fact I was 

closer to my mother like that in a very sarI of almosl babyish. sarI of right from 

birth sort of way, actually can make it harder for me to sort of open up, because I 

think she still wants that closeness and I still value that sense of male 

independence' (lines, 166-177) 

'Everyone gets a hard time at certain times' 

All of the participants commented on the degree of their experience of the intensity of the 

boarding school environment and reference was made to this being particularly difficult 

during the first two to three years. This ranged from a little bit of picking on to being 

bullied for Alex, David, Edward and Fred. Brian missed home and Charles although 

didn't report that he was bullied described how: 

, it was a very inlense sarI of ftve years growing up' due to 'shared experience 

and er just they are, yeah they are a big part of your life [school peers] cos they 

were, we were at school together' (Charles, lines 528-532) 

'theftrst two years were difficult because I was bullied '(A lex, line 49-50) 
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'1 was always the small high voiced one, the chorister and all of that so 1 tended 

to get a little bit of picking on' (David, lines 77) 

'1 found it tough particularly for the first six months. First two or three years, 1 

felt that 1 was sort ofbeing given a hard time' (Edward, lines 51-52, 112-114) 

'it's [school] quite an intense environment, everyone gets a hard time at certain 

times [living in a house with strong characters]' (Fred, lines 64-66) 

'1 think the first couple of years there were ... it was a bit of a pain {not being 

able to go home at the weekends]' (Brian, lines 194-195) 

Charles who was one of the older participants reports on how different boarding school 

was during his time there:-

'Boarding houses then were far more aggressive and less sympathetic 

places '(lines, 570-571) '1 mean we were }3, erm we were little boys and they 

{older boys] they were .... they weren't frightening in the sense that they bullied 

us, they were frightening in the sense that they were different and grown up and 

they were men' (lines, 588-595) 

Whilst Charles did not report being personal1y bu11ied, he did report a moving account of 

his experience of seeing his older brother being bulled. which revealed difficulty and 

perhaps shame of not being able to cry in front of others and of needing to be self-

sufficient and do things alone:-
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, I remember erm basically being around in the evenings and sort of seeing him 

get bullied (older brother) and wondering why he couldn't stick up for himself 

and that was quite, that was quite disturbing and I used to ..... / remember ..... / 

cried about that maybe once or twice and it was not in front of anybody because 

I wouldn't have wanted to do that' (Charles, lines 760- 771) 

Alex was bullied, which stopped when the 'housemaster intervened' and said 'it 

obviously didn't happen when I went into the lower sixth' (lines, 9-1-98). David, 

Charles, and Fred were reluctant to acknowledge or refer to their experience as 'bullying' 

and found justification for this. Brian did not comment on bullying and it is important to 

note that although the researcher did not ask any specific question about bullying, the 

following was in response to a question asked about any difficulties whilst at school :-

'and would certainly never call myself a target for bullying, / never felt unhappy 

because / had been bullied' (David, line 79-80) 

'J don't know whether you would call it bullying or not what's friendly banter 

and what 's not' (Edward, lines 129-13-1) 

'So sort of I wouldn't say sort ofbullying as such but there's dejinilely ... everyone 

gets a hard time at certain times' (Fred, lines, 67-69) 

There seemed to be a need to play down the significance of their experiences as also 

revealed by Alex:-

I: Can you say more about being bullied? (line, 59) 
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P: Er yeah, basically I was a bit overweight and erm they would tease me 

about it (lines, 61-62) 

I: mmm mmm (line, 63) 

P: Erm they would do things like steal my bag, break my possessions and call 

me names (lines, 64-66) 

I: Gosh (line, 67) 

'P: It was all pretty much stereotypical bullying (lines, 68-69) 

I: mmm mmm (line, 70) 

P: 'but it wasn't too bad really, a lot 0/ it erm was I think just banter' (lines 

71-72) 

I: 'who did you turn to'? (line, 73) 

P: 'Erm no -one really. I tended to keep things to myself' (lines, 74-75) 

Alex did go on to say that the bullying stopped, when his housemaster intervened. 

Edward said that as he went through the school it 'sort o/got beller' (lines, 121-122). 

When asked more specifically about his difficulties he alluded to being bullied, but again 

found this difficult and uncertain with his search for words 'I think. I mean, I don't know' 

and 'sort 0/,:-

'when I got into the lower sixth, I think I enjoyed that a lot more as I got a bit 

more independence' (Edward, lines 125-126) 
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'right, when you say things were sort of difficult, can you say a little bit more 

about that'? (I: lines, 127-128) 

'er well, I think it was just sort of, I mean, I don't know if you would call it 

bullying or not, it was a sort of low level kind of you know comments, it's that 

sort of fine line you get in a boarding school, you know what's friendly banter 

and what's not (Edward, lines 129-134) 

Charles was the exception as he did not report being bullied, but he was one of the older 

participants, who recalled the hierarchical element of the older boys and of how he at 

times felt 'frightened and intimidated' during his first year' as the older boys were given 

a lot more power back then:-

'they were frightening in the sense that they were different and grown up and 

they were men and I think erm that that could be a little bit intimidating at times' 

(Charles, lines 593-597) 

Boarding school male identity 

Identification and need of groups 

All of the participants except David and Edward alluded to sport as being an important 

component of school life. Alex (line, 84-87) and Brian (line, 161-163) found some 

common ground and a level of identification/acceptance from their housemasters through 

sport. Fred felt that ifhe had not been 'competent' at sport then this may have resulted in 

him being 'side-lined a bit' (Fred lines, 225, 227-228). The context in which he said this 

suggested that this was a generalised statement perceived by him as possibly being felt 
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by all in using the words 'you weren't' [competitive] and 'you might be side -

lined'(Fred, lines 227-228), rather than a personal individual one. Charles described a 

'competitive' and 'sink or swim environment' (line, 673) where 'sport had bought him a 

lot offriends' (lines, 723-7243(2)). He also commented on how boarding school helped 

with his competitiveness as he had to learn 'when' and 'where to be competitive' (lines, 

424-425) and that he could 'alienate people' (line, 431) and 'lose friends , (line, 432) if 

he was 'too competitive at the wrong times' (Charles, lines 425, 429-432). Charles 

acknowledged that he had also been competitive at home and this had continued and was 

being repeated at boarding school, which he acknowledged:-

'Yes it was competitive at home' (lines, 1073). 'there's no doubt there was a very 

competitive element to the environment {school} we were in' (lines, 419-421). '/ 

was a bit confrontational probably {at home}, so that you could definitely say that 

manifested itself, / was probably doing the same sort of stuff at school' (lines, 

1151-1156) 

Edward did not make any reference to sport, but he did say he 'had a scholarship' and 

'was actually better friends with people in that group' (lines, 80-8 ) and that he 'felt 

particularly uncomfortable around them actually because they were kind of sporty, 

laddish types' whereas he was' a bit more of a kind of bookworm character' (lines, 65-

67) and David's perception in contrast to Charles' was that he was not' particularly in a 

competitive and as academic environment' as he was now. (lines, 438-439) 

The consensus seemed to be that it was important to belong to a group, whether it was 

sporting or academic which ensured a level of commonality and sense of identity and 

perhaps as Fred suggested to avoid being' side lined a bit '(lines, 227-228). David seemed 

to be the exception to this as he did not mention that he belonged to any group as such. 
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Identification with male role model 

The following participants developed good relationships with their housemasters. There 

was a clear sense of identification, which also included a parallel link to paternal role 

models. In order to highlight the identification with the male role model, excerpts of 

relating to father will be illustrated through Charles and David. Alex and Brian 

experienced a level of identification and acceptance from the housemaster through sport:-

'/ got on really well with the housemaster and tutors'. '/ played cricket and the 

housemaster was a good cricketer, so we got on well because of that' (Alex, lines 

80-81, 84-87) 

'him [housemaster] like me didn't have much time for them [boys that didn't 

work hard], we probably got on quite well in that respect', erm same sort of 

thinking towards other people' (lines, 178-180). 'Mr x [same housemaster] was 

a very good r t 15 Winger and / was a 1st 15 winger so ... (Brian, lines 276, 180) 

'pretty cool [relationship with housemaster]. If / saw the housemaster now, it 

would definitely be good to see him. / did have a good relationship with him' 

(Fred, lines 151-155,195) 

Charles and David described how housemasters during their time were not so 'hands on' 

as described by the others, but that they related to the housemaster as a 'parental role 

model'. 

'whilst he was older than my father [housemaster], he was probably a very 

similar role model' (Charles, lines 556-558) 

'he was a man [housemaster] / totally trusted, felt very safe in his care erm 

respected ... an in loco parentis parent' (David, lines 21-23) 
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Edward was able to identify with his housemaster although this was actively during the 

interview and in retrospect as he now worked in a boarding school and could appreciate 

the difficulties. During his school years he experienced not feeling very supported by his 

housemaster at school and as the following excerpt reveals, had not forgotten feeling let 

down by him:-

P: 'urn I think my housemaster, we got on reasonably well but, er never, I 

sort of never felt particularly close to him really. I don't think he was 

someone I really looked up to as a role model' (lines, 93-96) 

I: yes' (line, 97) 

P: 'um I think to be fair to him, the group he had in my house were afairly 

difficult bunch and' (lines, 98-99) 

I: right (line, 100) 

P: 'and now particularly as a teacher I can see how obviously it was quite a 

difficult situation to handle (laughs) , (lines, 101-102) 

I: yes I can appreciate that' (line, 103) 

P: 'but as a child you know when he did something which you thought was 

unfair' (lines, 104-105) 

I: yes (line, 106) 

P: 'um you come to resent that ' (line, 107) 

However this was somewhat compensated by Edward being able to forge close 

relationships with his teachers:-
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'particularlyerm sort of my teachers um my English teachers and my art teachers 

/ sort of ended up having a fairly close relationship with, where / keep in touch as 

well' (lines, 163-165) 

Brian, Charles, David, Edward and Fred acknowledged close attachment to their fathers, 

whilst Alex did not mention his father:-

'J would be out with myoId man during the holidays and I was just stuck 10 him 

like glue' (Brian, lines 276) 

'he [dad] would take us, he would come to watch sports fixtures and things like 

that'. 'lie would take us to things at the weekends and we would go and help 

him in the garden and stufflike that' (Charles, lines 63-66,157) 

'spent long hours with each other Uather] and had a very open relationship, 

discussing major issues of life. ((David, lines 13-1 4) 

'lfelt much more self- conscious about trying to impress my father than my 

mother' (Eclward, lines 13-14) 

'but then very much with sort of dad as well at weekends' (Fred, line 23) 

At face value it appeared that Edward was close to his father and anxious to please him: -

'J do remember being conscious of particularly in my early teens of sort of being 

very aware that how / behaved might reflect on particularly the way my father 
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saw me in particular, um I think so that meant almost a fait accompli where I 

sort of deliberately shut down rather than risk doing anything um' (lines, 29-34) 

Further exploration reveals that Edward's 'shutting down' may have been a way to avoid 

having other ambivalent feelings towards his father:-

P: I think that's what I was telling you about my father, that I sort offelt that 

um he would always be disappointed in me that you know that um ... 

(lines, 216-218) 

I: 'mmm so did you look up to him '? (line, 219) 

P: 'um yeah, I think so, um I suppose so, I don't know it's hard to say 

because at the same time if you had asked me at the time, I would have 

said no I definitely didn't look up to him at all '(lines, 220-223) 

I: yes. So what might you have felt do you think? (line, 224) 

P: I don't know really, It's hard to say um .... .[5 second\J basically I did want 

to, I did want to kind of please him, so I suppose I must have thought I 

was looking up to him (lines, 225-227) 

I: mmm mmm (line, 228) 

P: but I think I also didfeel sort of antagonistic towards him in a way (lines, 

229-230) 

I: oh right (line, 231) 

This was not entirely different from the feelings he had carried towards his housemaster 

who he described earlier as not being 'a role model':-
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P: um I think, I'm not sure that I felt like he was really um ... he 

[housemaster] really was on my side really and (lines, 116-117) 

I: yes (line, 118) 

P: when he was dealing with it [Edward having a hard time with his peer 

group], I mean he talked to me about it, but I don't think he fully 

understood what was, what was happening, but then as I went through 

the school it sort of got better, although I sort of lived in one of the 

senior student houses (lines, 119-123) 

Ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships 

Contradictory ease in relating to others 

There seemed to be a unanimous sense of reporting feeling well integrated with the 

ability to relate to and get on easily with others. All of the participants reported that they 

got on very well with most people:-

'I have always found it easy to get on with most people and didn't really have 

any problems getting on with anyone' (Alex, lines 101-104) 

'f think f am quite an amenable guy, I get on with everybody' (Brian, lines 146-

147) 

'friendships I've always found easy to make. I mean I've always been quite a 

sociable person' (Charles, lines 134-136 (3)2 

'I've always found it reasonably easy to get on with different kinds of people' 

(Edward, lines 187-188) 
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'I've always had great friendships and closeness with other people' (David, lines 

108-110) 

'/ tend to find it easy to get on with most people' (Fred, lines 209-210) 

However the following excerpts revealed a contradiction of the above from all of the 

participants, in that there were some difficulties in relating to and identifying with others 

who they perceived were not entirely similar to them with the exception of Alex who 

experienced difficulties with others due to being bullied:-

'they would do things like steal my bag, break my possessions and call me 

names' (Alex, lines 64-66) 

'There were a couple of people / didn't really get on with, but then / just didn't 

have anything to do with them '. (Brian, lines 151-153) 

'a flat mate who was atrocious to live with, it was awful' '/ became pent up and 

a real bastard to live with' (Brian, lines 448) 

'at school all / got were boys who were probably less confrontational than me 

verbally saying 'you're always arguing', 'shut up' er 'leave it alone' (Charles, 

lines 1003-1007) 

'Afy school friends were people 1 hadn't really chosen and my university friends 

were far more like me and [were] the people 1 wanted to hang out with', 

(Charles, lines, 473-477) 

'I've never been one for instance who likes to gossip or put people down behind 

their back or criticise behind people's backs and sometimes 1 just won't respond 
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or you know 1 am not going to be in that group you know that huddle' (David, 

lines 612-618) 

'1 think the people 1 didn't get on with rather is probably the easier way to define 

were very loud, obnoxious, attention seeking types um I think that in the 

boarding house we didn't get on because we sort of clashed a bit' (Edward. lines 

194-196) 

Fred acknowledged that his response of '1 tend to find it easy to get on with most people' 

(line, 209) was a 'bit of a cop out answer' (line, 207) but went on to say:-

'1 was in sort of the scholarship set all the way through and I found those guys 

quite easy, they were less er less sort of raucous' (Fred. lines 212-215) 

Which suggested that he did not get on with raucous people. 

It seemed that the need for the participants to present a 'selfless image' and to get on 

with people was illuminated by David who stated that:-

'1 guess because of the way 1 was bought up and schooled and parented you 

know 1 was taught to respect others and greet people with a smile and be 

respectful and sensitive. you know selfless' (David.lines 571-578) 
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Friendships maintained 

All of the participants had maintained friendships from school and they were still in 

touch with them on a regular basis. The rationale for this as being indicated by Charles 

suggests that 'shared experience' and 'living together' formed the basis for close and 

enduring friendships:-

'I've made some goodfriendsfrom school and still have a lot offriends now and 

some of which I still seefrom school' (Alex, lines 117-121) 

'all the people in xxx I've seen am still in good contact with and see them very 

very regularly' (Brian, lines 140-142) 

'I'm seeing quite a bit more of my school friends [now]'. 'The commonality of 

you know shared experience has meant we're still pretty good friends'. 'Sports 

brought me a lot of erm good friendships' (Charles, lines 517-518, 493-496(3)2 

723-724(3)2 

'I've always had great friendships and closeness with other people' (David, lines 

110) 

'I've kept in touch with quite a reasonable number Uriends] from school' 

(Edward, lines 258-259) 

'I'd say probably about seven of them [schoolfriendsfrom boarding house] I see 

fairly regularly now out of twelve or thirteen that there were' (Fred, lines 136-

139) 
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Female and intimate relationships 

Two out of the six participants were married and one was in a long distance relationship. 

All of the participants seemed to acknowledge at some point a degree of difficulty 

experienced in forging and sustaining intimate relationships particularly whilst still at 

school, although most had at least one experience of an intimate relationship. Charles 

and Fred both had a lot of short term relationships although for different reasons. All of 

the participants alluded to heterosexual rather than same sex relationships:-

'/ don't have a personal relationship at the moment, but it is something / would 

like to do, although / do have a lot of girl-friends that / get on well with' (Alex, 

lines 124-125) 

'no personal girlfriends to note of any particular merit' [whilst at school]. '/ had 

a girlfriend that just did my head in ' (Brian, lines 314-315, 409-410) 

'there was an older woman that / had a schoolboy's dream relationship with that 

was weirdly a friend of my parents, or friend of a friend actually, we had a sexual 

relationship which lasted over a period of years but it was not a dating 

relationship' (David, lines 296-303) 

Brian struggled with female relationships whilst at university, but he met someone 

shortly afterwards and got married. Charles, David, Edward and Fred all made reference 

to their mothers, but Brian and Alex did not at all. Alex had never embarked on a 

personal relationship and although Brian had not mentioned his mother, he did make 

several references to his relationship with his father and housemasters. 
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Charles placed more emphasis and trust in his male friendships than female ones:-

'always had far more male friendships than female friendships anyway, 1 mean 

probably is a product of boarding school' (lines, 187-1923(2)). 'Far less strong 

really' ffemalefriendshipsj. (Charles, lines 2033(2)) 

'maybe two relationships that have gone over six months, but considering I'm 

{agexx} that's not that many' (Charles, lines 278-281 3(2)) 

He gave due consideration to his position with regard to female relationships as whilst he 

had encountered a lot of relationships they did not tend to last very long as he could not 

envisage spending many years with the same person and felt that a 'big leap of faith' 

(line, 3303(2)) was needed to be able to make a permanent commitment:-

I: 'mmm are there common themes do you think? Is there a common theme' 

(lines, 304-3063(2)) 

P: (clears throat) (line, 307 3(2))) 

I: 'that runs through those relationships, which brings you to the conclusion 

that they are not rightforyou7 (lines, 308-311 3(2)) 

P: 'erm 1 don't think there's a common theme other than just a feeling erm 

yeah a feeling. 1 suppose you could say it's more than a hunch, 1 mean 

it's a feeling that you don't want to spend 40 years, 50 years with that 

person' (lines, 312-3183(2)) 

I: 'mmm' (line, 3193(2)) 

P: 'I mean which is an interesting dilemma because you know 1 don't think I 

think sometimes, I think the one thing I would like to talk to my friends 
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about more,' my male friends, is how they decide they are going to make 

that leap of faith] suppose' (lines, 320 -326 3 (2)) 

It was apparent that this was a difficult subject for Charles and his dilemma in being able 

to 'think' about how he felt was evident in his narration of' I don't think, I think 

sometimes and I think the one thing'. He questioned whether his difficulty in making any 

longer term commitments was connected to his boarding school experience, but also with 

the 'fairy tale idea about romantic relationships' (lines, 371-373) which he thought was 

a 'very dangerous idea to give young people' (lines, 375-3763(2)) because of the idea of 

'a sort of perfect relationship' (lines, 380) which didn't allow for 'human flaws and 

human failings' (lines, 381-383). Although he alluded to his mum presenting that 

'traditional relationship' as 'sort of perfect' (lines, 426-430) he did acknowledge that 

there were 'flaws' (line, 453). He wondered whether what he was looking for which was 

his perception that: 'the perfect relationship (line, 343) '[that didn't] exist' [(349) 

P: '] don't know if I'm judgemental but I'm probably quite quick to erm end 

those relationships erm so I've probably had a number of relationships 

that have lasted afew months' (lines, 249-2543(2)) 

I: 'mmmm can you say a bit more about ending them quick'? (lines, 255-256 

3(2)) 

P: term I think I don't know if its erm my character, or or part of how] you 

know, or part of my upbringing or whatever, at school and stuff (lines, 

257-2603(2) ) 

l' 'mmm' (line, 261) 
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P: 'but I tend to get to a position quite quickly where I want to sort of where 

I feel ... ... (pause) that I know whether or not I want to spend a long time 

with that person or not' (lines, 262-2663(2)) 

I: 'mmm mmm' (line, 267 3(2) ) 

P: 'and the answer tends to be I don't (laughs), so erm so whilst, whilst I'm 

you know whilst I've had a lot of relationships that have gone on for say 

between 2 and 6 months' (lines, 268-272 3(2) ) 

David had embarked on relationships with girls in the lower sixth but said 'nothing too 

deep certainly for me there wasn't falling in love there at all' (lines, 274-275) which 

sounded like a typical adolescent experience of experimental relationships. David 

reported having a succession of intimate relationships at university and after. He 

described himself as 'quite traditional' (line, 329) because he always felt that he had 

'been lookingfor somebody to spend' his 'life with' (line, 331) rather than 'just going out 

with each other for [it's] own sake' (lines, 333-334). He thought he was a 'late 

developer' (349-350) and felt mature in his thirties when he met and married his now 

wife after 'hoping that the right one would come along' (lines, 367-368) 
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Although Edward didn't have any girlfriends at school:-

'I didn't have, really have any girlfriends while I was at school' (Edward, lines 

302-303)) 

he found it easier to have 'very very close friendships with girls rather than with boys' 

since leaving school and said of his own volition not prompted by the researcher that he 

wasn't sure whether he could obviously relate his 'relationships down to school' (lines, 

303-305, 327-329). Edward was currently in what he described as a 'strange long 

distance relationship' (line, 318) and remarked that he 'supposed it said something' that 

he worked in a boarding school and his girlfriend is 'thousands of miles away, it's a bit 

like being in school' (line, 323) 

Fred had a romantic female relationship whilst at university. which lasted four years and 

the end of this relationship seemed to have had quite an impact on him, which he found 

quite difficult and whilst he denied any significance, his cough and laugh suggested an 

awkwardness for him around the subject. Since the end of this relationship, Fred has 

only had relationships that have lasted three or four months, as he gets to a 'certain 

stage '(line,294) where he feels that he 'either likes that person, or not enough '(lines,296-

297) and 'wouldn't carry on going out with someone just for the sake of it' (lines, 309-

311):-

P: 'erm but I don't know if it was quite difficult after the first one finished, I 

suppose (coughs) (lines, 313 -314) 

I: 'Because that was a long time wasn't it? 4 or 5 years is a long time 

mmm' (lines, 315) 
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P: 'yeah yeah, yes whether that's impacted (laughs) whether I don't want to 

go in yeah sort of too far, too sort of deep, but no I don't, I don't think 

that's the case, I think it is sort of that I haven't necessarily met someone 

that I'd like to pursue toolar' (lines, 317-322) 

I: Yeah (line, 323) 

P: 'or thatfar' (line, 324) 

The inference of going in 'too far', 'too sort of deep' suggested that he was perhaps 

referring to a feeling of a fear of being out of his depth and control emotionally and the' 

pursuing too far' and correction to 'that far' suggested the need for more control in 

choosing not to go there. 

Although there was a matron present in all of the participants' boarding houses, Alex, 

Brian, Edward and Fred did not refer to matron at all. Charles acknowledged matron but 

did not turn to her in times of difficulty and David would not have gone to the first 

matron (although he did not say why), but would have turned to the second matron: 

'who would I turn to? Matron maybe but I never did' (Charles. lines 831-832) 

'the first matron wasn't somebody I would have gone to', but I do remember 

having a good relationship with the second matron, so she would have definitely 

been somebody I confided in ' (David, lines 464-465) 
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Elucidation through process of past and present 

All of the participants were able to reflect on their past experiences at school and to link 

these with present day feelings, values and varying degrees of insight and the author also 

reflects upon some of the reflections: 

Alex seemed clearly affected by his experience of being bullied whilst at school and this 

had resulted in his need to make a difference, by standing up and being courageous 

enough to talk to the school about his experience, whilst still at school in the sixth form. 

It was interesting that Alex had said the least out of all of the interviews and largely 

reported everything as being 'very good', yet he seemed to suffer quite an extreme 

amount of bullying: 'steal my bag, break my possessions and call me names' (lines, 61-

66) which he played down. His parents had divorced when he was 11, which would have 

been just before he entered boarding school. He had also not embarked on a personal 

intimate relationship at the time of interview:-

'one of the things f did do when f went into the sixth form was to talk to the 

school on the effects of bullying and my experiences and f think as a result of 

that the school really listened and changes were made '(lines, 156-159). 'f would 

always be happy to go back to the school and give a talk ifit was helpful' (A lex, 

lines 167 - 168) 

Brian referred to his experience when he reached university, of a seeing a counsellor after 

he encountered difficulty with female relationships and a loss of a best friend to cancer, 

which resulted in him becoming 'very reclusive' (line, 413) and 'all sort of wrapped up 
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in a big bubble, twirling bubble of emotions' (lines, 486-488). This was after being 

'quite a bubbly, easy going person' (line, 417) and may have been linked to him feeling 

'cocooned' whilst being at school and home and perhaps entry to university signified no 

longer feeling so protected:-

'and now I think one thing it has taught me is always to talk about issues and 

problems, whether it be work or with my wife or whatever maybe and it really 

does help' (Brian, lines, 490-494) 

Charles showed some insight into his behaviour at home and linked this to his behaviour 

at school:-

'it was just probably a bit intense and a bit confrontational [sibling relationships 

at home}. I was a bit confrontational probably [at home}, I was probably doing 

the same sort of stuff at school' (lines, 1149-1154) 

Whilst he reported himself as being: ' self- sufficient': 'I just feel it's important to be 

able to deal with stuff yourself (lines, 225-227), independent: I've always been 

independent' (lines,16(3)2), confrontational: 'I probably have been too confrontational 

in some relationships' (lines, 1202-1205), dominant: 'I enjoyed relationships where Iftll 

dominant' (lines, 1170-1171) and verbally aggressive: 'my dad always used to say 10 me 

don 'I be so aggressive, but I enjoy (laughs), I enjoy it in a sense erm and I think it 

frightens people and it doesn'l need to' (lines, 1050-1055) 'it's an aggressive way of 

working out how youfeel about life I suppose' (lines, 1025-1027) 

This seemed to act as a protection for vulnerable, sensitive feelings which he also 

reported:-
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'erm it makes mefeel weak' [people feeling sorry for him, knowing he is sensitive] (line, 

215) and '] remember] cried about that maybe once or twice' [watching brother being 

bullied) (lines, 766-767) 

He was partially self -effacing, partially because he seemed to have difficulty in owning 

his part within the statement, by using the words 'you' instead of 'I' but did show a 

remorseful part ofhimself:-

'but my sister was ... she'd probably cry rather than have a confrontation and then you 

would probably feel like a shit which was probably good, cos you probably were' (lines, 

1124-1130) 

Charles also reported having a 'very strong relationship with his sister' now (line, 1145) 

David reported his early childhood as 'happy go lucky days' (line, 137) and 'boarding 

school as great fun '(lines, 49) and of how his mum 'obviously let go' when he went. His 

experience of boarding school seemed different to Charles' for instance in that he did not 

experience school as a 'competitive and as academic environment' (lines, 438-439) as 

now and said he was not 'the most bookish of boys' (lines, 455) and would 'rather listen 

to music and learn the lyrics or chat with friends' than get his 'head in a book' (lines, 

456-457). David experienced intimate relationships with females whilst at school and 

continued with a 'series of short lived or perhaps only sexual relationships' (lines, 344-

345) until his marriage. Although he said this 'was fun at the time' He also felt a 'little 

bit not proud of those ' [relationships] (lines, 347-348), but was able to rationalise this by 

saying: 'it was part of me still just finding out about me' (lines, 348-349). David seemed 
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to feel overall that he had good role models both at home and at school and carried an 

ethos of: 

'openness, honesty, loyalty, trust, talking through, you know resolving 

arguments, saying sorry. f think that was modelled as it were or shown me' [by 

parents, school] (David, lines 554-556) 

Edward reported the need to 'impress his father' (line, 14) and worried about the way his 

behaviour might 'reflect on particularly the way my father saw me', because he 'felt that 

um he would always be disappointed in me' (lines, 217-218). Edward felt that his father 

was 'kind of steering [him] in directions and defining what he wanted [him] to do' 

(lines, 232-233). Edward also struggled at school and felt uncomfortable with 'sporty, 

laddish types' because he 'was a bit more of a kind of bookworm character' (lines, 65-

67). He also found it difficult to 'share dormitories' (line, 70) and not have 'personal 

time' (line, 72). It seemed that these differences resulted in Edward being given 'a hard 

time by people in his year' (lines, 112-114) and he felt misunderstood and unsupported 

by his housemaster: 'f don't think he fully understood what was happening' (lines, 120-

121). It may have been that Edward felt quite insular whilst at boarding school as the 

following excerpt seems to suggest that he had now found a way to redress a balance of 

school and social life in his current experience of a residential teacher in a predominantly 

male (co-ed sixth form) school:-

'whereas here it's a bit more balanced because f do social things with people 

from school, but also f do things with friends elsewhere, which f think is 

probably much more healthy because you can gel very insular' (Edward, lines 

373-375) 
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Fred was the youngest of the participants who reported an easy transition to boarding 

school because his brother and cousins were there before him and had given him the sort 

of 'forewarning' (line, 88). He said: 'there was always about 10 kids running around [at 

home] which didn't feel that different from going into a place where there was basically 

10 kids running around (laughs)' (lines, 244-247). He did however experience school as 

an 'intense environment' (line, 64) with 'strong characters' (line, 76) and a 'stressful 

environment in terms of academically' (lines, 173-175) which seemed to be indicators of 

Fred experiencing a hard time. Fred was currently still in the process of adjusting to 

working life and said it 'was probably the hardest adjustment going from sort of, purely 

sort of social and educational situations into work (coughs) totally different' (lines, 330-

334). He felt he hadn't been 'that good kind of er actually stressing my opinion I 

suppose' (lines, 341-342) and didn't 'want to feel like [he was] treading on anyone's' 

toes (lines, 348-349). He did however feel that his employers had 'picked up on that' 

(line, 345) and had offered him encouragement. Fred overall felt that he had been 'quite 

lucky' (line, 362) with 'family' and 'people' and said that:-

'I'm definitely sort of family wise I had a pretty I think good grounding, that 

seems to have got me a certain distance without having too many problems' 

(Fred, lines 365-372) 
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After school and back to school 

Brian and Fred both worked for small firms offering services that required them to have 

professional skills and qualifications. They had both been in their respective 

employments straight from university. 

Alex. Charles. David and Edward had decided to make a career of teaching. Of interest 

is that they all returned to a male boarding school environment:-

'/ came here straight from uni, {boarding school] but erm I'm moving to a new 

teachingjob inxxxxxx' (A lex, lines 141-143) 

'and it's only when 1 came into teaching that 1 sort offound .. erm you know that 

I'm, / suppose that / found things / was more suited to' (Charles, lines 599-601 

3(2) ) 

'1 could clearly demonstrate through my career that was going really well how 

enthused and motivated 1 was with teaching' (David, lines 182-184) 

'/ suppose that says something about you know / work in a boarding school 

(laughs) and xxxxx is thousands of miles away. It's a bit like being in school' 

(Edward, lines 321-323) 

Alex had been teaching at his boarding school straight from university although was 

about to move to a new one. Edward had recently moved to a new boarding school to 

teach. whilst Charles had tried various other skilled professional jobs before teaching in a 

boarding school and David had worked in a skilled professional job before teaching in a 

boarding school. 
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Chapter Five 

Results of Self Report Questionnaire 

Self- report questionnaire 

The RQ relationship questionnaire is a measure devised by Bartholomew and Horowitz 

(1991) and adapted from an attachment measure by Hazan and Shaver (1987). It is 

intended for the purpose of this study to give an orientation of the participant's current 

attachment pattern as they understand it. A continuous approach using prototypes was 

employed as recommended by Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) and permission for use 

was granted by Kim Bartholomew see appendix. The RQ has indicated moderate 

stability over an eight month test, retest period (Scharfe and Bartholomew 1994) and 

reliability measures in brief self-reports according to Bartholomew and Horowitz are 

'generally moderately reliable', whilst they point out that 'validity through research 

papers is not tested on their self -report measures' (1994). The overall model has been 

reported to have construct validity across cultures and the model of self -score is 

positively correlated with Rosenberg's (1965) self -esteem measure (Schmitt et al. 2004). 

A qualitative rather than quantitative approach has been used to give a brief orientation 

of attachment as evidence suggests that the RQ model is not commonly used in 

contemporary research, because multi-item inventories are preferred for assessing basic 

constructs (FraJey, Wailer and Brennan 2000). In addition to this Fraley Wailer and 

Brennan (2000) refute any evidence of true attachment typology. This was an optional 

part of the interview. 
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The results are divided into two charts representing those who attended the interview and 

those who did not. The non- interview participants were those who had opted to fill in the 

questionnaire, but had declined the interview. It seemed worth ascertaining whether 

those who had opted out of the interview showed any variation in their attachment 

prototype to those who had opted in for interview, as this might indicate something about 

the sample of participants. Participants were asked how they had experienced the 

questonnaire and responses ranged from 'fine' to ok and that it was quick to fill in. 

They were also asked to rate themeselves from one of the paragraphs below, according to 

the letter that corresponded to their perception of style that best described them. The 

following is reproduced from Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) who have given their 

permission to use it. (See appendix: XV). 

It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable 

depending on them and having them depend on me. I don't worry about being 

alone or having others not accept me. Style A = Secure 

I am comfortable getting close to others. I want emotionally close relationships, 

but I find it difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on them. I worry 

that I will be hurt ifI allow myself to become too close to others. 

Style B = Fearful 

I want to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but I often find that 

others are reluctant to get as close as I would like. I am uncomfortable being 

without close relationships, but I sometimes worry that others don't value me as 

much as I value them. Style C = Preoccupied 
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I am comfortable without close emotional relationships. It is very important to 

me to feel independent and self -sufficient and I prefer not to depend on others or 

have others depend on me. Style D = Dismissing 

RQ; Bartholomew & Horowitz (1991) 

Brian, Charles, David and Edward selected secure and Alex and Fred selected fearful , 

which is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Participants were then asked to rate the extent to which each paragraph corresponded to 

their relationship style according to Bartholomew and Horowitz's (1991) likert scale of I 

-7. 1= not like me; 4=Somewhat like me and 7= very much like me. The results for the 

participants that were interviewed are shown in the chart with their self report choice 

ratings according to the likert scale added as shown in figure 5:-

Self -Report Questionnaire - Interview 

Alex=B Brian=A Charles=A David=A Edward=A Fred =B 

_ 0 6 2 6 2 1 1 

C 3 3 1 1 3 1 

_ B 7 4 1 2 4 5 

. A 6 6 6 7 6 5 

Figure 5 

Secure = A, Fearful = B, Preoccupied = C, Dismissing = D 
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High scores suggest compatibility with the model and low scores as incompatibility 

(Bartholomew and Horowitz 1991). 

Alex rated himself as fearful in his first choice of B in paragraph one, which matched 

with his rating of 7 for B in his second choice. He also rated himself equally with a value 

of 6 as dismissing and secure, with a value of 3 for preoccupied. This indicated that his 

orientation of attachment category suggested he was; 'fearful plus dismissing plus 

secure' . 

Brian rated himself as secure in his first choice of A in paragraph one, which matched 

with his rating of 6 for A in his second choice, whilst rating himself with a value of 4 for 

fearful, 3 as preoccupied and 2 for dismissing. This indicated that his orientation of 

attachment category suggested he was; 'secure plus fearful'. 

Charles rated himself as secure in his first choice of A in paragraph one, which matched 

his rating of 6 for A in his second choice, but he equally rated himself with a value of 6 

for dismissing, 1 for fearful and 1 for preoccupied. This indicated that his orientation of 

attachment category suggested he was; 'secure plus dismissing'. 

David rated himself as secure in his first choice of A in paragraph one, which linked with 

his self rating of 7 for A in his second choice. He rated himself as 2 for fearful, 2 for 

dismissing and 1 for preoccupied. This indicated that his orientation of attachment 

category suggested he was; 'secure plus fearful'. 

Edward rated himself as secure in his first choice of A in paragraph one, which matched 

his self rating of 6 for A in his second choice. He rated himself as 4 for fearful, 3 for 
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preoccupied and 1 for dismissing. This indicated that his self report orientation of 

attachment category suggested he was; 'secure plus fearful'. 

Fred rated himself as fearful in his first choice of B in paragraph one, which equally 

matched with his self rating of 5 for B in his second choice, but also 5 for A. He rated 

himself as 1 for preoccupied and 1 for dismissing. This indicated that his self report 

orientation category of attachment suggested he was: 'fearful plus secure'. 

The four categories can be translated into attachment types identified in a particpants 

discourse. Securely attached individuals narratives according to Slade, tend to present as 

consistent, coherent and collaborative (1999, p.580). Fearfully attached individuals are 

reported to present as avoidant, ambivalent and withdrawing, whilst preoccupied 

individuals are described as angry, negative and preoccupied with their past, use long 

grammatically entangled sentences and nonsense words. Finally dismissing individuals 

are reported to present as unable to remember attachment experiences, they may show 

high regard for parents, but will also contradict feelings for them (Main and Goldwyn 

1993). Slade 1999 reports that they cannot recall memories and deny or rationalise 

negative feelings and will claim that negative experience makes them stronger and more 

independent. 

Summary 

The results of the interview and non interview particpants show the participants self 

rating score of model of self. The model of the other has not been measured due to the 

researchers focus of interest on the particpants perception of themselves. 
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The figures were looked at for the self report questionnaires for non interviewees. Apart 

from three participants who had rated themselves as I for all paragraphs which indicated 

a self report orientation that did not match any of the categories, the difference in the self 

reports of the non-interview participants, indicated that there was an incline towards self 

- reporting as dismissing, fearful or preoccupied:-

One particpant had a self report orientation of secure plus fearful , one had fearful plus 

preoccupied, one had preoccupied plus secure, one had dismissing plus fearful and one 

had dismissing plus secure. Whilst it is unknown, the self report scores from the non-

interview participants may have suggested a degree of a lack of confidence that could 

explain why they filled in the self- report questionnaire but did not opt for the interview 

as illustrated in figure 6. 

P7=A P8=A P9=A P1O=A Pll=O P12=0 P13=C P14=B P1S=A 

. 0 1 1 1 1 5 6 2 3 2 

C 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 3 3 

. B 1 1 1 1 1 5 3 7 5 

. A 7 1 1 1 3 4 6 6 6 

Figure 6 

Secure = A, Fearful = H, Preoccupied = e, Dismissing = D 
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Findings suggested that whilst four of the interviewed participants perceived themselves 

to be securely attached from their first choice selection of the paragraphs, their self

rating on the likert scale suggested a variation in their tendencey towards a particular 

attachment orientation. The overall results for the interviewed participants were useful 

for contribution to the hermuenetic quality of understanding the RQ (Relationship 

questionnaire) attachment orientations as representing the 'part' as an integrative element 

of the IPA study which represents the 'whole' (Smith, Flowers and Larkin 2009). 
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Chapter Six 

Discussion 

'Participants sharing commonality and these experiences comprise truths' (Guest, Bunce, 

10hnson 2006). 

The aim of this qualitative study was to capture the meaning participants attributed to 

their adolescent experience of attending a male boarding school, in terms of the 

subjective psychological effect and its impact on their style of relating. How the 

participants' related to others through the narration of their memories was established 

through recollection of their experience before boarding school, during boarding school 

and after. The review of literature identified that as far back as the 1880's themes of 

stories on boarding schools were centred around issues such as honour, decency, 

competitive sportsmanship, loyalty and friendships, inter house sports, bullying, 

relationships with particular teachers and fitting in to the school culture (Dickens 1850; 

Hughes 1857). It would seem that many themes of traditional characteristics of the 

boarding school continue as evidenced and apparent throughout the participants' 

narrations. 

Overview 

The results of the IPA study highlighted five main themes that: (1) participants reported 

an experience of family tradition that seemed to incorporate closeness and stability in 

early relationships; (2) specific parental gender roles, close proximity of 

parents/caregivers and sibl ings were key components of how the transition and 
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adjustment to boarding school life was managed and maintained; (3) self- reliance was a 

feature in relation to the boarding school experience; 4) paternal and maternal closeness 

defined the nature and style of relationships to peers and significant others; 5) Strong 

relationship to boarding school and peers were formed through shared commonality. 

Family tradition 

Tradition as described by Gale and Sanchez (2011, p.177) bears the hallmarks of the 

hermeneutic in its 'past and present understanding of anything in and of itself. They 

equate tradition with history, culture and community. The theme 'Family tradition as 

forming a base for early relationships" described the early core relationships' participants 

reported having with their parents and significant others. This highlighted the 

'traditional' (Hardy 1977) aspect of their early relationship models as related to feelings 

of stability and closeness to mother which suggested that environmental stability was a 

significant factor for the participants (Winnicott 1986). A traditional family base was 

consistent with a traditional male boarding school environment and the traditional aspect 

of going off to boarding school, which often runs in families as reported by a small 

sample of male ex-boarding school pupils. Reference to tradition (Hardy 1977), stability 

and/or closeness to parents and peer groups was made through the participant's 

narrations and as Hardy suggests tradition may be viewed as a significant part of the 

boarding school environment, where familiarity in terms of tradition may enhance 

continuity and a sense of belonging. This may also have its roots in the participant's 

recollection of traditional differentiated parental gender roles Bronfenbrenner (1961). 
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Differential influences were generally defined into (1) practical and financial (paternal) 

and (2) domestic and emotional (maternal). These two elements were also identified 

with the absence of father due to work and the presence of mother at home. David's 

narrative; 'but with mum really close, very, very, very close' (line 34) suggested a 'dyadic 

relationship' (Harris 1995) of an emotional closeness which was felt towards mother as 

the most important figure due to her presence (Ainsworth et al. 1978). However, with 

father there was also a need and an identification evident in the participant's statement 

of: 'dad and I being close and having a good friendship and mutual love ' (David, lines 

156-157) and to the degree of attachment felt by Brian: '/ was just stuck to him like glue' 

(line, 276). The need for approval and fear of rejection by father was evidenced by 

Edward and David: '/ felt much more self- conscious about trying to impress my father 

than my mother' (Edward, lines 13-14) and fear of rejection 'him going too old/or hugs' 

(David, line 8), all of which was quite marked. So whilst closeness to father was 

identified by some participants, for others there appeared to be a somewhat fearful 

relationship, with many talking of father's relative absence. 

Significance of father 

The interpersonal experience of participants (Sullivan 1940) in relation to a strong 

emotional attachment to mother (Bowlby 1979) but also to father was evidenced in the 

above excerpts. This appeared to be manifest as a possible idealised image of father as a 

result of him not being so available due to his absence through work as suggested by Van 

lzendoorn (1995) and his practical, rather than emotional input as described by some of 

the participants. Bronfenbrenner (1961) suggests that healthy paternal attachments exist 

as a result of father's time, attention and affection. Evidence of the significance of father 
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being idealised was seen in Charles's description of his earlier experience to his 

housemaster as being similar to his male parental figure of being 'a very similar role 

model' (lines 556-559). Charles also demonstrated how his early experience at home was 

also being repeated at boarding school with his acknowledgement of it being 'competitive 

at home' (line, 1073) and at school, this was substantiated with his self -reflection of 

'probably doing the same sort of stuff at school' (lines, 1151-1156). 

Female and intimate relationships 

Whilst matron was acknowledged as 'quite a goodfemale presence there' (Charles, lines 

793), Charles did not turn to her and whilst David said he might have turned to the 

second matron, he did not feel he could turn to the first matron he had. This implied a 

degree of difficulty in being able to turn to the feminine for support, although the 

remaining participants did not comment on matron at all. This raised a level of curiosity 

as there was evidence of the participants reporting an original closeness to the feminine 

(mother) and this appeared to be a strong connection. Consideration was therefore given 

to the nature of the close attachment to mother, the idealisation of father and the 

subsequent separation from the two upon entering boarding school. 

Adolescence and the Oedipus complex 

It is posited within the earlier idea of Freud's Oedipus complex and the natural 

developmental process of the adolescent male, that moving away from mother 

(symbolically) in order to form and establish sexual and self - identity with their fathers 

and with male peer groups (Erickson 1974; Laufer and Laufer 1995), enables them to 

ultimately develop sexual maturity and identity and forge intimate relationships. Whilst 
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much debate and controversy still surrounds the theory of the oedipal complex, its 

relevance to this study is based upon the significance of the boarding school male's 

separation from mother and identification with father [male] (Freud 1930). 

The consequences and timing (Carlson, Sampson and Sroufe 2003) of this process not 

occurring in a natural environment i.e. the parental home, may have resulted in a 

substitution and a subsequent compensation, which was manifest in an inevitable 

stronger and intense male identification and attachment, borne from the effect of a 

physical, rather than natural or symbolic separation of maternal closeness and paternal 

absence (Bowl by 1979). This is postulated as the definition of the bonds that were 

formed through transferred feelings of the need for approval and/or identification with 

males as evidenced and present in over half the sample by Alex (lines, 84-87), Brian 

(lines, 178-180), David (lines, 21-23) Charles (lines, 556-558), Edward (lines, 13-14) 

and Fred (lines, 195). 

Coping through self-reliance 

The theme "Coping through self -reliance emerged through narratives taken from the 

data which highlighted the initial transition to boarding school as being one of 

'apprehension', 'ambivalence' and 'excitement'. Coping strategies were employed to 

assist the participants in managing themselves in adjusting to boarding school life and 

their sense of establishing identity and relationship to others. The significant factor in 

eliciting a smooth transition to boarding school arose from participants who felt in close 

proximity (Bronfenbrenner 1961; Bowlby 1979) to their parents and for those who had a 
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sibling or other relative already at the school. This seemed to provide as Charles 

suggested 'a huge security blanket' (Charles, lines 340-343), but also particularly for 

Charles there appeared to be ambivalence in not wanting to see his mother who he could 

have seen every day and a stance of a need for self- sufficiency around separation from 

her (lines, 336-339). Charles's statement suggested possible ambiguity in feeling secure 

enough to know his mother was there, so he could confidently choose whether to see her 

or not, or that it contained elements of the need for self -sufficiency due to his mother 

sending him off to school. His subsequent level of self-sufficiency and independence, 

which was quite marked above the other participants, revealed an underlying reason for 

this in his report that: 'it can be quite hard, the fact I was closer to my mother in a very 

sort of almost babyish, sort of right from birth sort of way', and followed with 'it actually 

can make it harder for me to sort of open up', (lines, 167-172) because 'she still wanted 

that closeness' and he valued 'that sense of male independence' (lines, 173-177). It is 

hypothesised that perhaps his closeness to mother (which he described as babyish, 

inferring a vulnerability) and subsequent independence, may have its roots in earlier 

experiences as a result of his other siblings arriving on scene, which necessitated the 

need for him to have to reluctantly separate from mother (symbolically) and adopt a 

premature state of self- sufficiency and independence (Kohut 1987). It is also suggested 

that Charles's pattern of the need to be self -sufficient repeated itself with the onset of 

separation from mother (Pollack 2004) when entering boarding school. 

Five of the six participants reported a degree of self -reliance which was present at 

boarding school. In terms of difficulties or problems encountered, it was interesting to 

observe that rather than turn to parents or other adults for support, they were inclined to 

either deal with this themselves or turn to their 'mates' or peer group. This was 
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inconsistent with Rueger, Malecki and Demaray's (2010) gendered adolescent study of 

adolescent perception of classmates support as being what they termed as a 'robust 

unique predictor' for boys which meant that boys did not necessarily turn to classmates 

for support, but was however consistent with Seiffge-Krenke and Beyers' (2005) 

suggestion of 'using their social network to deal with their problems' and self-reliance 

which ranged from 'bottling it up a bit' to very strong feelings against dependency as 

evidenced by Charles. 

One rationale for the development of self- reliance may have been as a result of the 

experience reported by the participants initiation of boarding school which was described 

by them as an 'intense experience', 'tough particularly for the first six months', 

'everyone gets a hard time', 'I was bullied' and the 'first couple of years it was a bit ofa 

pain'. Whether this self -sufficiency was evidence of securely attached adolescents using 

their social network as suggested by Seiffge-Krenke and 8eyers (2005) or pressure to 'fit 

in' through perceived successful management of the self (Timlin et al. 2003) may be left 

open to interpretation. Whilst it is difficult to argue against socialisation being generated 

through peer groups of childhood and adolescence as proposed by Harris (1995), one has 

to be mindful that the specific 'context of socialisation' of adolescent groups that they 

refer to, may also be a substitute arising out of the possibility of dependency on peer 

groups in the absence of parental Icaregiver dependency. 
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Boarding school male identity 

Part of the coping mechanism employed by the participants was for the need to survive; 

'you get used to these things [little things that could be intimidating] and you survive' 

(Charles, line 715-716) and 'fit' in as Timlin et al. (2003) suggest through wealth, 

success and high expectations, so as not to feel isolated or as Fred suggested 'side

lined'. Charles also pointed out that being 'too competitive may have 'lost him friends 

and alienated people' (lines 431-434). A significant component of this for the majority 

of the participants was through the bonding and camaraderie of sportsmanship as denoted 

through the historical ages of boarding school life dating back to the 18th century (Ogilvie 

1957; Hardy 1977). This perhaps served the purpose of gaining popularity, acceptance 

and approval, whilst establishing identification with male peer groups and teachers so as 

to maintain 'the traditional masculine norm' of popularity and avoid being marginalised 

as an 'outcast' as identified in Timlin-Scalera et al.'s (2003) study on white middle class 

adolescents and Oransky and Fisher's ( 2009) cultural discourse study. Given the reports 

of friendships made and sustained with peer groups and housemasters, it would appear 

that the bonds formed through sports or through 'intense experiences of growing up' and 

living together (Charles, lines 532-533) were 'close and enduring' as suggested by 

Spencer's findings which relate the importance of 'adolescent boys close relationships 

with male role mentoring models' (2007, pp.185-198). The author proposes as stated 

earlier that the 'emotional connectedness' to males referred to by Spencer (2007) has at 

its foundation a possible resonance of a substituted need borne out of earlier relations to 

parental experiences. 
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Identification and need of groups 

There was an apparent divide of groups into 'academic' and 'sport' as evidenced by 

Edward who felt that he 'was better friends with people in that group [academic]' (lines, 

77-80) and Fred, who were both strong academic scholars. Fred however, had opted to 

be involved with sport to avoid being 'side lined a bit' (line, 227) whilst Edward 

maintained his academic stance and was 'better friends with people in that group' 

[academics] (lines, 80-81). The need for male identification and approval within groups 

seemed quite marked and as suggested by Timlin-Scalera et al. (2003), the need to fit in 

and belong seemed to be a predominant factor. 

Everyone gets a hard time 

Alex and Edward reported having a hard time in the earlier years, which stopped for 

them upon entering the sixth form. For Charles he had felt a strong level of self

sufficiency and independence from a very early age which he referred to several times, 

but remarked that he was not sure whether this was more developed as a result of his 

boarding school experience. What did become apparent and perhaps significant with 

Charles's level of independence was that he was one of the older participants, who 

described boarding school as being very different in his time, to how it was today and in 

his earlier years he had witnessed his older brother having being bullied and wondered 

'why he couldn't stick up for himself (lines, 762-763). This suggested Charles's need to 

present a level of self -sufficiency and independence, to avoid being seen as a vulnerable 

target. David said he felt his parents had encouraged his independence from a very early 

age for other personal reasons. It was only Brian that did not refer to a sense of 

independence and in fact described his experience both at home and at school as one of 
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being 'cocooned' (line, 280-283). Brian spoke of difficulty and of entering a 'crisis' 

period of depression when he left school to go to university, which may have been 

concurrent with a delayed identity formation (Erickson 1974); whilst at school. This 

subsequently surfaced at university eliciting the struggle for him to find his sense of 

identity and autonomy (Erickson 1974; Winnicott 1986), coinciding with the onset of a 

newly experienced intimate female relationship which 'did his head in' (Brian, lines 409-

410) and seemed to evoke difficult feelings. 

Ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships 

The theme "Ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships" encapsulated the 

participants' reports of how they related to others from a historical, educational, 

psychological and social perspective. Charles wondered why he ended intimate 

relationships so quickly and wondered whether this was as a result of his 'character, 

upbringing or his school experience' (lines, 257-260). 

All of the participants spoke of and emphasised how easily they made friendships and got 

on with other people, but the interviews also revealed a contradiction in their perception 

of themselves in relation to getting on with others and revealed that they were in fact 

quite selective about who they got on with. Brian described living with an 'atrocious flat 

mate' and of how he [Brian] became 'pent up and a real bastard to live with' (lines, 

448). This was during his time at university and one might assume that the move away 

and loss of the familiarity of close and intense relationships with peers at boarding 

school, into a new culturally, intellectually and socially diverse environment may have 
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been a very difficult transition and adjustment for him, although he subsequently formed 

very strong and sustained friendships at the university. All of the participants maintained 

strong and enduring friendships from school which suggested that strong bonds of 

remaining connected to like -minded peers with a 'shared commonality' was significant, 

particularly as the collected ethos may have been as David stated: '/ guess because of the 

way I was brought up and schooled and parented you know that / was taught to respect 

others and greet people with a smile' (David, lines 574-575). 

The adoption of a public school 'gentleman' persona (Storr 1969) and the pressure to 

maintain this, may have been a rationale for why they all had a natural propensity to 'get 

on with everybody', but also indicative of why healthy, natural and occurring tendencies 

not to get on with people may have been denied (Freud S.1925; Freud A.1946). 

Identification with male role model at school 

Consistent within the data and concurrent with the author's earlier idea was an 

identification with male peers and some housemasters (Smith, Jarman and Osbom 1999). 

All of the participants reported strong and enduring male friendships with peers and 

some of the housemasters from school and university, many of which were still ongoing 

at the time of interview (Spencer 2007). Charles cited 'the commonality of a shared', 

'intense experience' and 'sports' as one possible rationale for this. If one considers 

adolescent developmental issues (Erickson 1974), then as discussed earlier, a usual 

pattern of development at the onset of puberty (which is also the point at which they were 

sent off to boarding school) would be for adolescent males to move away from maternal 
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ties in order to identify with the male (father). This is undertaken by entering groups 

(Harris 1995) and forging often strong relationships with other males (Spencer 2007) to 

be able to fulfil the need of establishing one's identity (Erickson 1974; Laufer and Laufer 

1995). Studies suggest that 'close and enduring' relationships between adolescent boys 

and male role mentoring models have the potential to minimise the male stereotype of the 

need to be macho whilst promoting 'emotional disclosure and expressivity' (Spencer 

2007). At the same time negotiation and experimentation of intimate relationships would 

be initiated in order to discover sexual identity. 

Attachment 

As discussed earlier most of the participants described intense close stable maternal 

relationships with a present mother: 'hut with mum really close, very very very close' 

(David line, 33-34) as well as the usual symbolic separation from mother (Ainsworth et 

al. 1978; Bowlby 1979; Main and Solomon 1986). There is also an enforced separation 

at the onset of boarding school aged 11-13. At this time the male identification process 

(Erickson 1974), normally with father who the participants described as mainly absent 

due to work (and may therefore already be idealised), was substituted with housemasters 

and male peer groups. It is proposed that a void is created with the real absence of father 

at a crucial developmental phase and this is quite marked. He therefore becomes an 

idealised figure that is yearned for, hence the intense experience and possible 

preoccupation of peer and teacher approval etc. Bowlby states that:-

'whatever effects change of environment may have, a main variable is always absence of 

mother figure' 

(1997, p. 30) 
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Whilst one cannot categorically argue or refute the above statement, Bowlby was 

referring here to the attachment a young boy had towards his nanny, and his assumption 

was of the emphasis on strong female rather than male attachment. He goes on further to 

demonstrate another young boy who is angry at father's absence, but Bowlby (1998) 

interprets this anger as displacement and of belonging to the mother figure. The 

adolescent's attachment to father and male peer groups within a boarding school would 

seem to be evidence that the paternal figure can be as important a variable resulting in 

enduring strong attachment and separation issues. 

Separation 

To return to further significance of the maternal closeness experienced by participants at 

an early age, the subsequent separation upon entering boarding school, with the onset of 

puberty, on a symbolic level as substantiated by Laufer and Laufer (1995) who suggest 

that the mitigating factor might be the adolescents' choice to naturally separate 

(symbolically) as in the course of development, rather than any act of enforcement so to 

speak. Although most of the participants felt relatively confident about going off to 

school, two recalled not having a choice, David said: '] don't remember being consulted 

'(lines, 42-43 )and Edward was told 'right son your going off to school' (line,241). 

David also said 'she obviously let go' (line,39) which could be interpreted in one of 

two ways; that she was holding on tightly or that she perhaps 'let him go' (rejected) and 

we note Charles's reaction of 'not needing or wanting to see his mother (line, 336-339) '. 
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It is proposed that the actual separation from mother which naturally becomes within 

itself a more distant relationship (symbolically), could either be felt or perceived as 

rejection, or indeed experienced as feelings of grief following such loss of a close 

relationship (Parkes 1970; Bowlby 1998). If the participants' were not able to fully 

identify with father, then Freud's oedipal process may be somewhat interrupted (Freud 

1930). Charles points out: 'I've always had far more male friendships than female 

friendships anyway. I mean probably is a product of being in boarding school (line, 187-

192)' which seemed to echo some of the difficulties that were inherent in some of the 

participants experiences of romantic relationships, such as David and Fred's difficulty in 

sustaining and maintaining relationships and a very long distance relationship Edward 

had with his girlfriend and Alex's absence of any intimate relationship. David 

interestingly within his 'experimental' years formed a brief relationship with a 'mature 

woman' who was a friend of his mother's. This would seem to be somehow reminiscent 

of Freud's idea of the Oedipus complex (1930) in that the adolescent unconsciously 

seeks and desires to possess mother, whilst having to acknowledge the impossibility of 

this. However, it would be prudent to note here that the adolescent phase of identity 

development is an 'experimental' stage and it would therefore be expected that the trial 

and error, failure and success of intimate relationships would be a natural and necessary 

occurrence of the transition into sexual maturity (Laufer and Laufer 1995). 

After school and back to school 

Linked to the above and of interest was the fact that four out of the six participants had 

all returned to male boarding schools as teachers, with the exception of Brian and Fred 

who both worked in small professional organisations that required skills and further 
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qualifications. This may be further evidence of the degree of strength in the attachment 

to boarding school and the continued strong identification with males. That the boarding 

school within itself as a social environment contains consistency, defined roles, 

reliability, stability, structure and tradition, might within itself be an object of attachment 

(Klein 1945; Bowlby 1998). Attachment doesn't necessarily always refer to people, but 

can also be formed through strong emotional connections to for example things, objects 

or animals. The boarding school characteristics are not dissimilar to the early 

environment as described by most of the participants. 
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Elucidation of self through reflection of past and present 

"Elucidation of self through reflection of past and present" was observed through some 

of the participants' narrations during the interview, which seemed to have taken them 

through a process in which they were able to reach a point of reflection. Within this they 

were able to draw upon some conclusions and insights with regard to memories, meaning 

and experiences they ascribed to their boarding school life. Alex spoke of a talk he had 

given to the school on the effects of 'bullying', which appeared to be cathartic (line, 

156-159). Brian said how he had learnt as a result of his experiences, mainly at 

university to; 'talk about issues and problems' (lines, 490-493) and Charles was self

effacing, insightful and quite contemplative with regard to himself in relation to others: 

'/ need to be better at judging' (line, 1240). David spoke of moral characteristics he had 

acquired through role models such as: 'openness, honesty, loyalty and trust' (line, 554), 

whilst Edward felt his life was more 'balanced' following a move to another school and 

was 'healthy socially' (lines, 321-323). Fred felt he had come a certain distance with a 

'good grounding' from his family (lines, 365-371). 

Further areas for research 

An all male boarding school tends to have a high ratio of male to female teaching staff 

present although matrons occupy pastoral positions within the boarding houses (Tucker 

2011). Further areas for research are suggested within the field of single sex boarding 

schools to determine whether this gender imbalance may have effects on the boys' social 

development (Chapman 2008). If so what measures or benefits might there be to redress 

any gender imbalance within the denomination of teaching staff and pupils, without 

compromising any considered benefits of gender based schools, if they serve the purpose 
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of focused educational benefits. The small samples in this study were middle class and 

were all successful within their chosen careers. A larger study with less successful 

alumni might determine contrasting experiences to this sample such as not coping with 

having 'a hard time' or not finding a 'group' to belong to. A longitudinal study could 

follow school leavers and their developmental paths Le. university, relationships and 

employment. Matron was absent from a lot of the participants' accounts and therefore a 

further area for research might determine the role of matron in boarding houses and the 

relationship she has with male boarders. This may provide a basis for understanding how 

the male boarder relates to gender of the opposite sex and could be enhanced further by a 

study of male boarders to explore how they view marriage and the perceptions of the 

ideal partner. 

Finally, as highlighted by Sroufe and Siegel (2011) a study determined that teachers were 

found to relate to pupils according to their attachment styles. It might therefore be useful 

as part of an initial assessment, to look at developing or using an existing attachment 

measures such as the CAI (Child attachment interview ) (Shmueli-Goetz, Target and 

Fonagy 2002) or the SAT (separation anxiety test) (SAT: Wright, Binney and Smith 

1995). This is a semi projective test used in the CAI to assess a child's narrative 

response to separation from parents and determines insecure to secure states using five 

classifications of security, although it does not have a disorganised category. However 

this might provide a tool to enhance understanding of attachment relationships between 

pupils and staff. 
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The author acknowledges that there are now a significant number of independent schools 

that are either fully co-educational or co-educational from the sixth form onwards and 

that boarding schools today generally operate a good pastoral care system in which there 

is far greater accessibility for pupils to have independent listening services and closer 

liaison and contact with housemasters and matrons (Tucker 2011). These developments 

may also have already modified the experiences of current and future boarders relative to 

the present sample. 

Implications for Psychotherapy 

Implications for the adolescent male in a boarding school may be given consideration 

with regard to ensuring a safe and as secure as possible transition from previous schools, 

taking into account any previous or current difficulties encountered with separation 

issues. Good induction practices and pastoral care with the facility for independent 

services such as confidential counselling should be made accessible and available. 

Effective anti-bullying measures should be rigorously in place. The identification of 

attachment patterns in adolescents may be useful for housemasters and teaching staff in 

determining certain behaviours and learning styles, which could help to signpost where a 

different approach or sensitivity to the care of the individual adolescent may be 

beneficial. It may also be beneficial for housemasters and teaching staff to become 

aware of their own attachment patterns, which may enhance understanding of their 

relationships with and reactions to others. Whilst it is not researched or clear how many 

ex-boarders enter counselling or psychotherapy as adults or whether there is any 

significance in gender, the reports by Duffell (2000), Schaverien (2004), Mair (2005) and 

Monbiot (2012), who suggest that boarding school is a place of childhood abuse, or a 
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bastion of cruelty etc. seemed to imply that the boarding school per se was the root cause 

of this. Whilst they are referring to young boarders aged 7 or 8, these young boarders 

eventually become adolescents, which is relevant to this study. Schaverien (2011, p.142) 

states in her paper that the 'importance ofthe treatment' for working therapeutically with 

ex-boarders is 'attachment in the analytic present'. The author agrees with this but adds 

that acknowledgement of attachment styles within boarding school individuals is perhaps 

essential in understanding not only current states of attachment, but may also provide a 

rationale for understanding the root cause of attachment states within the child and of 

how separation from parents affects the security, development and adjustment to 

boarding school. In other words a securely attached child may adjust to boarding school 

more easily than an avoidant or disorganised attached child. 

It is acknowledged that boarding schools did not historically make provision for good 

pastoral care and there is little doubt that there may be many ex-boarders from the 1950's 

to the 1980's who sutTered as a result of this. However parental proximity as reported by 

the participants seems more prevalent today and pastoral provision for boarding school 

pupils incorporates stringent child welfare provision and independent listening services 

as laid down by the national minimum standards that were set following the 1989 

Children's Act and Every Child Matters (Reid 2005). Also incorporated into the 

boarding school curriculum is PSHE (Personal, Social, Health and Economic) education 

(Tucker 2011). 

Schaverien describes resistant counsellors and therapists who fail to notice the ex

boarder's distress at an unconscious level, due to what she suggests may be 'subliminal' 
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influences of class and privilege difference and the 'deflective' presentation of the ex

boarder (Schaverien 2011). The author responds to this on three points: 1) A competent 

self - aware analytical therapist (which Duffell 2000 advocates) would naturally work at 

an unconscious level with the internal world of the patient/client where the painful 

boarding self/experience may lie and that any defence or resistance (Freud 1925) that is 

met, would need to be highly respected as in the author's opinion it is most usual for the 

analysand to run away from or avoid extreme emotional pain in whatever regard that may 

be. 2) that if there are layers of self -protection and veneer built up over many years than 

the ex-boarding school analysand may not feel ready to unveil these. 3) that the 

'resistance' (Freud 1925) as suggested on the part of the therapist may indeed be the 

received projection (Klein 1952c) of the boarding school analysand within the 

'transference' (Greenson 1967, p.155) and it is the monitoring and awareness of the 

therapist's countertransference (Sandler and Sandler 1984) that may unveil this. In terms 

of prevention for the ex-boarder, one might consider that early therapeutic intervention 

on identified individuals during adolescence may preclude the necessity for individuals 

to carry any difficulties through into adulthood. 

Conclusion 

It would seem evident from the participants' narratives that whilst each individual's 

experience of boarding school was unique and differentiated, there appeared to be 'a 

commonality of shared experience' (Charles, lines 495-496). The hermeneutic 

sensibility of the participant's individual reports of their experiences in a male boarding 

school environment, suggested that there was a 'coherence of discourse' (Fox 1995). 

This was with regard to their memories and perceptions of how they related to others 

before boarding school, whilst being an adolescent during boarding school and finally to 
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being an adult following boarding school. The iterative process enabled a picture to 

emerge of "Family tradition", which highlighted the participant's memories and 

perceptions of their early parental relationships largely described as close, stable and 

traditional, with defined gender roles. Participants' reported a close emotional 

attachment to mother who was felt to be most important and reports of relationships with 

their fathers or other males such as housemaster implied a degree of idealisation and 

identification with father. This seemed to be transferred into the boarding school 

environment in the form of strong male identification. 

The extant literature focuses on mother as important in early infant attachment 

relationships and in particular of how she interacts with the infant, which may result in a 

positive or negative sense of attachment security for the infant (Ainsworth 1978; Bowlby 

1979). Whilst attachment theorists explain the process of separation and anxiety, they do 

not appear to necessarily focus on the reason why such insecurity states may arise within 

the infant. One is informed by Winnicott's (1965) theory about the ability of mother to 

be able to contain anxiety and unmanageable feelings within the infant. This is addressed 

by Van Uzendoom (1995) in his meta-analysis study of 'sensitive responsiveness' and 

'transmission representation' and further evidenced in contemporary neurobiological 

theory which suggests that a more secure state is derived through positive attunement and 

mirroring with physical and social interactions (Schore 2003; Banai, MikuIincer and 

Shaver 2005; Giedd 2008). It's relevance to the male adolescent in a boarding school is 

that the developmental stages the adolescent goes through is acknowledged to be a 

period of activity, change and often instability (Laufer and Laufer 1995). 
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This study therefore acknowledges the significance of how the 'other' being caregivers, 

housemasters, teachers etc might relate to the male adolescent in terms of his attachment 

style and the awareness of the positive or negative affect this may have for later 

development (Siegel and Srouffe 2011). It may also be pertinent to raise awareness of the 

need to be mindful of the 'other's attachment style and the awareness of 'sensitive 

responsiveness' (Van l1zendoorn 1995) that may be needed by significant caregivers to 

enhance or modify attachment security states (Bowlby 1998). 

It was surprising to discover within this small male sample study the complexity of the 

male participants' relationship to females. Their memory and perception of their 

childhood as mother being the most important figure emotionally (mainly because she 

was there more), was perhaps an expected course of natural development, however there 

also seemed to be an idealised, somewhat revered image of father, confirmed in 

Grinker's (1962) study as an emotional connection with mother and identification with 

father, also reported by Bowlby (1998). Van Uzendoorn (1995) suggested in his meta -

analysis study a gap in the literature on paternal attachment effects on the child and cited 

the 'weaker influence of paternal representation' as possibly resulting from an absence 

due to father's work, of which father's absence was noted as reported by some of the 

participants. 

The author proposes that it is this 'absence' of father due to work that creates an 

idealisation particularly for the male boarder. If one combines this with separation from 

mother, which may be experienced or perceived as a potential loss or abandonment (not 

so much with father because he is already absent), then because of the wish to identify 
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with father at a natural developmental phase and the separation from him at the point of 

puberty along with the onset of boarding school, then identification with the male may 

become the stronger force (Erickson 1974; Laufer and Laufer 1995). This potentially 

makes the need or wishes for male identification stronger, and becomes part of the 

separation process. There seemed to be a strong degree of male identification as reported 

by participants at boarding school (which would perhaps be difficult to avoid given the 

predominantly male environment). However, given the reported strength of attachment 

to mother, a hypotheses was raised following the interviews, with regard to the nature of 

the separation, not just from mother but also from father and whether this bore any 

influence on the subsequent style of attachment and relationship to males and other 

females. 

There were two points of interest raised following the participants' interviews: 1) It was 

interesting to note that when the participants were asked who might they turn to in times 

of difficulty, matron was mentioned by two participants but not at all by the remaining 

participants'. It was also stated by two of the participants that they were aware of her 

presence but they were unlikely to turn to her in times of need. The author considered 

how matron might be perceived by participants, particularly as some participants 

reported their experience of housemasters as paternal role models. 2) Four out of the six 

participants' had returned to an all male boar~ing school environment to work, which 

raised three possible hypotheses that: 

a) the boarding school environment may be an object of attachment i.e. that it represents 

the 'other' as having an influence on the self as described by Bartholomew & Horowitz 

(1991) and Priel, Mitrany and Shahar (1998). 
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b) there may be a feeling of security in returning to a traditional, stable, structured, 

contained environment. 

c) there may be a feeling of insecurity in the continued need for a strong male 

environment and identification. 

Whilst there is insufficient evidence, knowledge or literature to support the hypotheses, 

the author proposes that separation from father although perhaps with different 

characteristics from mother may be a significant factor in the boarding school male 

adolescent, evident within the strong enduring male identification. 

It must be emphasised that this was representative of a small homogenous sample of 

men, reporting their experience, memory and perception of being an adolescent in a male 

boarding school. It is also acknowledged that because of this, it would be difficult to 

generalise these findings to the whole boarding school population. However it would 

also be difficult to imagine that these men would return to a 'British form of child abuse' 

as suggested by Schaverien (2004) or a'bastion of cruelty' as suggested by Monbiot 

(2012). Mair (2005, p. 9), describes the ex-boarders defence against pain as 'an inability 

to provide a coherent narrative of what boarding school was like'. The author 

experienced the participants reporting their experiences in this study as a coherent 

narrative, with thoughtfulness, humility and a good degree of self- reflection. 

The boarding school [in general] has a historical and current reputation for being a 

'traditional', 'contained', stable and 'structured' environment and the reported narratives 
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of participants suggested that their early experience was of a contained, stable 

'traditional' base. Specific parental gender roles v defined teaching gender roles, close 

proximity of parents/caregivers and siblings v close proximity and accessibility of 

housemasters, matrons and peers were all key components of how the transition to and 

adjustment of boarding school life was managed and maintained. 
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Reflective log on Research 

The Meaning of Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School: 

An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 

This paper will discuss the life of the research project from conception through gestation 

to its birth! As it is ajoumey of reflection it will be discussed in the first person. 

Background 

The idea and interest of exploring research into adolescent attachment issues in a male 

boarding school arose following discussions with my initial supervisor about topics of 

interest to me. I had been keen to undertake a research project, whilst nearing the end of 

the master in clinical science of psychotherapy course I was doing and I had attended a 

few research introductory workshops to find out more about what might be entailed. My 

enthusiasm for research remained and my interest in selecting this subject arose as I work 

in a boarding school and I was naturally interested in adolescent developmental issues as 

that is the nature of my work. I had experienced and observed the boarding school 

environment to be a traditional, structured, containing environment. This led me to 

wonder about the experience of the boys there and what sort of impact the environment 

had on them in terms of attachment issues and the psychological effects of boarding 

school experience. I also wondered how the boarding school experience affected them 

once they had left. There were various areas for consideration before I was able to 

undertake such a project and I had several discussions with my supervisor before I was 

able to commit to this particular topic and project. 
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Ethics and Responsibility 

One of the first considerations I had to think about was my position within the school and 

whether there would be a conflict of interest in conducting research at my place of work. 

I initially thought about interviewing the boys that are currently at the school, but given 

my role as school therapist this raised serious ethical concerns around issues of consent 

as pupils were under 18. Other ethical areas of concern were connected with possible 

breaches of confidentiality, boundaries, my ability to be and remain as objective as 

possible and conflict of role, all of which may have been compromised. Through 

discussion with my supervisor it was agreed that if I was able to interview ex-pupils of 

the school there was a strong possibility I would be unknown to them as I had not been at 

the school for a long time and consent would be more straightforward as they would all 

be adults. It was decided that I would not interview participants who had left the school 

within a year. This was agreed and I began the process of my long journey into the 

world of research. 

Expectations v reality 

I knew from attending the research workshops that I would need to make a long term 

commitment and that I would need a considerable amount of self- discipline. I also knew 

there would be highs and lows along the way. This was actually very helpful and also 

having the opportunity of being able to meet some of the other students who at times felt 

as perplexed and overwhelmed as I did was strangely reassuring. 
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Supervision 

The expertise of the supervision has been invaluable, but due to retirement of one 

supervisor and replacement of a locum supervisor, I had two supervisors in short 

succession before settling with the third one. Whilst feeling a little unsettled due to the 

unforeseen changes, this did not distract too much from the benefits I also gained from 

having different perspectives on my topic. I would add that this may have felt more 

disruptive if I had been in the latter stages of my project. 

The Research Design 

Having discussed a research question with my supervisor I decided upon 'adolescent 

attachment issues in a male boarding school, which seemed to encapsulate my wish to 

understand the subject from a research perspective. My next task was to begin a review 

of the literature and to establish how I might apply a method with which to analyse the 

collected data. Various options were discussed with my supervisor including using a 

questionnaire with quantitative measures and I had also considered using discourse 

analysis, but found it would not address the issues I was interested in due to its focus on 

the power of dynamics in social speech, rather than a subjective internal approach which 

IPA would address. Following discussion with my supervisor about IPA I was keen to try 

this. Although it is a relatively new qualitative approach by (Smith, Flowers, Larkin 

2009), it had been used by the health sector and social sciences and was within the 

domains of my employment discipline in terms of seeking to understand the meaning that 

people in general ascribe to their personal experiences in life. 

IPA appealed to me because of the nature of allowing participants to 'tell their story' in 

their own words, from their perspective. Once agreed, I devised a questionnaire designed 
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to elicit demographic information and to situate the sample. Imbued within this and 

following discussion with my supervisor, a self- report measure of a relationship 

questionnaire devised by Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) was used to enhance and 

triangulate the study, whilst situating the sample and providing an indication of the 

current attachment orientation of the participants within the IPA study. 

Project information sheet. invitation and distribution 

At the same time as devising the questionnaire, a project information sheet was devised 

outlining the research project with an invitation and consent to take part and I had 

already submitted my ethics form to the university for approval. I was fortunate in that 

an active onIine database of ex- pupils was held and maintained at the school and 

following my request to them, they were able to administer this. Thought was given to 

the ethical aspect of contacting ex-pupils via the school database, which might have been 

intrusive, but this was overcome by the school sending the information out with their 

endorsement. The response was not overwhelming and details were sent to varying past 

years initially between 2 and 5 years, then 5 and 10 years and then 10 and 15 years on 

three separate occasions. This eventually yielded a return of 17 participants, six of whom 

filled in the application form and consented for interview and five who filled in the 

questionnaire but opted out of interview. There were two who sent blank forms and one 

who filled in the form inappropriately. 

A search of the literature revealed that there were few studies on adolescent attachment 

issues in a male boarding school or on the psychological effects of boarding school on 

male adolescents. There were only three studies that related to adolescents and boarding 
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schools. I found this surprising as there seemed to be much public interest in the 

psychological effects of boarding school on pupils as evidenced by Monbiot (2012). 

Interviews 

The interviews were arranged at mutually convenient locations and in five cases it was 

the participants' place of work. I saw one participant at his home, as this was convenient 

to him, but I took the precaution of ensuring that I informed relevant people of my 

whereabouts for safety reasons and made them aware of anticipated time duration. 

I was very mindful during the first interview of trying to be very careful not to step into 

the role of being the 'analytical therapist' that I normally am rather than the 'researcher' 

as this may have led me to ask a leading question or to possibly make an interpretation 

that would be based on my perception and feelings from an analytical perspective rather 

than from a researcher's perspective, which may have influenced the interview. This was 

quite illuminating as I realised the value in having the semi- structured interview 

questions I had devised, as they were there to safeguard against deviating off the path and 

that within the prompts there was in fact scope for me to explore several avenues, by 

asking participants to expand on something they might have said within the framework 

of the questionnaire, which was very much led by them. As the interviews progressed I 

found the participants really interesting, particularly when they made similar responses to 

the questions I had asked, which would have been concurrent with selecting a small 

homogenous sample of participants who had a 'shared commonality' of their boarding 

school experience. All of the interviews were audio taped and then individually listened 

to before transcribing them. All of the participants were also offered a copy of their 
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transcriptions which they declined, but I agreed to send them a copy of the summary of 

results, which they were all keen to have. 

One participant evoked in me quite strong feelings initially, which highlighted the need 

for my reflexivity, but also demonstrated the phenomenology of the hermeneutic content 

of my experience. I initially experienced this participant as quite dismissive and 

dominant in his presentation and he announced at the beginning that he would not be able 

to give me much of his time. What occurred as I listened to the audio tape began to 

change how I felt and my initial opinion of him as I began to understand the initial 

defensive quality of the participant's narrative, particularly at the beginning of the 

interview, which seemed to disperse as the interview progressed. The participant was 

recalling some profoundly moving experiences in quite a direct way, but stopped on 

several occasions to reflect upon himself and his experiences in quite an insightful way. 

I found myself feeling quite profoundly sad, which took me by surprise upon listening to 

the tape and during the transcription. What I found interesting upon reflection was that I 

did not feel sad at all during the interview, which suggested to me that his narrative was 

conveying elements of his experience at different levels and that he was communicating 

different layers of meaning, for me to feel different when transcribing. It was also 

interesting that he gave the longest interview having said he did not have much time, and 

although he emphasised not needing anyone he did seem to have a need to be heard. 

As a novice researcher at times the project felt quite overwhelming, particularly when 

faced with a lot of data and it was difficult to know where to start. I wondered whether 

the initial questionnaire and project sheet had been sufficient to attract enough 

participants as I had to make three trawls to obtain the number of participants I arrived at. 
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However I did ask some of the participants what they thought of the questionnaire and 

they said it was straightforward, easy and quick to fill in. 

Conclusion 

This research project has been a journey and a process of which overall I have thoroughly 

enjoyed. I have also compared this process to a pregnancy and a marathon both of which 

I have experienced. The study began with a conception, a period of gestation and finalIy 

a very hard and long labour. At times I did not feel I could 'push' anymore and as an 

intellectual marathon, I never thought I would ever get to the end ..... but I did! 
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Appendix B 
Research participant invitation 



Invitation to take part in a Research Project 

Introduction and F AQ's 

You are invited to take part in a research project which is part of studies at the University 

of Kent. Before you decide, it is important for you to understand why the research is 

being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following information 

carefully 

Title of Research: Adolescent Attachment issues in a Male Boarding School: To 
What extent do early attachment issues set a prototype for adolescent attachment patterns 
in a male boarding School and how does this determine the outcome for adult attachment 

prototypes for later social relations? 

Inclusion criteria: All Old xxx xxx who have attended xxx xxx School. 

Exclusion criteria: Please note: If you are currently diagnosed with depression or 
are currently taking any medication for anxiety, depression or psychoses then 

unfortunately you will not be able to participate in this study on this occasion. 

Who will conduct the research? The study will be conducted Shirley Lauryn, who 
currently works at xxxxxx school and is also a post graduate student at the University of 

Kent at Canterbury. 

Why have I been chosen? The study'S focus is on the male boarding school experience 

and subsequent outcomes of this. 

What would I be asked to do if I took part? The study will consist of a semi 
structured taped interview, which will last up to 60 minutes and all participants will be 
verbaJly debriefed. The interviews can be conducted at your place of work or at a 

mutually acceptable neutral location. 

How is this beneficial to me? 

Whilst there are no immediate benefits, the research may determine useful stratcgics for 
determining and enhancing emotional and intellectual capacity. 

What are the risks for me? 

There should not be any risks involved, but should a question raise any areas for concern, 

there is provision made for a list of relevant organisations for you to contact which will 
be administered to you at the onset of the interview. You should also contact your GP in 

the event of any unforeseen areas of concern. 

1 



What happens to tbe data collected? 

Any data collected will be anonymous. On completion of the research project all tapes 

will be destroyed. 

How is confidentiality maintained? 

Infonnation provided will be used for research purposes. It will not be used in a manner 

which would allow identification of your individual response. Your responses will be 

given a reference number only. 

What happens if I do not want to take part or change my mind? 

If you decide to take part, you will be asked to sign a consent fonn. You can withdraw at 

any time and you do not have to give a reason. 

What is the duration of my participation? No longer than 60 minutes 

Will outcomes be published? 

Yes that is possible, but only generalisations of outcomes will be available and it will not 
be possible to identify individuals. A summary of the outcomes will be available to 

participants on request. 

If you are interested then please complete the following questionnaire by clicking on the 
link below along with your consent of the optional interview in addition to this. 

Ethical approval has been received for this project from the University of Kent 

Ethics Committee. 

Principle researcher contact details: 

Shirley Lauryn, IIIUIIUI Kent 

Contact details: 

Email: ssl@xxxxxxschool.org 

Tel: IIUIIIII 
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Questionnaire Link: 

http://extranet. xxxxxxxschool.org:82/otsurvey 

If you experience any problems opening this link, then please email: 

ictsrti1xxxxxxxxx-school.org 
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Appendix C 
OT questionnaire 



Questionnaire 

Name: 

Year of leaving school: 

Age now: 

Marital Status: 

Marital status of parents whilst at school: 

Number of Siblings: 

Day or Boarder: 

Nationality: 

Experience of Boarding School: Positive/Negative/Neutral 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS 

1. The following are descriptions of four general relationship stytes that people often 

report. Please read each description and ORa.£ the letter corresponding to the style 

that best describes you or Is dosest to the way you cenera11y are In your dose 

relationships. 

A. It Is easy for me to ~me emotionally close to others. I am comfortable depending on 

them and having them depend on me. I don't worry about being alone or having others not 

accept me. 

8. I am comfortable getting close to others. I want emotionally close relationships, but I find It 

difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on them. I worry that I will be hurt If I 

allow myself to become too close to others. 

C. I want to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but I often find that others are 

reluctant to get as close as I would like. I am uncomfortable being without close 

relationships, but I sometimes worry that others don't value me as much as I value them. 

D. I am comfortable without dose emotional relationships. It Is very important to me to feel 

Independent and self -sufficient and I prefer not to depend on others or have others depend 

on me. 

Now please rate EAOf of the above relationship styles In turn according to the extent to 

which you think each description corresponds to your general relationship style. P'ease 
CIRCLE the number which you think applies most to you against each description. 



Not at all like me Somewhat like me Very much like me 

Style A. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Style B. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Style C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Style D. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



Appendix D 
Part interview transcript- participant three with emergent and 

exploratory themes 



Emergent themes Participant 3: Interview Exploratory comments 

1 I: Can you tell me about your 

Close relationships 
2 relationship with your parents or 

3 those closest to you when you 
I think I have a fairly 

4 were growing up? Traditional experience. I came from 
Traditional experiencz means er a sort of 'stable' family 
'stable' family backcround 

5 P: Ok, well I think I have a fairly 
background 
Thinks,. hesitant, unsure of 'stable' 
family needs to use It In Inverted 

6 traditional erm experience in that ~ usmc'sort or to describe 
stability 

7 sense in that I came from er a sort 

8 of stable inverted commas family 

9 background erm parents stayed 

10 together erm throughout my 
If my father hadn't passed away 

Loss 11 childhood and in fact would be Father has now died 

12 still together if my father hadn't 

13 passed away a few years ago erm 

14 I presume. So in that sense it was 

15 a stable, erm stable family. 

16 Background had 2 brothers and 1 

17 sister so it was a big family which 

18 meant that you got this idea I 

I suppose the attention being 
19 suppose the attention being divided between siblings. I think 

that's always quite a positive 

20 divided between siblings sort of experience In a sense 
DIvided ;rttention as ~ Not definite In sibll,. shared 
buIIdlnc 

from an early age and I think erm 
experienc:e as positive. 

21 

22 coughs that's always quite ill He had to compete with slblinss for 
attention from his parents. 

23 positive experience in a sense, 
I think I was probably 
aggressive In the way I 

His aggression as a natunII way to competed for attention 
Compete for ilttention 24 although obviously it can mean Sibfng rivrJ1,y. It's ftGtunrl for" 

cltiltl to ~ COIftpfte with 

25 that your competing for attention 
siblings for ~ntioft.. 
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Emergent themes Participant 3: Interview Exploratory comments 

26 from your parents with your 

27 siblings and erm I think I was 

Aggressive Competition 
28 probably quite erm aggressive in 

Attention seeking 

29 the way I competed for attention 

Sibling Rivalry 
30 erm but I think that's only natural 

Mother chose traditional path to 

31 to be honest. Erm I had a good be at home with the children 
I had a good relationship with my 

32 relationship with my parents erm 
parents it was a very traditional 
family 

relationship 

33 it was a very traditional family Emot~1y linked to mother due 
to tradition iIIId abwnce of father 

Traditional stable family 
34 relationship in that my mum had 

due to him workine? 
relationships 

35 chosen .• there were four of us 

36 within six years in age, so my 

37 mum stopped work and then 

unc:ertain of stronc emotional 
38 didn't go back to work, SO we had 

We had erm a strong sort of 
link to mGther ernotlonallink I suppose to my 

39 erm a strong sort of emotional mother. Father was sort 
" of the more reserved 

40 link I suppose to my mother in Cl U.-rbin of strons emotional link 
to mother ac:kllowledps fathers 

41 very traditional sense and my 
absenc:e has to emphasise 'not In a 
neptIve ...,. throuch UH of word 
'not'twlat 

42 father was sort of the more 

43 reserved emotionally I suppose, 

44 although not not erm not in a 

4S negative way. He just wasn't 

46 there as much during the day. He 
Father' absence followed 
traditional lines due to work 47 would you know as I said in a very 

48 traditional way come back from 

49 work in the evenings 7 0 clock. 8 0 

SO clock, he would then potentially 

2 



Emergent themes Participant 3: Interview Exploratory comments 

51 you know help us to bed or read 

52 us a story or whatever, so he So he wasn't detached or distant In 
Father not emotional that sense. (father) 

53 wasn't detached or distant in that In wfIat ___ he detadIed? 

Not detadaed In. prac::tical sense, 

54 sense but just simply by the fact but perNps emotionally 

55 that he was worlting erm in 

56 London and we lived just outside 

57 London. He wasn't there as much 

58 during the day, erm he would 

59 spend time with us at the 

60 weekends, he would take us, he 

61 would come to watch sports 

Father traditionally spent time Father spent time with us evenings 
with us ewnInsS _ weellends 62 fixtures and things like that. He ilnd weekends 

63 would take us to things at the 

64 weekends and we would go and 

6S help him in the garden and stuff 

66 like that. while my mum did the 

67 sort of more traditionalty female 

68 chores around the house. So yeah 

69 it was a very traditional So yeilh It was • very trilditloNll 
relationship. we did trtIdItIoniI 

70 relationship in that sense. Erm I 
male thlnp with filther -sport, 
pden. Mum did tJadltlonal hmille 
chores 

71 suppose it did mean emotionally DIftiaIIl to __ ... dosen •• 

to""'" but..- from' 
Gender rules defined 72 we would have been closer to my ........ to'lt did".. 

I suppose It did InNn ~tlonilly 
we would have been closet' to my 

73 mother in one sense, then my Emot1onalIy Intense I1!IatIonIbIp mother. 

withmother RelatIonship with mother more 
74 father I suppose erm In terms of emotionally Intense than with 

father. 

75 yeah emotional closeness and 

3 



Emergent themes Participant 3: Interview Exploratory comments 

76 emotional intensity of that 

71 relationship erm, but I can find 

78 that. I am going to say one more 

79 thing, I find that quite erm, that 

Emotional ~ difficult 80 can be quite erm hard in one Oisowft& ernationaI. \lIeS 'yottI~ 
Instead oiL 

Dtffiadty rec::eiwinc sympathy 81 sense in that when, if yollre If yo4/l1! emotionaIfy 50ft of close 
to someone , can find thIIt,,1 then 

82 emotionally sort of dose to 
sort of, I don't necessarily want 
them to erm I don't enjoy people 
feeIint sony for me 

83 someone, I can find that I then Finds l hard to ... emotIonMty 
dose 

84 sort of, I don't necessarily want 

85 them to erm, I don't enjoy people 

86 feeling sorry for me, so I find that 

SeIf- sufficietKy ImpcJrAnt 87 a bit harder. I have always found 
Openq .. Is dfffkult 

88 that hard probably with both my With both my parents tNt 
emotional doseness doesn't 
1II!CeSS3r\ly mean that I want to 

89 parents that emotional doseness open up to them. 
Nat ..... to~emotIoM 

90 doesn't necessarily mean that I wt.t cI-....adan8I doseness 
_? 

91 want to o~n up to them, in fact 

92 it can mean the exact opposite, 

Not -ntinI to etllolio"aJly 93 that I don't want to burden my I don't _. hi IIunIen my mother 
burden mothet' fmatIons-J~ ._ 

94 mother, or my father, but ........ 
95 particularly my mother perhaps Perhaps with sort of emotional 

Issues or with relationship Issues 

96 with sort of emotional issues or 
Diffladtyln .................. 
UIIIt __ I emotion miIht burden 

others 
ImporbInat d self suffldency 97 with relationship issues erm and I 

98 feel quite strongly that that's sort 

99 of not a negative thing. It's just 

100 that I would rather be, rd rather 
PnItedtIIt self ......... feel", 
vuIMnIlIIII 
rd rather be sort of seen to be self-
suftIdent but I sometlmes feel 
pn!SSU11! 
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Emergent themes Participant 3: Interview Explor.rtory comments 

101 be sort of self- sufficient and I'd Repeats IIut uses 'seen to be' -
Importance 01 self suffia!nc:y hides reel desire. Needs to..",nr 

102 rather be sort of seen to be self- to be self suffldent 

103 suffident. but I sometimes feel 

104 pressure erm in the sense that I 

Emotional conflict 105 feel my mum would like me to 

106 open up more and enn (coughs) it 

107 can be errn yeah I think we're at. 
I think we're (mother) at_ IH not 
conflict but we're at cross 

wrthholdinl feeIinp from mother purposes 

who wants to know 108 it's not conflict but we're at cross Inmnftict 

109 purposes. She wants to know She wants to know how rm fftinc 
and rm not ~ In tellln& her 

110 how I'm feeling and I'm not any more than , fee( ls appropc1ite 

Emotional withdrawal Wid,:d ....... litis also appfk:able 

111 Interested In telling her any more to me? Not wanUna to cIIswM 
emotions 

112 than I feel is appropriate. So in 

113 that sense, you could say I'm I'm 

114 dosed sort of sometimes when Not ....... smt of, furs beInc 
.... 1teac.1s ...... matt.. trt.I to 

115 she wants me to be open, but I find out his feeInp 
I'm dosed sort of sometimes when 

Need s to be In control. FeeIInK 01 
116 don't think that's a negative, I Just 

she (room' _nu me to be open. 
mother beinllntrusiw '"'* shoutd be.we to decide 

'-mudI they ,.....a1 thelt 

117 think everyone should be entitled feeUnp 

118 to be as open sort of you know or 

119 as emotionally open as they want 

120 to be. 

121 I: Yes. You may have already 

122 answered within what you've said 

123 but the next question is: 'who 
I: Who _5 the most Imporn.nt 

124 was the most important person person? 

125 and can you say why'? You have 
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Appendix E 
Research Interview questions 



The Meaning of Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Can you tell me about your relationship witb your parents or tbose closest to you when you 
were growing up? 

Prompts: 
Who was the most important person? can you say why? 
What are your fondcst memories of them? 
Can you tcll me about any difficulties? 
How did you feel when you had to leave for boarding school? 

Can you tell me about your relationships at boarding school? 

Prompts: 
How much at ease did you feel with your peer group? or What relationship did you have with 
your peer group? 
What relationship did you have with your house masters/teachers ctc? 
What sort of difficulties did you encounter if any? 
Who did you turn to? 
What type of people did you find easiest to get on with? 
How do you feel that your early relationships at home influence these relationships? 

Can you tell me about the relationsbips you bave bad since leaving scbool? 

Prompts: 
Friendships? 
Personal relationships? 
Working relationships? 



AppendixF 
Ethics application and approval form 



FOR ALL APPLICANTS 

I have read the Faculty policies regarding the use of human participants and agree to abide by 
them. I am also familiar with the ethical principles listed in the Research Ethics Handbook 
with regard to human participants. I further agree to submit any significant changes in 
procedures or measurement instruments for additional review. 

d) 
Signed: ,,~ 

Researcher(s) 

Name: SHuz.[.£Y t../I.v<1rJ 

Name: 

Name: 

Superv isor: 

Name: \). le ~ 

Please remember to attach 
• ~'OUI' research prOI)osal 
• the participant information sheet 
• the participant consent form 

Signature: ~~ 
Signature: 

Signature: 

Signature: 

Date: f61 tt\11 
Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

• any questionnllires, scales, measures, letten and phone/"'erbal scril'!S to be ust'd 
• debriefing materials 

ActionT~ 

D 
D 

Approved 

Apprmed with mo.difications or conditions noted below 

Action deferred. Please supply additional infllnnatinn or clarification noted 
below. 

Date _1,--,~---,-/-",6-,-!_{ I _ 
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Centre for Professional Practice 

SCREENING FORM FOR ETHICS SUB:\lISSIO~ 

A.-J .. ':\~. 1("' -., Q S U'\ ('..\ fviala fuvd(r~ sJv:)57. 
Research title: f-"<AOIe.~LW _:>;,.... • 

Staff 

Researcher: SH 1(?!.f'1 /..AUR.,N 

Supervisor (for VG/PG students): 

I Is this research going to be subject to NIIS local Yes 
Research Ethics Committee approval? (no need to answer 

an~ further guestilllls) 
2 Does the research gather infonnation from: 

• Children (under 16 years)? Yes@ 

• Vulnerable adults such as individuals with Yes No 
mental health problems, learning disabilities, 
prisoners, young otTenders, elderly people with 
dementia? Yes~ 

• Stail'? Yes No 

• Carers? ...---
3 Does the research involve the use of materials or (~lNO 

questions that could upset or offend participants? (e.g. 
asking people to talk about difficult life events) 

, o I have answered NO to all the above categories in question 2 and 3 and do not 
consider that this project needs to be submitted for more detailed ethical 
review. Please complete section A- on the application 

[B-'- I have answered YES to at least one of the categories in questions 2 and 3 and 
am submitting an application for departmental ethics approval. "Icase 
complete all sections on the application 

Date: I ~\'i \ I1 

Signatur~{St~, 

~'---7r1 Date: -:-l-=-:i \..L.~~\ _"-:--___ _ 
The purpose of this screening is to ensure that the research will be ethical, maintain 
confidentiality, anonymity and will not cause harm 



Centre for Professional Practice 

Application Form for Ethical Approval 

FOR DEPARTMENT (}SE ONLY 

Received: Date Submined 

to Reviewers: 

Reviewers: Review Completed: 

Researcher(s) Notified: 

Submit three copies of this form TO TilE CIL\IR OF TilE ETHICS COM:\UTTF.E 

SECTION A 

Name of Investigator: SHIRt..-Ey LAul'<.'1N Email: S( C\U{~f1@ (\15'-) ·(oM 

Status: I:ifldergrllt!lIawiPostgraduatclSta-A' 

Project Title: Actolt:.>(j2.<,\~- /S5uO:) l/7 (\. Nttl.e ~Y\{d;r~Sdl'YJI 

Supervisor (if student) D!Z. 1\1 \ U< b I:") i ~., :i 

Inclusion I exclusion criteria 

List any. inc.lusionl exclu.sion criteria (e.g. age group, g\:ndcr, language skills) - the criteria 
Illust be Justified by the allllS of the study. 

Pal1icipantscan take part in this study if they are: F-," . b .. -..;ltl~ Sr lvn 1 (L.1e It) ,U: . .: '/H J)) 
M"lQ f l:P)\S, 

Participants cannot take part in this study if they are: Dtcvfnnl vs;\ C1 (.(,;>(>1('::>:' \.U.t t.' ( 
eve cu..rY~.n~ l:O,-~~'3 Cti'j 1'vv:::Cl;((Ul~V\ {nY n .. i,\xl£;).l1' c:it,.:'0(~i)~1 <'V 

(,"S,-/cl-'\.:YZl).I.(- Kw (~.~<I(l..\JU 1'1.:"<5 (.evl(1\,~LJ .$0."2. .. 1"\ H\Il-.... C.\ ~u.;..: 
-H\(y0feu.~,-- U\·e:..t,.tj , 
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Consent (Please see Consent Cheeklist) 

Is prior infonned consent to be obtained? 

From participants? 
From others? 
From both panicipants and others 
Prior infonned consent is not going to be obtained 

Describe the means of obtaining prior consent: • ' 
Prier ~~yvu.:d ~I-- \NU( 1;1t,1. ok'~~.I\f?d v\C\ u 
con><2-"l'.- (OoM «('/J.2,U<:: ~.>iU< cJ=\t",cJ.tUl) 

If prior infonned consent is nol to be obtained, give reasons: 

@No 
@/NO 

)es/No 
Yes I No 
Yes/No 

Will panicipanls be explicilly infonned of,~hat the researcher's rule/stat!!?:J~~. 

~o 

Will panicipants be told of the use 10 which data will be pul (e.g. research puhlication, 
leaching purposes, media publicity)? 

~o 
Will participants be infonned Ihal consent will be taken for the use of anonymised data in 
future research projects - should this archi\ing and sharing of data be required by the funding 
bod • 

Y "'0'- C\.r>.-:>('(r.J:J~ . ~ I'J,.. t"~ Yes~ 

Who will approach panicipants to ask them to be involved in the research? S r/I"-LL 'f MU K. 'j N 

Will there be a panicipant infonnation sheet giving details of the people involved al1<l Ihe 
consent mechanism? 

@/NO 

Is there a "gatekeeper" who must be approached firsl to gain access to panicipants 
- e.g. school pupils, nursing home residents Iv.::'), 

0 No 

··10 ('1.«.0> ') cloJo.. Lt. "".) 

Deception 
Is there any deception involved? 

If yes, describe the deception and the reasons for its use 
Yes§ 

Rt'Scarchcr safety 
What will be undenaken to ensure safety of the researcher? .Jh. " i 
I fl ~ eLl.\:) ~"'tl{ !::e COv'du.de4~ or Kw ~VY.5l ,-}Y' ~ho f" L.y-t" 1 

PlW:R ()f l>S::W-l.(· 
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Debriefing 
Participants will be debriefed: 

In \\Titing 
Verbally-
In writing and verbally 
Participants will not be debriefed 

If they will not to be debriefed, give rea~ons: 

Withdnll'wal from the investigation 

~/No 
~No 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 

Will part id pants be told explicitly thal Ihey are free 10 leave the study at any time without 
jeopardy? 

When and how will this be done? ThLs ~t,l L-C S~Oll-P(.\ OV\ H'~ I..(u.l-\(..j 

C.:JV\<;.0\l- f-OY1V\ (CLH.I clA£'d ) . 

Confidentiality 

Under the Data Protection Act information about a participant is confidential unless otherwise 
agreed in advance. Will confidentiality be guaranteed? 

~o 
Parti.:ipation in this study guarantees confidentiality of participants' information 

~No 
No-one apart from the researcher and research supervisor will have access to the data 

Either 
@NO 

Participants will not be asked to write their name on study materials - ~~~~'ill be given an 
unique participant number ~ No 
Or 

Participants' names and any other identifying information will be store sepanttdy frolll their 
data in a secure location Yes / No 

Data - in ",hich a living indi\'idual can be identified - will be stored as long as is required by 
the Data Protection Act 1998 and will then be destroyed ~ 

\:!::J No 

Either 
The data collectcd for this study will be uscd for a studcnt project 

Or 
The data collected for this study will be used for a staff project 

®NO 
Yes/No 

Once the data are analysed a report of the findings lIIay be submitted for publications. Only 
broad trends will be reported and it will not be possible 10 identify indivi~ 

~No 

A summary of the results will be available frum the rescarcheron requc~~ 

~No 
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If fewer than 7 of the above are answered as "Yes" - please explain why and the procedures 
that will be taken in advance of obtaining consent (how will pal1icipants be warned)? 

Protection of participants 

Are the panicipal1ls at risk of physical or psychological hann greater than encountered in 
ordinary life? Ye® 

If yes. describe the nature of the risk and steps taken to minimise it: 

Is the information gathered from the panicipants of a sensitive or pcrsOnal!)Hturc? 
@No 

s 



If yes, describe the procedures to be used for: 

(a)as5uring confidcn~iality Cor'lfid.Qi ... ~i~ L::. (w ....... rvd LV\. u,t."- Vl"nvfVl(''-~lL-J1 
SYL.QQ\--.o..~ (,vl,ll b2. VQ("~ SfCl-t-tU cif I-iw ~:.l2fj'4l.f\.Lf "DJ-

Pcuvi <-L pCVU-!!.I) Vl reV! t'L~.J. 

a) p~otecting pa~icipants froln stress t'1:vhS~ (~vth O.IQ. ,~J.A,~?d OVl, ~h£? 
u'\ fOVrv1£UlCv( !,vUX'.l: I-hLU: (L ~y" L'1y dY~.:J':V\.L~{J,..c'\.) '""tH W 

C\cL.w:. .. \:))--QS~ '?'-" f-ko ,'lV\~ 0/--.f1--w U\ ~eSll\.a.<..J C\.:0. c0..Ar";.-d CWd '-u 
Lo./\~4· /+\Cr.I G<. P If\ 1-«0 -€..Ll.i)f1i," Dj- (\..~ VJ1('(Y~.Il tV(J."'J ,"]r ('''')(<'(5 n. 

Observational research . 

If observational research is to be conducted without prior consent, please descrihe the: 
situation in which observations will take place and say how local cultural values and privacy 
of individuals will be taken into account 
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SECTION B 

FULL APPLICATION 
(For projects which require ethical consideration) 

Attach the following to each fonn: 
• your research proposal 
• the participant information sheet 
• the participant consent form 
• any questionnaires, scales, measures, leners and phone/verbal scripts to be used 
• debriefing materials 

Describe the project in no more than one page (summarise the background and hypothc::;cs 
and detail the procedure to include the conditions e.'(pcricnccd by the participant.~, stimulus, 
materials and response measures 

Re-submission of proposal 

Indicate here if the proposal is a procedural modification of a previously reviewed project: 

~/No 
If yes, what was the title of previously reviewed project: . <..-.:J 

Bx:vd\,'..p scb;<;?l.s - f(1c'd ib\~'ve CnI'1}Cl~.llYU.~<?I' PIUCl..l~C"t'. 

Name ofStudentlSupervisor in previous project: SH H2.Lk..Y ..v\Llf.?'fN. - ShAd.a.fli--

beorg1f\ Wpp:<J'- S '-'(XJ~>V 
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Appendix G 
Identifying colour coded themes 



Alex 
PI 

Good 
relationship 
with both 
parents 

Happy 
childhood 
although 
parents 
divorced 

Lack of 
differenti-
ation 

Normal 
childhood 

Reiterates 
getting on 
with both 
parents 

Fond 
memories of 
family 
holidays 

Reluctance 

Brian 

P2 

Good 
relationship 
with 
parents 

Idealised 

family 

Afraid to 
differentiat 

e 

Extended 
family 

added to 
structure 

and 
stability 

Privileged 

Difficulties 

Came at 
university 

Depressed 

self 

Charles 
P3(2) 

Strong fa mily 
Relationships 

Independent 

Difficulty 
sharing 
personal 
relationships 

Clears throat 

Resents 
sympa thy 

Self-
exposure 
difficult 

Self 

protection 

Clea rs throat 

Emotional 
attachments 
problematic 

Dislikes 
feeling 
dependent 

Charles 
P3 

C lose 
relationships 

T raditiona l 
experience 
means 
'stable' 
fa mily 
backg round 

Loss 

Divided 
attention 

Competing 
for attention 

Aggressive 
Competition 

Attention 
seeking 

Sibling 
Rivalry 

Traditiona l 
relationships 

Strong 
emotional 
link to 
mother 

David 

P4 

Recollection 
and surprise 
of vivid 
memory 

Rejecled self 

Too old for 
hugs 

Sense of Loss 

Impact of 
loss 

Open 
communicati 
on 

Recognition 
of father 
limitation 

Emotiona l 

Edward 
PS 

Close 
relationship 
with 
parents 

Closer to 
mother 

Self-
conscious 

Recalls fOlld 
memories 

Recalling 
difficulties 
as 
problematic 

ensitivc 10 
father's 
perceplion 
of him 

DeUb rlllcly 
hut down 

Fred 
PG 

l>iffiw Ity 
claiming self 
as doSl' to 
pllrrnts 

1111 portllnl 
person liS 

IIl1difft'!"l'II-
tIlled 

Mlln't'lIlltnd 
wilh 1II111ht'r 

J)j ffit'ult I (I 
difr n:llli It 
hch't'CII 
plln'lII 

11 lid 
III 'IIIn .. i CIf 
hlllllC, 
hnlllln lilt! 
porI 

fa I Ill' 

.- njll d 
'oln' 

III hlllll 



Alex 
Pi 

Little 
memory of 
childhood 

Uncertain, 
yet reassured 

Excited and 
nervous 
about 
starting 
boarding 
school 

I found it 
really easy to 
get on with 
people 

Was bullied 
during first 
year 

The best 
years were 
the last two 

Brian 
P2 

Idealised 
childhood 

Forgotten 

disappoint 
ment 

Upset at 

losing 

friends, not 
having a 

choice 

Fears 
a llayed of 

boarding 

Missing out 

Preconcepti 

ons 
unfounded 

Reassura nc 

e pa rents 

still close 

Charles 
P3(2) 

Self 

sufficiency 

Emotional 
sensitivity 
seen as weak 

Self -
perception of 
being strong 
when dealing 
with 
emotional 
issues alone 

Difficulty 
owning 
emotional 
sensitivity 

Clears throat 

Self analysis 

Self 
sufficiency 

Clears throat 

Charles 
P3 

Emotional 
detachment 

Fear of 
emotional 
exposure 

Emotional 
closeness 
difficult 

Resents 
sympathy 

Self-
sufficiency 

Emotional 
burden 

Self 

David 

P4 
acknowledge 
ment 

Acknowledge 
s father's 
discomfort 

Trust, love 
and 
companionsh 
ip 

Maternal 
closeness 

Physical 
Maternal 
closeness 

Acknowledge 
s separation 

Boarding 
School as fun 

Independenc 

e 

Parental 

expectation 

Indepcndcnc 

Edward 
PS 

Conflict 
with mother 

Arguments 
with mother 

Felt 
apprehensiv 
e and 
excited 
going away 
from home 

Realisation 
of lack of 
choice 

It ws 
accepted 

Felt to be 
tough 

First 
e I)erience 

Meanin!! 

Fred 
P6 

ReasSUnllll'(' 
of hrother at 
same scho()1 

Lllcl\ of 
IIcn Ou\IICS'i 

going to 
sclwol 

Lo()kin~ 

forward to 
going to 
!>chcwl 

l\1u i 11 tlli lIl'd 
friendships 
frol1l sdwol 

IlItclISl' 
{hcwl 

l'm irolllllcllt 
SI:CII liS 

difficulty 

IllIrd lilll~ 
ill IJltcn c 
(11\ irolllllult 



Alex 
Pi 

Independency 

Bullied for 
being 
overweight 

Victimisa tion 

Stereotypical 
bullying 

Justification 
for behaviour 

Banter 

Insular 

Self sufficiency 

Good 
relationship 
with 
housemaster 
and tutors 

Brian 

P2 

Reassuran 

ce parents 

still close 

Sport as 
distractio 

n from 

home 

C hoice of 

house 
disappoint 

ing 

Isolated 
from 
friends in 

house 

Contradic 

tory 
comment 

Maintaine 

d good 
friendship 

s from 
school 

Contradic 

tory 

Charles 
P3(2) 

Clears throat 

Easy to make 
friendships 

Sociable 

Relies on 
friendships 

Socialising high on 
agenda 

Socialising as a 
product of being 
at boarding school 

Friendships are 
largely male 

Pretty close female 
friends 

Self- selected 
choice of mostly 
male 
employment 
environment 

Female 
friendships end 
when they get 
married 

Clears throat 

Lapsed 
communication 

Charles 
P3 
Emotional 
burden 

Self 
protection 

Emotional 
conflict 

Withholdi 
ng feelings 

Emotional 
withdraw 
al 

Resentme 
nt of 
sympathy 

Acknowle 
dges 
physical 
rather 
than 
emotional 
contact 
with 

David 
P4 

Parental 

expectati 

ons 

Independe 

nce 

Maternal 
closeness 

Maternal 
support 

Denies 
effect of 
being 
bullied 

Lack of 
confidence 

Resilience 

Mum as 
psych-
iatrist 

Permissio 

n to be 

close 

Edward 
PS 

Sharing space 
difficult 

Lack of privacy 

Contrast-ing 
difference 

Identified with 
similarity 

People as split 
and defined 

More integrated 
sense of self 

Not particularly 
close to 
housemaster as 
role model 

Fred 
P6 

Fort'wH rut'd 
about hoardil1~ 
sdlOol 

It was reillXl'd 
~()il1g to 
buurdillg scho. 

Ilou,clllaster 
lIot too strkt 

Peer ~roup 
pretty fnend I) 

Pretty mlldl Ilt 
t'lISt' with I)('('r 
~rollp 

V ~I riou'i groll P' 
of frit'lIds 

Ih'gulur 
cuntue( 
with sdwlIl 
friend 



Appendix H 
Table of superordinate themes and emergent themes - P3 



1.3 

P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Page/line Keywords 

Themes 

Family tradition 

Traditional experience means 'stable' family 

background 1:4 "traditional experience' _. 'stable family' 

loss of father 1: 10 'passed away a few years ago' 

Divided attention as character building 1:20 'attention being divided' _'positive experience' 

Competing for attention 1:23 'attention from your parents' 

Aggressive competitive self as natural 1:27 'aggressive' _'competed' _'only natural' 

Traditional relationships 1:33 'good relationship' _ 'very traditional' 

Traditional family means strong emotional link to 2:39 

mother 2:42 ' strons sort of emotional link' • .' to my mother' 

Father not emotional 3:47-60 'more reserved emotionally' 

Time spent traditionally with father at weekend and 3:61-69 ' a very traditional way' _'time at the 

evenings 5:103 weekends' 

Gender roles defined as traditional 5: llD-IU ' sports fixtures' _.'traditlonally female chores' 

Self- sufficient 6:135 ' I'd rather be sort of self sufficient 

Cross purposes with mother 6:148 'wants to bow' _'not Interested In !eftlng her' 

Physical contact ok when small, not as men 10:248 'physical contact,' 'easy', 'really small' 

Parents split and defined as emotional and practical 14:341.,353 'emotional side of life' _'more practical side' 

Feels fortunate in life 16:389 'I'm Incredibly Iucky' •• 'good lif.' 

Acknowledgement of need of parents/reassurance 3(2J17:399 ' sea.trity blanket' 'parents that dose' _'helps' 

Sanctuary/relaxation of home 3(2J18:4U 'sO home and relax' 

Sense of very strong relationship(parents) 3(2J1B:4JO 'sense It was a very strong relationship' 

Traditional relationships as agreeable, few 

arguments 3(2}19:43 ' 30 years of marriage, one or two arguments' 

Traditional relationship with divided roles as'perfect' 3{2J19:44J- 'wife looks after certain areas' _ 'husband 

50 looks after' 
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P3 Table of superordlnate themes and themes from one participant In The Meaning of 
Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Old fashioned relationship 44: 1091-95 'mother domestic' and 'father financial' 

Good relationship model 45:1111 'dear delineation' •• 'to have as moder 

Sibling rivalry, envy 46:1149-55 'a faster runner' _.'that caused friction' 

Parental influence 48:U03 'making sure we aM got ori 

Sibling relationships as intense and influential 8:184 'probably a bit Intense' •• 'doing same stuff at 

smoor 

Confrontation as learned pattern of relating 13:306 'been too confrontational' _ 'I get 

confrontational' 

DefIning the self In relation to the boarding school 

experience and peers 

Must be self sufficient J3:309 'Just deaIinc witIt thlnp myseW 

Close proximity of parents reassuring 15:355 'Parents only lived 20 minutes away' 

Brother at school as reassuring 16:380 'older brother already at school' 

Ambiguity around homesickness 17:419 'boys homesick' _ 'parents live very dose' 

Attachment to boarding school life 17:425 'look forward to IOinI back' _'excitement' 

Boarding school as competitive environment 11:432 , ¥efY competltive' _' environment' 

Modifying behaviour in order to fit in 18:450 'when and where to be competitive' 

Being competitive as problematiC 1B:45J 'if your too competitive' 

Acquisition and adaption of social skills 19:475 'learnt when to be quiet' 

Pushing and testing of boundaries 19:487 'not to push the boundaries' 

Developing self- identity 20:509 'unl friends more Hke me' 

Reunion with peers 21:528 'renunions' _' appreciate friends' 

Intellectual attachments and connections U;54l-558 'value bJi&hmeu and shaYp'IMI' 

Emotional connection to school peers through 

shared experiences and living together 23:581 'they are a IHc part of your life' 

Housemaster as Idealised paternal figure, role model 24:592 'victorian, sort of father f\&ure',' similar role 

modef 

Fear of puberty, masculinity 24:617 'stubble'. 'beards'. 'hairy'. 'we were boys' 

Grown men as different and intimidating 25:627 "frightenln( •• 'different' •• 'grown up' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Hero worship of older boys 25:635 'you still liked him' _'hero worshipped him' 

Being alert to unkind prefects 27:625 'you knew which ones didn't really care' 

Secure with safe, kind discipline 
25:632 'punished by prae you liked' 

Survival of the fittest 
27:679 

'sink or swim' _' what doesn't break you' 

Depending on the self Is tough 
28:685 , a bit tougher' 

Discipline and care as separate and problematic 
29:714 

• disciplining you' •• 'looking after you' 

Compensation of fear through acceptance and 

survival 
29:719 

'you get used to these things and you survive' 

Fear of intimidation 
30:757 

'when your 13 that can be quite frl£htenlng' 

Sensitive characters get bullied 
30:743 

'quite a sensitive character' 

Justification as a means of excusing behaviour 
31:765 

'only growing up themselves' 

Crying alone, sorrow and fear of exposure of 'I aled about that' 'I was not In front of 

vulnerability 
31:768 anybody' 

Lack of protection and intervention from adults 
32:784 

'didn't step In enough' 

Behaviour as a result of peer pressure and 

developmental issues 
33:820 

'unpleasant' •• 'a teenager' • .'growlng up' 

Peer groups as role models 
33:823 

'other people were doing It' 

Safety in controlling others who are non -

confrontationa' 
36:906 'kind and non-confrontatlonal' _'best friend' 

Intellectual dominance 
38:939 'if you cut somebody down' 

Interaction experienced as contest(battle of wits) 
38:945 'far more even contest' 

Intellectual rather than emotional intercourse 
39:971 

'establish,", thInts through al'Jument' 

Masochistic element of conflict wtth confrontational 

40: 1003 
'shut up' - 'your ways arauinc' exchange 

Aggressive interaction as defining feelings about life ' aggressive as wortdns out how you feet about 

41:1024 
life' 

likes a stimulating argument to avoid animosity 
41:1033 

'no animosity there' 

Repetition of earlier sibling experiences replayed at 
47:1180 

'people who would spa verbally' 

school 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Thinking replaces feeling 41:1016 'it's how I work out what I think' 

COnfrontation as frustration, means of attempt to 

communicate 48:UI6 
'trying to find out answers through pushing' 

Independence 3(2) J:15 
'always been quite independent' 

COnfrontation with an emotional response results in 

guilty feelings 

Boarding sc;hooIldentity 

Self- sufficient important 
5:103 

'would rather be sort of self - sufficient' 

COmpetitive self 
U:284 

'I am quite a com~ve person' 

Defiant self 
14:338 

'J dldn't want to see her « need to see herl . 
Need to maintain control of self 

J7:423 
'action to take control of your own life' 

Establishing sense of self through Intellectual debate 
39~966 

'establishing things through debate' 

Self -dependent 
J9:474 

'matron maybe' _ 'bit of bottIl"I up' 

Depending on the self is tough 
27:619 

"yeah, it was a bit toush' 

Developing self -Identity 
33:830 

'my university friends were far more like me' 

31:911 
'I probably like to try and dominate 

Domination to maintain control of self and others 
39:915 

re4ationshfps 

Establishing sense of self through argument 
40:988 

'establishl"l things through argument' 

Using others to establish sense of self 
40:993 

'establish thl"ls by al'1Jul"l with people' 

Seeks a reaction from people 
40:1005 

, disagree with what 1 believe' _'pt. reaction' 

Negative attention to self 
41:1022 

'your always arplng' _'shut up' 

Identification through/in relation to others 
41:1024 

-,seopte I can do that with 

Aggressive Interaction as means of control of self and 41:1034 'it's an aggressive way of world,. out how you 

others feel' 

Creates animosity through dialogue 
42:J05O 

'I mean 1 don't like animosity' 

Avoids relatedness through intellectual aggression 
42:1053 

'don't be so aggressive' _'1 enjoy It' 

Frightens others through his Intellectual aggression 
3(2)2:34 

'I think It frightens people' 

Self -exposure difficult 
3(2)6:136 

'exposing myself sort of to other peopte' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes an'd themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Social self 3(Zj20:475 'been quite a sociable person' 

Compliant self 3(Z}Z2:516 'did everything I was told' _' well behaved' 

Non-compliant self 3(Z}23:S45 'more In opposition to the system' 

Self -status 3(Z}Z5:577 'get on, get yourself into a place' 

Rebellious self 7:J77 'railed against the system' 

Perception of self 

Male independence represents happiness 3(2) 7:152 'value sense of male Independence' _ 'totally 

happy' 

Attachment to male friends In the absence of 

females 

Friendships are largely male 3(217:l6O 'my friendships are Jatgely ma~' 

Self -selected employment choke of mostly male 
3(2)8:187 'aren't that many women that work at school' 

environment 

Male friendships more SignifICant than female 

friendships 3(Z)9~ 'always had far more male friendships' 

Stronger attachment relationship with males 3(2) 10:219 'fewer than my male friendships' _'far less 

strong' 

Male dominated camaraderie and male bonding 3(2) 10:223 'male dominated' _'camaraderie' _. 'bondln!, 

Male bonding experiences from school and sport 3(2) 10: 33 'from sport' _.'belng In a boarding house' 

Sodallife dominated with male friends 3(2)14:323 'almost a/l ' 

Seeks answers from male friends 3(2)ZS:6SS 'would like to talk about' _ 'my male friends' 

Loss of friendships 3(2)29:685 'you don't see them at all' 

. 

Strength of bond in friendships ~(2130:701 'question how much I would see those people' 

Defines true friendships 3(2) 31:740 'somebody even thouch they've moved' 

Questions the essence of true friendships 3(2)32:756 'question ftow good • friend they really .re' 

Fashionable and geographical friendships 3(2) 3: 61 'that's what defines where your roots are' 

Self- reliance as a way of coping 

Dislikes feeling dependent 5:112 'not enjoyed experience of leaning on other 

people' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Withholding feelings 5:115 'I'm not interested In telling her' 

Emotional withdrawal 'I'm dosed' 
7: 163 

Difficulty with emotional closeness 'felt emotionally dose to' _ 'ean be quite hard' 

Being emotionally close means being small, weak and 

vulnerable 7:168 'closer' _'babyish' _.harder for me now 

Dealing with problems in isolation 7:177 'I don't need anyone' 

Must be self -suffICient 8:184 'dealina with things myself 

Fears and avoids dependency 8:202 'I don't like feeling dependent on' 

Resents sympathy makes him feel weak 9:207 'people feeling sorry for me' • .'1 resent It' 

Self- pity acceptable if not shared 11:277 'feeling a bit sorry for yourself •• 'privacy of 

14:336 your own' 

Avoidance and denial of need 29:713 'could have seen her' _'didn't want or need' 

compensation of fear through acceptance and 

survival 29:718 'you get used to' _ 'you survive' 

Defenceless when vulnerable 31:765 'when your 13'_ quite frlchtenlng 

Sorrow and fear of shame, exposure to vulnerability 32:797 'I cried alone' _' not In front of anybody' 

Need to rely on self -difficulty turning to others 33:830 'lIke to think I'd have the guts' 

Self -dependent, dominant 34:839 'matron maybe', but I never did' 

Bottling up 36:901 ' where the self- sufficiency thing comes from' 

Need to maintain control 37:913 'easiest to get on with' _ non-confrontatlonal 

'I like to try and dominate relationships' 

Intellectual defence against vulnerability 38:953 .. 'verbally' 

Attack on sensitive female 43:1080 'would domInate tftat relationship' •• '{sister) 

Protecting self against vulnerability 47:1169 sensitive' 
• 

Control of feelings through dominance 3(2) 2:34 'didn't handle things' _'would never back 

down' 

Self -exposure difficult 3(2)4:81 'I enjoyed relationships where 1 felt dominant' 

Emotional sensitivity seen as weak 3(2)4: 89 'don't look for It by exposing myself 
emotionally' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Self -perception of being strong when dealing with 

3(2) 1: 19 
" prefer perception' am strong' 

emotional issues 

Difficulty turning to female presence for intervention 3(2) 6: 134 'person knowing about me' .. 'emotional 

weakness' 

Female and intimate! other relationships 

Difficulty sharing information on personal 

relationships 3(2) 7: 156 'not really enjoyed' _ sharlns personal 

relationships' 

Easy to make friendships 3(2) 7: 164 
'easy to make friendships' 

Pretty close female friends 3(2)9:205 " don't have many at the moment' 

Female friendships end when they get married 3(2) 9:213 'women I've been friends with' _ 'get married' 

Difficulty trusting women due to so few female 
3(2) 9: 216 'would open up less to women' 

friends 
3(2) 11:245 'aren't that many DIte- minded women' 

Difficulty in identifying with women 
3(2) 11:262 'maybe could be a product of boardlns school' 

Product of boarding school 
3(2) 12:265 '1 suppose you want me to' 

Confronting the romantic side of things 

'I don't know If It's my character, my 
Character, upbringing or school as precursors to 

upbrin£lng' 

romantic difficulties 3(2) 12:268 

Fear of commitment, closeness and intimacy 3(2) 12:2n 'whether or not I want to spend it Iona time' 

Pre-determined answer to commitment 3(2) 14:315 
'the answer tends to be , don't' 

RomantiC relationships last between two and six 
'lot of relationships' _'between 2 and 6 

months 3(2) 14:333 months' , 
Feelings determine ending of relationships 3(2) 15:337 'it's it feeline that you don't want to spend 40 

Difficulty allowing development of 
years' 

3(2) 15:344 'should give relationships longer to see If It 
relationships/feelings develops' 

RomantiC relationships as problematic 3(2) 15:348 , probably • sfcnlfkant chaflenp for me' 

Perception of perfect relationship 3(2) 15:355 'where you let married' _'stay with them 
forever' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 
Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Questions existence of perception 3(2) 15:360 'what fm lookllll for doesn't exist' 

Leap offaith needed to marry 3(2) 16:372 'when they do get married, It Is a leap of faith' 

Marriage like religion 3(2) 16:380 'the person they want to marry' •• 'a bit like 
religion' 

Illusion of romantic relationships 
3(2) 16:377 'rather fairy tale Idea about romantic 

relationships' 

Dangerous Idea 312) 17:390 'perfect relationship is a dangerous Idea' 

Utterly captivating perfect relationship 3(2) 17:399 'one person' _' beilll utterly captivated' 

Disappointing relationships as initially perfect 3(2) 17:402 'to be worked at, not these idealistic perfect 

things' 
Idealistic things 

Sense of parents very strong relationship 3(2)19:450 'growing up It was I very strong relationship' 

Realistic perception 3(2)19:453 'I knew It wasn't perfect' 

3 (2)20:460 ' a good relationship to have (parents) as a 
Good relationship model model' 

Relationship flaws 3(2) 27:628 'yeah there were flaws' 

Strong working relationships 3(2)27:634 'good sort of workine relationships' 

Strength of bond in friendships 3(2) 20:467 

Conflict with a female 312) 21:481 'female boss', 'patronisIng' [not] 'talented' 

Difficulty with female hierachy 3(2,21:499 'one of those' _make you know your beneath 
her' 

Eluddation through process of past and present 
, found authority quite sort of difficult to deal 

Authority as problematic 3(2) 22:507 with' 

Challenges authority 3(2) 22:516 'suddenly more challenglfll of authority' 

Defiant rebellious self 3(2) 2":554 'they said no' _o'so , just left anyway' 

Independent challenging self 3(2)24:558 
'I challenged what I was befns told to do' 

Non <ompliant self 3(2)24:567 
'I was more In opposition to the system' 

Lack of validation 3(2) 25:595 
'I didn't think It reflected my abilities' 

Impatient self 3(2) 21:638 
'I've always been quite Impatient' 

compliant self 3(2)28:649 
, would Just do what I was told' 
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P3 Table of superordinate themes and themes from one participant in The Meaning of 

Adolescent Attachment in a Male Boarding School 

Job dissatisfaction 3(2'28:655 'jobs slow' _'boring' 

Enjoyed self -reliance/self- dependence 3(2)28:658 'worked for myself, which was great' 

False friendships 3(2) 28:663 
'they can be quite false friendships at work 

Loss of friendships 3(2)28:670 'suddenly you don't see them at air 

Degree and strength of friendships 3(2) 29:677 
'so called best friends- why suddenly not In 

touch'? 

Reflects on loss of attachments (process) 3(2) 29:685 
'thinking about friends who I don't see at air 

Justification of loss (process) 
3(2) 29:694 'I suppose the reality is its quite hard to stay In 

touch' 

Good friends in working relationships 3(2) 30:702 'now 1 do have some good friends' 

Strength of bond in friendships 3(2)30:715 'I do question how much 1 would see those 
people' 

Maintaining contact 3(2) 31:723 ' how much are you going to see those 
people'? 

Defines true friendships 3(2) 31:737 " suppose is somebody_.still making the 
effort' 

46: 1144 ' probably only enough time to really keep In 

Acknowledges limitations of true friendships touch' 

Connecting through sports 46: 1150 'sportS bought me /flat of Bood friendships' 

Acknowledges fragility and loss of connections to 

others 46:1153 'that's rather sad In a way' (yawns) , 

Reparation 50: 1238 but we have a very strong relationship now' 

Self- effacing 50: 1250 '1 was a bit confrontatlonal_ a bit of a shlt' 

InSightful 35:876 '1 was probably doing the same stuff at school' 

Self -reflective 45: 1125 '1 need to be better at judging' 

COnfrontation results in apology 46: 1140 'you can find -oh sugar" they couldn't take it' 

Denial of resentful feelings 19:469 'It's not a question of forgiveness •• It's stili 
there' 

Confrontation resulting in emotional response results 
37:933 'cry rather than have confrontation • .' feel like a 

in guilty feelings 
shlt' 

9 



Appendix I 
Identifying recurrent themes 



1.7 Identifying Recurrent Themes 

Particil!ants Present in over 
SUl!er-ordinate themes half the 

Alex Brian Charles David Edward Fred samnle? 

Family tradition No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Self-reliance as a way Yes No Yes 
of coping 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Boarding school male 
identity 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ease through etiquette v Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
dis-ease in relationships 

Elucidaton through 
process of past and Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
present 



Appendix J 
Master table of themes for the group 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Family Tradition 

Traditional family experience as close stable family background 

Alex: Relationship was good with both parents. [had a very happy 

childhood 

Brian: So yeah a very stable and loving upbringing. Structure and 

stability with the parents 

Charles: [ have a fairly traditional erm experience in that sense in that [ 

came from er a sort of stah/e, inverted commas, family background 

David: Always very close. Fairly traditional predictable stuff really 

Edward: Always had [think quite a close relationship with my parents 

Fred: um yes er yeah. no we were very close erm yeah very close to 

parents 

Maternal closeness 

Alex: 

Brian: 

Lines 

4,8 

7-8,21 

5-9 

4,145-146 

4 

6 

Charles: the fact that [ was closer to my mother like that, in a very sort of 167-170 

almost babyish, sort of righJ from birth sorl of way 

David: But with mum, really close, very very very close 

Edward: I was probably closer to my mother than my father .. .fairly 

natural that molher was around much more 

33-34 

8,11 

Fred: [think [ definitely had sort of more contact with er mum just cos 19-21 

she was always there 

Parents and siblings in close proximity to boarding school as reassuring 

Alex: My brother was already at xn:x so that made it a bit easier 

Brian: so with my folks only being twenty minutes drive away that wasn '1 

too much of an issue 

Charles: but there is a huge security blanket in the faclthat [think my 

parents were two minutes away. My older brother erm was already at 

the boarding school 

David: 

Edward: 

1 

34-36 

108-109 

340-343,309-3 10 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Fred: my brother went to the same school and [ had three cousins there 42-46 

also. There was never any kind of nervousness about going 

Coping through self - reliance 

Self -sufficiency as a means of coping 

Alex: [tended to keep things 10 myself and erm so Ijust tried to deal with 

it myself 75 

Brian: 

Charles: I've been more inclined to deal with it myself 3(2) 67 

David: and you know trusted to look after ourselves 142 

Edward: most probably did bOllle it up a bit, but just tried to get on with 

it myself 171 

Fred: [ don 'tthink there was anything that came up that warranted sort 

of going to them 203 

Survival of the fittest {academicall): and Qhysically) 

Alex: I played cricket and my housemaster was a good cricketer, so we 

got on well because of that 84-87 

Brian: also I did a lot of sport. Mr x [housemaster] was a very good erm 

1st 15 winger and [was a r t }5 winger so 110, 161-163 

Charles: there was far more sort of just let them sink or swim and of 

course most people did swim. What doesn't break you makes you stronger 671-673,716-717 

David: we weren't in particularly in a competitive and as academic 

environment as we are now 437-439 

Edward: I had a scholarship. I was actually better friends with people in 

that group 77-80 

Fred: I was competent enough at sport ... if you weren', you might have 

been side lined a little bit 225.227-228 

Boarding school environment as intense experience 

Ales: the first two years were difficult because I was bullied 49-50 

BriaR: I think the first couple of years there were, il was a bit of a pain 194-195 
Charles: It was a very intense sort of fIVe years growing up 531-532 
David: I tended to get a little bit of picking on 77 
Edward: Ifound it tough particularly for thefirst six months. First two or three 

51-52, 112-114 
years, I felt that} was sort of being given a hard time 

2 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Fred: it's quite an intense environment, everyone gets a hard time at certain 

times 

Boarding School Identity 

Identification with male role model 

Alex: [got on really well with the housemaster and tutors 

Brian: [would be out with my old man during the holidays and [was just 

stuck to him like glue. Him [housemaster} like me didn't have much time 

for them, we probably got on quite well in that respect 

Charles: whilst he was older than my fatherfhousemaster}, he was 

probably a very similar role model 

David: spent long hours with each otherffather] and had a very open 

relationship, discussing major issues of life. lie was a man 

[housemaster} [Iotally trusted. felt very safe in his care erm 

respected ... an in loco parentis parent 

Edward: [felt much more self- conscious about trying to impress my 

father than my mother 

Fred: Pretty cool [relationship with housemaster}. 1/[ saw the 

housemaster now, it would definitely be good to see him. [ did have a 

good relationship with him 

Self-reliance 

Alex: the best years were the last two when [went into the sixthform, 

which [ really enjoyed It was more independency which was the main 

thing 

Brian: I've got that mentality that [just need to do something then [am 

gonna do it. Give it my a/l 

Charles: [ still value that sense of male independence, when I can say 

['m lotally happy. Whether il's becau..ve of boarding school or not I've 

always been quite independent 

David: [ am a very sociable person so and luclcily a confident enough 

person so ['ve a/ways been able to make friends very ealJily 

Edward: when [ got to the lower sixth, I think I enjoyed that a lot more 

as [got a bit more independence. 

3 

64-66 

80-81 

276,180 

556-558 

21-23, 

13-14 

151-155, 195 

52-54,57-58 

237-239 

175-179 14-16(3)2 

376-378 

125-126 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Fred: you've got to sort of respect the hierarchy, hUI allhe same time not 

too much or else you kind of miss out and you've gollo sorl 0/ voice an 

opinion 

Ease through etiquette v dis-ease in relationships 

Ease in relating to others 

Alex: I have always found it easy to get on with most people and didn '1 

really have any prohlems getting on wilh anyone 

Brian: I think I am quite an amenable guy, I get on with everybody 

Charles: Friendships I've alwaysfound easy to make. I mean I've always 

been quite a sociable person 

David: : I guess because o/the way I was' broughl up and schooled and 

parented you Know I Was' taught 10 respect others and greet people with a 

smile and be respectful and sensilive you know selfless 

Edward: I've always found it reasonably eas'y 10 get on with differenl 

kinds of people 

Fred: I tend to find it easy to get on with most people 

Friendships maintained 

Ales: I've made some goodfriendsfrom school and slill have a 101 offriend, 

now and some of which I still see from school 

Brian: All the people in xa I've seen am still in good contact with and see them 

very very regularly 

Charles: I'm seeing quite a bit more of my school friends. The commonalily of 

you know shared experience has meant were still pretty goodfriendv. Sports 

brought me a lot of erm good friendships 

335-339 

IOJ-104 

146-147 

134-136 (3)2 

57]-576 

187-188 

209-2]0 

117-121 

140-142 

517-5 I 8, 493-496(3)2 

David: very relaxed, very open, very ea.vy friendships. I've always found it 723-243(2) 

easy. 

Edward: I've Icept in touch wilh quile a reasonable number[friendfJ from school 

Fred: I'd say probably about seven ofthem[schoolfriendsJ I see fairly regularly 

now out of twelve or thirteen that there were 

4 

258-2591 

36-139 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Female and intimate relationships 

Alex: I don't have a personal relationship at the moment, but it is 

something I would like to do. Although I do have a lot of girl-friends that 

I get on well with 

Brian: no personal girlfriends to note of any particular merit. Had a 

girlfriend that just did my head in 

Charles: always had far more male friendships then female friendships. 

Far less strong really ffemalefriendships). I have had a lot of 

relationships that have gone on for between say a month and six months 

David: certainly for me there wasn 'tfalling in love there at all 

Edward: I didn't have, really have any girlfriends while I was at school 

Fred: I haven't necessarily met someone that I'd like to pursue too far, or 

thatfar 

Elucidation through process of past and present 

Alex: One of the things I did do, was to give a talk to the whole school on 

the effects of bullying and my experiences. The school really listened 

Brian: I think one thing it has taught me is always to talk about issues 

and problems, whether it be work or or with my wife or whatever maybe 

and it really does help 

Charles: I was probably doing the same stuff at school. I think in life how 

ma';y people can you realistically see in a year who you don't see 

regularly 

David: Openness, honesty, loyalty, trust, lalking through you MOW 

re.'iOlving arguments, saying sorry. I think that was modelled at; it were or 

shown me 

Edward: Whereas here it's a bit more balanced because I do social 

things with people from school, hut also I do things with friends 

elsewhere, which I think is probably much more healthy because you can 

get very insular 

Fred: I'm definitely sort offamily wise I had a pretty I think good 

grounding that seems 10 have gol me a cerlain distance without having 

too many problems 

5 

124,132 

315,410 

187,203,285 3(2) 

274 -275 

302 

321-322 

156-159 

490-493 

1238, 707-709 3(2) 

554 - 557 

373-378 

365-371 



1.8. Master Table of Themes for the Group 

Back to school 

Alex: I came here straightfrom uni, but erm I'm moving 10 a new 

teachingjob in September 

Charles: and its only when I came into teaching Ihall sort o//ound.erm 

you know that I'm, I suppose that I found things I was more suited 10 

David: I could clearly demonstrate through my career that war going 

really well how enthused and motivated I was with teaching. I think 

ending up as a housemaster .. 

Edward: I suppose that says something about you know I work in a 

boarding school (laughs) and my girlfriend is Ihou.<;ands of miles away. 

It S a hit like being in school 

6 

141 -143 

599-602 

182 -190 

321-323 
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,~ BATH & NORTH EAST SOMERSET 
~. ~ 

.. ---.~.---'.-----.-.--.-~.----

Avon and Wiltshire ri't:fj 
Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust 

To whom it may concern 
Liaison and Later Life SBU 

Therapies Team 
NHS House 

Newbridge HIli 
Bath 

BA13QE 
Tel. 01225 - 371470 
Fa)( 01225 - 371412 

Email: Julia.hecquet@awp.nhsuk 

Ref: Adolescent Attachment Issues In a Male Boarding School 
University of Kent at Canterbury:Shirley Lauryn 

This is to confirm that I have read and reviewed the interviews related to the above 
thesis and confirm that the themes derived are grounded in the interview data. 

Yours sincerely 

Or Julia Hecquet 
Chartered Clinical Psychologist 
Liaison and Later Life therapies Team 

Trust Headqual1efS Chair 
Felicity Longshaw Jenner House. Langley Par1l. Chlppenham SN15 1GG 

Chief Executive 
L.eure McMUrlrie 
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List of external resources for participants 



If any difficulties arise as a result of the interview, please see your GP in the first 
instance. 

BACP 
Telephone: 
General Enquiries: 01455883300 
Text: 01455550243 
Mailing address: 
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy 
BACP House, 15 St John's Business Park, Lutterworth, Leicestershire LE17 4118, United 
Kingdom 
Email: bacp@bacp.co.uk 
Website: www.bacp.co.uk 

UKCP (United Kingdom for counselling and Psychotherapy) 

Contact UKCP 

2nd Floor, Edward House 
2 WakJey Street 
London Eel v 7LT 
main switchboard: 020 7014 9955 
fax: 02070149977 
e-mail: info@ukcp.org.uk 

Boarding Concem:-

http://www.boardingconcem.org.uklindex.php?pageid=7 

Boarding Survivors:

http://www.boardingschoolsurvivors.co.uk/contact.htm 
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.J .. I l\ ,~j Frequently Asked Questions . .. 

[t \1! I' \ fn '. , ., ~ . 
1)0 I nutl perm ission to er ~ .h(' RQ and/or the RSQ in m y r'e'H.lrt'h! 

You are wetcome to use hi Ra and/()( the Rsa In your 1lJ$08n;:h OX8lfTWWlg Dduft attachmonC rNbOf'rIhtps If you roqUtf". 
something more tonnalthan _ bnef _ stalement. please prepare a teller. ready fo< sognature. c:ontaHw1g the onlo",""IOn 
you need and Otthef mad or tax It to 

Or Klm Bar1hoiomew 
Departmanl 01 Ps~y 
8888 U,,_ Onve 
$.mon Fruser Untvenlty 
Bumaby. BC 
VSA 156 CANADA 

Fax 604 .291 3427 

2. Do I nf"Cd 1X000wion ( 0 tL" the f1eerfF ... ilylllit'Gry or ... cI .. It,.Rl.J I"ttrvinu' 

Incorporating an anac:tvnent tntefVMlw IOto a rtrSOan::h deSIgn 1$ • oons.td6faOty ITIOt"e c:ompktx undenDkIng o-..n moat ~ 
"",llZO. and. on most cases . • is probably noc feasible 10 use !he ._"""'- "1Al<es ebouI 200 holn 10 train 
new ooderS And then, rt tS neoeuary for Ule new ooderI to establish nHiabthty on • ....,...,.. of .. "'s1 30 it'I~ before 
they beg'" codong theN' own research sample As _ . 2 ~I _ ""' reqUlnld fo< 0 IUbsIIIn I subIMnpIe of 
yOUf Itlte~. and prefetabty tor your enbre sampte For more inbmahOn contact 

Ca n I U.5C' tbe IU) aDd/or RSQ as a rattl:oric.a l meaJure or adull .ttlchmrn'~ 

The Rsa was NOT desogned. nor .,1encIed 10 be usod . • s 8 categoncal ..-...., 01 I1a<:Ilmenl _ rea>mmood """""11 U'" 
measuring dimensoonally Please oonsuII!he _ in JSPR _ ~. the ~ OpptOllCl\ fo< 
scoring the measure 6mensionaly 

AJ1hough lhe Ra can be usod so a C8\egOnC111 moasurD 01 ollOChmenl .... strongty od", .. oga_ <bog so The fteld ha 
long m<MOd lIWiIy '"'"' c:ategoncaI ~ A protoIype or __ apptOIICI\ .. the more oc:ocepoabIe _~ ID ...". 

the measure 

4. J h .. v~ uH'd tM RQ{RSQ b.t I am 51011101 cC'rtain how to StOrt iL 

Please oonsuII the A_I Measonts section oIoor --. tor • _lied doocnI>Ioon 01 the measures .. _ ftl ICOrtng 

InformabOn 

5. lIow do I scon: the RSQ? 

Please also see the SoIl Report A1Iachmen1 M ",IlOS peg .. on the _ The Io4IowIng ~oml .rt Rsa 1t...,1 

Secure Homs. 3. 9(R..-we). 10. 15. 28(R_) 
Fearfulltoms. 1. 5. 12. 24. 
PreoocupMld nemo 8(R..-..e). e. le. 25 
DIsmISSIng Items 2. 6. 1 i . 22. 26 

It may be useful ao u .. ~ rather th8n SUff'M"ft8tk)n i(X)IW... CIf"""" ptOklItyJMM ere denWId wtth ~t numberl 
of 11Itm • . 

The additional items in the Rsa can be uaed to Cf'OIIte a.ubK8w.. to uaeu the ttac::rvneoC ~8IOna ktenbfted by 
Slmpson. Rho/.s. & NeUigan (1992) end CoGina & Read (181Kl) Thus.'~ Ofl _to". "'" RSO 10 ohomol. 
seII·,eport _ of adUlt attachment (-. GrifIIn & sa.-now. 1994) AllOmoliwlly. and """""'" ~flnbtt. you 
can use the quesoomaino 10 defNelC8ios 0I1he undefIytng two _ TM can be CIOnoI two -ys I) I>t conctucIon\l 
a IaeIor analysis 01 the Items or 2) by USIng Ihe 8CORIS fIom Ihe lour pmlDlype ~em. ID ~ "'- <XlI'IIbIna1iOnl 
~",,"bng the"'" and _-modeI.lIac:IvnenI -...on.. Again . .... __ thol you ar.u" Ihe 
peper on JSPR whd1 _. !he best apptOIICI\ for oooring !he Rsa -""""1Iy 

7. I un .. y d.Le f .... Ibe RQlRSQ. How do I ... Iyu 11 

As reoommended ._ . • proII)Iype 0< domen""""" 8pptOeCh la Iho , __ way 10 """'" ... ROIRSO The 
_ oq>roectI Ia~'" moo! "-**' used DrChno Fn .... y·. _ hIIa._ ~ 01_10 
onIerpfWI your Indongo .-10'" two 1IIIactwnenI-..... USIng muIIopIe __ """'Ya. Co a>mmon """"*"') 
Wo ~ you_". FAO~ end'- "'. _ deoCripIJon , 

A _, inletp<elll1oon ~ would apply d you cl-. 10 .... __ (mnllnUDUO f1Ihngli fo< -=n oIlhe lour 
8ttachmenl proIoIypes _1hIIn """""""" f1IlIngS for Ihe two ._1-') 

8. W ... I • ..., .he 110",,'" l LebWity ...... rotllabW"y .rU,e RQ ..... R.SQ! 

A recenl artocIe ( 
fo< norma""" data on ... Ra. 

Our ISO 00.. not have ~ daIa fo< the Ra or Ihe RSO All 01"'" _ oonduc:Ied in _let> haw been done ""'h 
I18mples that ate smaller Chan .. """"..-y fo< HIabIiahing .........--.t """".. Ralongs oIltoe lour IIItadvnenI pit 

http ://www.sfu.calpsyc/facul tylbartholomew/faq.htm 06/1012 12 
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Self Report Measures of Adult Allachmcnt 

Th,s sectIOn proV1des • boof "'Iroduc"on 00 the ReIaf"",""'p Ouesbomaore (Ba_ & HorowItL 1991) and lhe 
RelaflOnsh,p Scales Quesbonna'lll (Gnlfin &~. 1994) Readersar. adVIsed 10 conduc1. rOYlOw of Ill. 
relevant literature In order to thoroughty acquatnt themsetves with the concept of adult attacnme .. u and the 'MM IIT.Y ~ 
measures avsllabae 10 assess adult attachments In dose relattOnShlps (see for example. PhI! Shevt'r"S Jtta,f1meN W"' ~ 
~f;' Also tnduded 11"1 thts sectIOn are answers 10 trequentty asked questIOnS refated to the usa of the RetatlOrtstwp 
Ouesbon~ and the RelallOnshlp _ Ouestoonna<e 

We want k) emphaSIZe tnat resean::f'l ~ lesbng the vahdtty of the modo! 00 not rety on these &elf-fepQf1 measures 
Speoficalty vabOatlOrt resutts tn Barthoklmew & tiorowttl (1991) retMKi on ratings ObCBIfled from the Peer AttachmfW\1 
~leMeW (PAl) further vaiKSauon of the attachment dlmenSK)l\s (GntM & Banhok:lmew, \994. 8re bMftd on ",ullJpkt 
measures of attachment endudIng tn~ measures 

krlalmn\hllLQyt,'ionnairt. ( " Q ; ibr1hotofftf'w .. Cc Iloro"il_l .. 199 1). 

The RO .. a SIngle "em __ sure made up 01 four shon paragraphs eIICh ooocnblng • Pfotolypocal an"""",*,,1 pan",n • 
" apphes IfI dose adult __ bOnshop& Pal\lClPllnts ere asked 10 role Iheor Oogree 01 c:onespondeneoIlO each 
proIOIype on. 7-__ ' scale An ondMduaI fNIlhl ...... him or herself ftQ(n81hong Wt. s..cu... 6 . FeMfuI2. PreoocupotOd 1 
OISlllISSAng' These ratonos (or "soores") pr1Mde • proMe 01 on IfIdIYlduars oll8d1menl lee40ngs IIfld bohavIoor 

The RO can etthef be 'NOI'ded ., terms of genet'1aI onentatJons to ck;)se retabonstupe.. onentaUon. lO romantc 
__ ops or onen"""'" 10. speaIic _"""&hip (Of some comI>onobo" 01 the a_I It con also be mworded ., lhe 
tt\Jrd pef"SOn and used to rtIIht 0Ihers' attactwnent panems For .,stance, we have had do5oe umo .. x fttenet& and 
romantIC ~ ...... themSef>Ies end ~ mend Of _ 

The Ra was destgoed '" obtaan conhnUOUS rabngs of each of the b...- 8ttachment patterns, end lh,& .. tht tdeat uN 01 the 
measure ~. ~ -rv. the RO can also be used 10 c:etogOnz6 part_to onlo II>etr _ Ailing _ 
pattern The htghest of the tour attachment pmkJtypa ratrngs can be used to dMSlfy parbCtpanta ..... to an ettAc:hment 
ca.tegory A problem .nses when t\IIIJO Of more attachment proIOtypes are rated ~U8rty high To deal With thIS we .. so 
asl< ponlClpanl$ 10 choose a songle. best fottong _t pattern _ . ,f they ha .. not c:tooo<tn • besl 6nw>g 
attac;hmen1 pattern, the res.ean:::hef can edher deIeM .... ~.) from the dat8 loOt, Of UN • ~ of rilndomty 
(pert>aps "oppong a eoon) seIedJng one 0111>0 two proIotypes as the ._t careoory Unfortunalely. ~ '""e ... ) 
way be tor tbghesl. rabng and 8 best fitbng attachment panem has noI been c:hoIM, then there IS no optIOn but to de l. 

that p8f1lC1p8nl's data AI1I>ough the RO con be used categoncaIfy. "" do NOT recommend doing SO '" conlonuouo 
awroa<:h. us"'O prototypes Of dimensions. IS the best approach 

"'1 .. Itnportlln« to _tt, BOTH the ro.c.ck: _ _ ph (1 " _ 01.-. ...... ) "'HO the "km flUng 
scolel 0I1/1e patlgtlphs (2"" _ 01 _nu ... ) . .... n " you _11 not .... the RQ categorically Complet"'g "'" 
forc:e<t-d>olce paragraph first serves as • counlerbalanano eff8d 10 mon,m",e ordflf ettects _ P8r11C1panlt ra ... the 
degrao 10 _ each _ ,s seII-char1IcIenZ>ng 

IlI.RIVINQ ~I I I -MOIlI I .ANDl) 1111 R-MODt-I A rrA("IIMI I'fJ DIMI ~ION~ IOR <Ill J!(J 

The unde<\ymg all8d1meot domenSlOOS can be denved from bnear cornbmallOno 01 the proIOIYPB rellflQS __ 'om 
the RQ (01' the compo .... a_men! ..-,re . ..... below) 

S!Il!.M!!!IlI! -paMms chBraclooZD<I by posdM> sell _ ITIIflUI pau.m. d\eractenzed by NQIIho sell modeIol' • 
<oecunt ..... dO'ITII.Slng) MINUS (1earfIJI plus prtlOOCUI>ocIJI If you...." your reautts to oo<Yespond on the """" clKeelJOn 
10 the . ...-y. -...on often.- 10 on "'" .~1 field_ the coloNlIOn 00" be ...-Md I'. (_'" piu' 
pmoc:cupoed) M INUS (secu ... piu. --.no)) In the 10 ___ hIgMf...".. WIll ... .., 10 more _\Ne mod-" 

01 sell 

~ - pallOmS chareaenZed by ___ models mmus ,,"eml ct>araaonz.a by _" __ ...,..... 

pe (secure ..... ~) MINUS (1earfIJI plus dosmoesIngJl 

You are enc:oureged to read: 

GnIfin. 0 . & Ba_. K (1994) -. 01 the sell and __ Fundamontal d,menSlOl'ls uncIerIy'ng mea""''' 01 oduII._ .Joum.I1 oI_ty end _ Psychology VoI 01. 4~45 

Gnffin. O . & _. It (11194) MetaphylNCO 0/ mea-..-.t The.,... 01 __ ._ In K 
_ & 0 _ (Eels). Mvttrtoes .. ~ ntJot_shIps. VoI 5 MKh.-K prooa .... .,_ 

(pp 17-52) L"'-' .le$SICB Kong....., 

The RSQ _I 30 short 0""""-'10 drawn from Hazan and ~s (191171._ ..-...,. Bannooom_ and 
HorOWllZ·. ( 199 1) Rel311On1h1!> auesoonne ..... oneS CoIIonI and RHd'1 (111110) Adu" AIlacIvnont s.:. On. S-pomf scalO 
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Subjoct: 

Hello Shirley 

........... 
Maddy 
050ctober20111 2:39 
Shirley l.auryn 
Your Re:;earch Project 

A~ you will see, the second batch of emajl~ are now winging their way to the 2001 -2005 leavers! 

The numbers sent out to are as fO!lOW50: 

2006-2010 Leavers - 165 

2001-2005 Leavers -· 178 

Fingers crossed for you for some posit.ive respOnSt~5, and lel me know it there is anything else 1 c<l n clo . 
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Hello Shirley 

Moody 
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Shirley lauryn 
Research ProjHct 
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I have had 11 look hack and it would appear that we have already email('d the 2011 I p.iwe rs arounrl til" midrll(' of I" sl 
Se ~)tcmber . So the numbers so far are: 

l()l1leaver~ -. 74 
2006··2010 l eavers - 165 
2001-2005leavers - 178 

Would you like me to go b'Kk another five years maybe? 
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Maddr 
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Adolescent Attachment Issues in a Male Boarding School 

To what extent do early attachment issues set a prototype for adolescent attachment 
patterns in a Male Boarding School? How does this determine the outcome for adult 

attachment prototypes for later social relations? 

Introduction 

Bowlby, proposed that the quality of childhood relationships with caregivers results in 
internal representations of 'working models' of the self and others which form the 
prototype for later social relations (Bowlby, 1969, 1973,1980,). This study will seek to 
address how the male adolescent relates to significant others (attachment patterns) within 
a boarding school environment (Bowlby, 1997) and whether this bears any influence for 
future patterns of relating. 

It is generally postulated that pupils attending independent school go on to achieve 
material success and status. It is also assumed that material privileges and stability can 
be a precursor to this, but how do attachment patterns fit into the spectrum for 
determirung outcome of the future emotional well being of the boarding school 

individual? 

Literature Search 

There seems to be little research undertaken on the subject of attachment issues in male 
bo~ding schools. Although there is extensive literature on boarding schools and 
adolescent attachment issues, there seems to be particular emphasis on the effects of 
boarding on children under the age of 11 who may exhibit signs of distress and insecure 

attachments (Gotlberg,S. Muir, R. Kerr, J. 2000). 

Shaverin (2004) in her paper' The Trauma of the Privileged Child' suggests that 

sending young children to boarding school may be 'particularly' considered a 'British 
form of child abuse' and 'social control'. Mair (2005) believes that boarding schools are 
not in the business of providing love and cannot therefore meet the fundamental nCL-ds of 
any child, whilst Fonagy & Target (1997) provide evidence that empathic understanding 
from teachers or significant others on a child who has suffered any form of deprivation or 
abuse can go on to recover from traumatisation and protect themselves from re

enactment. 

Teaching and the Facilitating environment 

In 1998 a study was conducted in a boarding school on the transactions of the 

adolescent's internal working models between self and others, peers perceptions and 
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reciprocal perceptions of others and by others. Findings supported the assumption of 
models of the other on a person's social environment, with reciprocal relations resulting 
in secure attachments and non- reciprocal relations resulting in insecure attachments. 
The conclusion drawn suggested that 'specific person environment transactions may be 

involved in securing the style of relating' (Priel,B. Mitrany,D. Shahar,G, 1998). If 
teachers are to be thought of as attachment figures, then Winnicott' s suggestion that 
'one is a parent figure when doing something professionally reliable' (1986,p.63) could 

assume that the relationship and attachment between teacher and pupil is vital for the 

adolescents self- esteem and ego development. He states that: 

'Teachers need to know when they are dealing with psychotherapy rather than teaching 
their subject i.e. completing uncompleted tasks that represent parental failure or relative 
failure' . Recognising and giving ego support where it is needed. 

Aims and Objectives 

(Winnicott,1986 
p.63). 

Adolescence ( aged 13-18) can be a period of emotional turmoil, identity confusion 

(Erickson, 1974), insecurities and a return to possible unresolved earlier conflicts. Infants 
(aged 0-5) need good enough mothering and a facilitating environment for healthy 

attachment and developmental models of experience to occur (Winnicott, 1986). If 
during adolesccnce, there is a return to unresolved earlier conflicts then one might 
assume the same criteria for healthy attachments etc. would apply to the boarding school 
experience. This study will seek to address the following: 

• Do the benefits and positive or negative outcomes that can be derivcd from a 

boarding school environment originate from early or later attachment 

experiences. 

• Are attachment prototypes fixed early on or can they be influenced or changed by 
a boarding experience? 

• Do boarding schools provide a facilitating environment in which to foster and 
enrich the maturational process of physical, intellectual and emotional growth. Is 
the boarding school within itself an object of attachment? 

• How is the emotional growth including conflict of the adolescent facilitated and 

contained? 
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Methodology 

I will adopt an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) mcthod of approach for 
this study as described by Smith, Flowers and Larkin(2009). This methodology is 
commonly used within the health sector and is a subjective, bottom up, reductive 
approach which concentrates its focus on interviewees as the experts of their experiences. 
IPA seems most appropriate for this study as the aim is to capture meanings participants 

assign to their personal experiences and is therefore conducive to understanding 
attachment issues. Through the researcher's analysis, a reduction of the complexity of 
the data is achieved and interpreted, giving a third person 'insider perspective' on the 
participants' world. The interview will be an ideo graphic case study approach, which is 
suitable for small sample groups of up to ten participants (Smith ct a1. 1999). The focus 
will be on exploration of early memories of experience of the transition from childhood. 
to boarding school and finally to current experience, using an attachment style ba'icd 
question to determine early attachment prototypes. The initial questions and four 
category model of attachment in the form of a self -report questionnaire will provide the 
demography and generalised current prototypical attachment orientation, which will be 
used to inform the outcome of the IPA study. 

Method 

6 -10 participants will be invited to take part, who will be ex pupils of a male boarding 
school. 

Initial attachment questionnaire (Bartholomew & Ilorowitz, 1991) 

Semi structured open question interview lasting up to 60 minutes. which will be audio 
taped. 

Exclusion Criteria: Current diagnosis of depression, anxiety, psychoses including 
medication. 

Literature Sources 

• Internet -PDF Articles, research papers 

• The Independent Schools Magazines 

• PSHE (personal, Social, Health and Econcomic) Handbook 

• Psychoanalytic Journals, articles, Papers, 

• Books i.e. Winnicott, Bowlby, Erickson 

• Electronic Database 
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